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ABSTRACT

This final technical report describes the work conducted for the U. S. Air

Force on Contract F33615-70-C-1760.

As part of a continuing Air Force effort to develop component technology for

high-energy propulsion systems, an attitude control system (ACS) valve was

developed elsewhere for use with high-energy, storable liquid propellants.

This valve performed successfully in most propellants tested; however, it

failed by developing excessive leakage when operated in chlorine penta-

fluoride (CPF).

The design and operation of the ACS valve were analyzed for modes of possible

failure. The modes studied included overstressing of the closures by closing

lead3; adhesive wear of the closure surfaces; corrosion of the closures by CPF

and hydrofluoric acid; abrasive wear; corrosive wear; and impact-iritiated

chemomechanical reactions. Some new equations which relate valve wear to

operating and material parameters were developed during the analysis. Tests

of some materials were conducted to supply data for certain of the analyses,

to test the equations used, and to evaluate some candidate materials.

For all the normal modes of possible failure investigated, it was demonstrated

conclusively that the valve is adequately designed to withstand any expected

level of load or attack.

Subsequent to the initiation of this progr-am at McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

Company (MNDAC), the Air Foxce demonstrated that contamination by water was

the probable cause fer the failures observed in early testing. MDAC Isas shown

by analysis and test that impact-initiated chemomechanical reaction of

adsorl-,ed water with CPF on the closure surfaces will result in failure of the

type observed.

Tests of alternative closure materials were conducted. However, Ohe material

currt, ntly ust, d for c -osu res-t ung s in c ,rhiri!-6 pe .rce'nt c obai-lt ce rni t--,••,IS

ranked higher than the alternative materials teated.
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Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Pattersoni Air Force Base,
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of valve closures when operated in chlorine, pentafluoride (CPF), the test
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substitute closure materials.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Recently, an attitude control system (ACS) valve designed under an Air

Force contract for service with chlorine pentafluoride (CPF) and

monomethyihydrazine (MMH) was found to develop an unacceptable internal

leak rate in comparatively few cycles when operated in CPF. Preliminary

analysis sbowed that this valve performed well with other propellants and

that the seat materials are compatible with CPF under static test conditions.

As leakage was caused by roughening of the closure surfaces only in CPF

service, it was postulated that the failures occurred because of the addition

of energy at the valve seat under dynamic conditions.

Comnponents and systems designed and fabricated for service in contact with

advanced, high-energy propellants must withstand severe environments. An

important circumstance observed in such environments, typically in fluori-

nating agents, is the coupling of chemical attack and dynamic loads to produce

greatly accelerated attack on structural materials. Such chemomechanical

effects probably occur because the energy released in localized regions by

the dynamic processes is great enough to activate a small number of molecules

and initiate local hot-spot reactions. Most of the advanced high energy liquid

propellants require much less activation energy than do fluids used currently.

All current and conceptual rocket systems designed for operation with high-

energy liquid propellants have inherent chemical instabilities as a consequence

of the chemical properties of the propellants. High-energy oxidizers may

react catastrophically with common structural alloys. Also, alloying elements

ii; structural materials may cause high-energy fuels to undergo spontaneous

rearrangement into more stable chemical compounds, releasing energy and

gaseous products. In addition to these violent reactions, slow degradation of

the system may occur to produce changes in propellant characteristics and

corrosion of containment materials.

1



During operation of all propellant systems, whether they are test facilities,

Ground Support Equipment, or flight systems, the dynamic functions of

components and fluid flow increase the total energy in the system. Because

of the relatively low reaction initiation energies associated with advanced

liquid propellants, there is an increased probability of reactions occurring

from the energy added to the system fromthe dynamic environment. Thus,

an understanding of r-,opellant-materials dynamic compatibility and avail-

ability of design data are mandatory if this potential source of mission

failure is to be avoided.

The ACS valve failed by an increase in leak rate to beyond the design maxi-

mum in less than the design cycle life. Failure of the original vex sion of the

valve occurred in a very few cycles. However, the valve performed well

beyond design requirements wvith all other propellants tested: viz, dini-

trogen tetroxide, fluorine, monomethylhydrazine, and methane. It was also

operated successfully with fluorine-oxygen solutions, but the tests were not

run to the full design cycle life.

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) has conducted this pro-

gram to define the failure mechanism of the ACS valve and to evaluate and

recommend specific materials that will not be subject to the failure mode

observed. Since the failure mode apparently involved dynamic conditions in

the presence of propellant, the program was designed to analyze and test

chemomechanical processes in the valve and determine the manner in which

the energy affected the closure surfaces.

Phase I of the program included the analyses of the dynamic processes

occurring in the ACS valve when operated in CPF, and correlation of mate-

rial properties with the wear observed. Equations were derived that relate

the closure dynamics, wear process rates, and thermal energy deposition

rates to the properties of structural materials used and to the specific valve

design features. Chemical reactions involved in the interaction of CPF with

the seat and poppet were analyzed, but unavailability of data on the ener-

getics and mechanisms of the reactions of CPF with the materials used in

the valve prevented the developnment of specific numerical results for corre-

lation and prediction based on chemical reaction mechanisms at t: is time.

2



Phase 11, Part I of this program consisted of dynamic tests of CPF with

two alloys: Duranickel 301 and stainless steel 304-L, conducted with the

ABMA impact tester and the rotary friction tester. The energy necessary

to cause initiation of surface reactions on each device was determined. The

Duranickel 301 was tested in several hardnesscs to determine the effect of

hardness on initiation. Stainless steel 304-L was tested in the air-melt and

vacuum-melt conditions to investigate the effects of impurities. The follow-

ing results were obtained:

A. Initiation of burning occurred only when sufficient energy was
introduced to cause damage by plastic deformation.

B. The minimum energy required was a ]lnear function of both the
yield strength and the hardness of Duranickel 301.

C. The purer (vacuum melt) stainless ,ceel 304-L required greater
energy to initiate a reaction.

D. The interface temperatures on the specimens were calculated from
the energy supplied in the ABMA tester. In the test:. where
reaction occurred, the temperatures calcu:lated were very clise to
those reportrd for thermal ignition of the metals. In tests with no
reaction, the temperatures calculated were much lower.

Phase II, Part II of this progranm consisted of tests to demonstrate the suit-

ability of candidate materials for use in the ACS valve closure. The results

of the Phase 1 analysis were used to select materials which would have the

best combination of properties predicted to provide resistance to seat sur-

face roughening. Three materials were selected for testing, with the

approval of the AFML Project Engineer. The materials consisted of

99-percent pure polycrystalline aluminum oxide (A1 2 03 ), tungsten carbide

in a 6-percent cobalt binder, and silver-plated Duranickel 301.

The aluminum oxide Droved to be too brittle and suffered mechanical

fractures at test loads well below the levels expected to be required to

initiate reaction. No evidence of chemical reactions at the fractured sur-

faces could be detected.

The silver-plated Duranickel 301 was unsatisfactory, but this was traced to

carbon and sulfur impurity inclusions in the plated layer of silver. No

conclusions can be drawn as to the suitability of good quality silver plate.

3
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Tungsten carbide - 6 percent cobalt cermet is the most satisfactory

material tested for closures. There are indications that its ignition temper-

ature in CPF is higher than most metals'.

The initiation test methods used in this program, ABMA impact tests and

rotary-friction initiation tests supplied hitherto unavailable and potentially

useful information on the behavior of materials in contact with propellants

under dynamic load conditions. The interrelation of material properties

and reaction behavior observed in the test results paralled those predicted

by the analytical equations, but energies found necessary for positive

reactions in the tests were much greater than those released by the valve

closure processes. It was concluded that the valve failures involved

additional factors.

Evaluation of the suitability of the various test methods was part of this

program. Specific points for future consideration are:

A. The MDAC model of the ABMA tester is not suitable for initiation
tests of materials harder than 300 on the Vickers penetration
hardness scale because the necesbary energies are beyond the
maximum capacity of the apparatus.

B. The rotary friction tester was marginally suitable for substances
as hard as 1800 on the Vickers scale. These tests were ran far
below the maximum capacity of the apparatus; however, brittle
fracture of hard, brittle materials made interpretation of test data
difficult (tungsten carbide cermet) or prevented valid tests
(alumina).

C. The rotary friction tester is capable of better discriminating the
tendency toward reaction than is the ABMA tester.

Corrosion rates measured by means of static tests of closure materials in

aqueous HF were in accord with expectations. However, the ACS valve wear

rates of the same closure materials were not proportiona] to static corrosion

rates. This was interpreted to mean that HF corrosion in the absence of
dynamic loads was not a significant factor in the valve closure degradation.

ABMA impact tests in CPF of tungsten carbide cermet specimens that had

been equilibrated in an atmosphere of 100 percent relative humidity,

demonstrated that in the presence of absorbed moisture, initiation occurred

;at greatly reduced impact energies. In the same time period, tests by the

4



Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, in which extremely great care was

taken to remove all traces of moisture from the test valve before exposure

to CPF, demonstrated that under these test conditions the valve with tungsten

carbide cermet closures easily met the required design cycle life leak rate.

It was concluded that the earlier failures of the valves were due to the corn-

bined effects of dynamic loads and CPF with contaminants present.

This report presents the MDAC study in the following sequence:

A. Description of ACS valve.

B. Summary of results from valve tests.

C. Description of failed closures.

D. Separate analyses of possible failure modes, with conclusions for
each analysis.

1. Leak rate model applying to all analyses.

2. Dynamic !.oad.

3. Adhesive wear.

4. Corrosive wear-CPF and HF.

5. Chemomechanical reactions.

6. Abrasive wear.

7. Surface fatigue.

E. General conclusions anent causes of failure.

F. Test program.

1. Materials.

2. Test procedures.

3. Impact initiation.

4. Rotary friction initiation.

5. Corrosion in aqueous HF.

6. Conclusions.

5



Section 2

ACS VALVE FOR STORABLE PROPELLANTS

2. 1 VALVE DEVELOPMENT

As part of a continuing Air Force effort to develop component technology for

high-energy propulsion systems, an attitude control system (ACS) valve was

developed by a contractor for the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory

(AFRPL). This all-metal poppet valve was designed for use in a pulsed ACS

using high-energy storable liquid propellants (Ref 1, specifically for CPF

and MMH.

The design life requirement of this ACS valve is 100, 000 cycles of operation

with a maximum helium leak rate of 30 scc/hr.

Several valves of this design have been built and tested with a variety of

propellants. With all fluids tested, except for CPF and GF 2 , the valve has

been very successful. Table 2-1, which is copied in modified form from

Ref 2, is a summary of the performance in pre- and postoperation leak tests

reported prior to the start of the MDAC program. The valves failed all the

CPF tests. Service leakage rates reach 30 scc/hr after an average of only

100 cycles; whereas in other propellants the valves performed admirably,

except for a single series of GF 2 tests.

2.2 VALVE DESCRIPTION

The specified valve, which is described in AFRPL-TR-69-250 (Ref 1), 'is a

"Magnetically Linked Bipropellant Valve" designed for pulsed operation on an

ACS operated with CFF and monomethylhydri-iine. Table 2-2 lists the per-

formance •equirements given in the referenced report. The solenoid-

operate valve was built in two basic configurations--a -ingle armature valve

(Figure 2-1). which was used for initial testing; and a bipropellant arrange-

ment consisting of two single-armature valves energized by a common coil

7



Table 2-1

VALVE TEST SUMMARY
(Ref 2)

Leakage
(100 psi GN2) Number of

Fluid Cycles Before After Valves Tested

Cold Flow Tests

Gas He 3,000 Zero Zero 2

CPF 45,000 Zero Too high (varied) 6

N2 0 4  100,000 Zero 3 scc/hr 1

N2 H4  100,000 Zero Zero 2

MMH 200,000 Zero Zero 3

Hot Firing Test

80-FLOX* 80 Zero Zero 1

CH 4  80 Zero Zero 1

*One other unit tested in FLOX developed unacceptable leakage before
operation due to access of moisture into the oxidizer system (Ref 3).

(Figure 2-2), which was intended for the ultimate system application. Both

the single armature and the bipropellant valve configuration feature a metal-

to-metal poppet and seat with a flat sealing interface. Both of these config-

urations use flexure guidance of the a:,mature -poppet assembly to provide

precise axial guidance and poppet self-alignment without sliding fits. For

the purpose of this analysis, there does not appear to be any significant

difference between the single armature valve and the bipropellant valve

mechanisms that affect the type and magnitude of wear produced.

The basic design features adopted by the contractor to meet the performance

requirements included the following:

A. Metal-to-metal. hard surface on hard surface. poppet-seat
interfaces.

B. Flat poppet; flat seat with circular flat land.

8



Table 2-2

MAGNETICALLY LINKED BIPROPEILLANT VALVE
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS*'

Pressure drop (max) 40 psi at 0. 167 lb/sec C1F 5

40 psi at 0. 0757 lb/sec monomethyihydrazine
3

Dribble volume (max) Less than 0. 02 in. per valve

Operating pressure 450 psia

Proof pressure 675 psia

Burst pressure 900 psia

Opening response (max) 8 ms at 28 vdc, 450 psia, and 70'F

t Closing response (max) 8 ms at 28 vdc, 70°F, and nominal flow rate

Operating voltage range 18 to 32 vdc

Operating temperature range -100' to +350°F*'

Operating current (max) 2 amps at 28 vdc and 70 0 F

Response mismatch (max) 0. 5 ms

Internal leakage (max) 5 SCC***/hr helium at 0 to 435 psig initially;

30 SCC/hr helium at 0 to 435 psig after
100, 000 cycles in propellant

Internal leakage (optimum) 2 scc/hr helium at 50 to 450 psia initially

External leakage (max) 10-7scc/sec helium at 675 psia

Operating life (min. 100.000 cycles

Acceleration 0-10 g's in any direction

Vibration 6 g's sinusoidal and 31.6 g's rms random

Inlet filter rating 18p absolute, 5 psi AP at nominal flow rates

* From Ref 1
* C.PF - Tc : 290°F; MMH - Tc = 595"F
***SCC (standard cubic centimeter) is one cubic centimeter of gas measured

at 25C and I atmosphere pressure.

9
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Figure 2.1. Single Armature Valve Configuration (Ref 1)
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ARMATURE

.: I 1 INCH

Figure 2-2. Bipropellant Valve Configuration (Ref 1)

C. No sliding fits; self-aligning poppet.

D. Integral propellant filters with cartridge elements.

Analysis of the mode and functioning of the valve resulted in selection by the

valve manufacturer of the following design specifications for the poppet and

seat:

Surface finish, H°-1 l in. AA (improved to < I L in. in
recent models)

Surface flatness 3 Helium light band

Seating stress", Oc 710 psi (=3-lb force); later reduced
to 300 psi (A1. 2-lb force): at
450 psi fluid presstire, 2, 100 psi
(-8. 5-lb force)

Land width (seat), w 0. 012 in.

Land inside diameter (seat), D. 0. 100 in.

Oxidizer poppet stroke, h 0.910 in.

=:cThe terms stress and load indicate compression conditions throughout this
report, unless specially noted.

II



The construction materials selected are listed in Table 2-3. Each pair of

the poppet and seat closure seals was made of the same material. Initially,

Duranickel 301 was used on the oxidizer valve closure and Pyromet X-15 on

the fuel valve closure, but eventually all materials listed for the poppet and

seat were tested for CPF service.

Table Z-3

MAGNETICALLY LINKED BIPROPELLANT VALVE POPPET AND
SEAT CLOSURE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Material (Ref 1)

Chromium-plated Kennametal K8011,2

Duranickel 301

Pyromet X-15

Silicon carbide KT

Kennametal K602 1

Berylco nickel 440

Kennametal K96 1

Kennametal K801 It 2

Silicon carbide RM-005 3

Rhenium
4

Multiphase nickel cobalt MP35N 4

All Kennametal alloys tested are basically tungsten
carbide, usually in a matrix of a softer metal.

2Components fabricated but not tested in CPF
(July 1970).

3
3Compatible in static exposure, but rejected due to
fabrication problems.

4
4Incompatible in static tests; rejected.

12



2.3 VALVE TEST RESULTS

Tests in CPF of the ACS valve were conducted in several configurations and

using several material combinations. Most of these tests were conducted by

the valve manufacturer, and are reported in Ref 1. A summary of the results

of these tests is presented in Table 2-4.

In an effort to improve cycle life in CPF, the poppet support system was

redesigned to reduce the magnitude of the impact loads on the sealing sur-

faces during closing. Several candidate materials were tested in this new

configuration, but excessive leakage developed in all cases in less than

1,000 cycles.

Tests were conducted at ambient temperature in GF 2 at another contractor's

facility (Ref 4), and at Edwards Air Force Base-Air Force Rocket Propul-

sion Laboratory (AFRPL) (Ref 5). At the contractor's facility in a test

system to which water vapor had access, the He leak rate reached 257 scc/hr

after 50, 000 cycles. At AFRPL, where great care was exercised to reduce

moisture access to the test, the valve leak rate was still less than 39 scc/hr

after 165, 000 cycles in GF 2 .

The final report of the ACS valve development program (Ref 1) concluded

that deterioration of the surfaces of the poppet and seat sealing areas occurs

when the valve is operated while exposed to chlorine pentafluoride. The

report recommended that a program be initiated to determine the mechanism

of deterioration of these smooth metal surfaces in CPF service, and to

identify materials and design modifications that will permit the valve to

achieve the design life requirements in CPF.

Review of the manufacturer's tests, Table 2-4, discloses the following

information:

A. All of the valves tested developed excessive leakage in less than
1, 0C' cycles of operation in CPF.

B. There is evidence that hard materials have a longer life, if
porosity and surface cracking do not occur.

The data on He leak rate versus number of cycles in CPF from all tests of

all configurations presented in AFRPL-TR-69-250 (Ref 1), Figures VII- I

through -7 of the refcrence, have been replotted as change in leak rate

13
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versus cumulative operating cycles on a singlh, log-log graph (Figure 2-3).

All data obtained during passivation or periorls of flow exposure with the

valve not operated have been deleted. A straight line was drawn as a mean

correlation valuc through the remaining points, having a slope of 35 degrees.

Considering the number of other variables, the scatter is surprisingly small,

indicating that there is probably a single overriding mechanism responsible

for leak development. All materials tested give points on both sides of the

correlation band.

Subsequent to the release of the final report on the initial program (Ref 1)

and prior to this MDAC evaluation contract, additional tests in CPF were

conducted by AFRPL personnel. The results of these tests are summarized

in Table 2-5.

The data in Table 2-5 confirm that the harder materials have longer service

lives. Test number 2 shows the best performance. In this test, 50, 000

cycles of operation in CPF were completed before leakage had increased to

the design limit of 30 scc He/hr.
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Shortly after completion of Phase II, Part 1 (Verification Tests) for the

current contract at MDAC, new test results from AFRPL became available

(Ref 7). Tests of several specially prepared valves with tungsten carbide-

cobalt cermet closures were completely successful. All of the valves have

"leak rates of less than 30 scc He/hr after more than 100, 000 cycles in CPF.

The special preparation consisted of a very thorough pretest bakeout to

remove all traces of moisture. This evidence supports the statements in

the MDAC Phase I Interim Report, (Ref 8), that trace contamination by

water could cause surface damage by ignition of local hot spots even at

reduced closure impact loads.

2.4 CURRENT STATUS

These recent Air Force test results have demonstrated that the particular

ACS valve is adequately designed for service in CPF. In addition, the tests

have again demonstrated the bsolute necessity of ensuring that systems for

fluorine oxidizers must be cleaned to rigid specifications, must include

positive barriers preventing access of contaminants (including water), and

that operating techniques must maintain the clean, moisture-free condition.

17



Section 3

ANALYSIS OF VALVE FAILURE PROCESSES

3. 1 INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND

3. 1. 1 Objectives and Approach

The Air Force Material Laboratory (AFML) and AFRPL have supported this

present program to define the valve failure mechanism, and to evaluate and

recommend specific materials that will not be subject to the observed

* failure modes in CPF. This program contained three phases. Phase I con-

sisted of an analysis of the failure process, including limited testing to sup-

port the establishment of a wear model. Phase II consisted of tests to

evaluate candidate materials and to confirm the validity of the wear model.

Phase III consisted of preparation of program documentation.

The purpose of the analysis of the ACS valve failure mechanism was to

identify the failure mode and establish criteria that can be used to extend the

* valve operating life in CPF.

A review of valve test parameters and observed valve performance in tests

previous to and during the early stages of the MDAC program was conducted.

Meetings with engineers from the valve manufacturer and with cognizant

Air Force perfonnel were held. Thorough dicussions of the valve design

and operating parameters, details of test procedures, posttest specimen

examinations and test results were held. Closure poppets and seats, which

had been tested in various fluids, were supplied to MDAC by the manufac-

turer and by the Air Force.

3. 1. Z Examination of Tested Parts

Observation of failed seats and poppets showed that surface finish changes

are concentrated in local areas (Figure 3-1). Micrographs at higher magnifi-

cation show the existence of pits and built-up deposits (Figure 3-2). Initial
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U. S. AIR FORCE PHOTO

Figure 3-2. Barylco Nickel 440 Valve Seat (300X)

I, r

wear is more severe near the seat OD and extends inward as the number of

operating cycles is increased.

The surface irregularity of a Berylco 440 scat land, measured with a

Profilometer, increased from 5. 5 _10- to 25 10 inches after 1, 000

* cycles in GPF.

An electron microprobe test of a failed valve popp ' (Ref 5) showed that the

film contained fluorine, chlorine, and oxygen atcms, suggesting that the film

..s a nmetal fluoride- chloride conversion coating of a previously existing

oxide, in agreement with previously published information (Ref 9).

The poppet that exhibited the smallest increase in leak rate (Test 2, Table

2-5) was inspeated at MDAC. T he finish of the surface of this poppet

was examined with a proficorder, an interference microscope, and a stereo-

microscope. Figure 3-3 is a sketch showing the observed wear. It is

apparent that the poppet seating surface has been coined by the multiple

impact contacts with the seat sealing land, The maximum wear and1 21
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GROOVE WORN AFTEP 50,000 CYCLES IN CPF R87

A POINT OF :NITIAL CONTACT WITH SEAT

K 96 POPPET

2,U IN. AA

SECTION A-A

Figure 3-3. Poppet Wear Pattern

depression of the surface occur at one location on the outside diameter of the

sealing land, where the poppet initially contacted the seat. The depressed

sealing surface shows general signs of adhesive wear, resulting in an

increase of the initial surface roughness. Maximum roughness occurred in

the legion of initial contact, tapering to negligible increase in roughness at
the opposite sidu.

The mating surface on the seat land had surface roughness values that

matched those of corresponding poppet locations. The wear patter,. shown in

Figure 3-3 is typical although the extent of wear is less than that observed on

other ponpets and seats after test. The material of which this poppet was

fabricated consists of tungsten carbide particles in a cobalt matrix. The

adhesive wear observed probably occurred primarily in the softer cobalt,

Examination under an interference microscope suggested that the cobalt had

been worn down about 1 microinch below the level of the tungsten carbide

(Figure 3-4). The depth of this selective wear is probably controlled by,

22
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LOpD DEPTH1 OF WEAR

COBALT MATRIX

UNDER COMPRESSIVE LOAD LOAD RELEASED

Figure 3-4. Selective Wear of Composite Materials (Suggested Mode)

and equal to, the amount of compressive deflection of the tungsten carbide

surface under load. The cobalt matrix is probably flush with the tungsten

carbide particles whý,n the surfLce is under load, but lies below the carbide

particles when the load is released.

Duranickel 301 showed evidence of some conventional abrasive wear, and

considerable chemical impact initiation. Local craters-signs of impact-
initiated nonpropagating ignition-are reported in Ref 1 for the materials

Duranickel 301, Pyromet X-15, and Kennametal K-602.

Kennametal K602 showed signs of slight abras've wear and coasiderable

surface cracking and porosity. K602 is a sintered tungsten carbide witniout

a binder. Historically, his class of material has developed porosity and

cracking, particularly in A chemically reactive environment.

All of the poppets and seats, except those from test number 3 at AFRPL,

were exposed to ambient air for a considerable titn: after testing before they

23
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were sent to MDAC for inspection. Therefore, some of the observed sur-

face conditions may have been produced after the parts were removed from

the valve, and may not have contributed to the measured leakage. After test

number 3 (Table 2-5) was completed, the valve was disassembled in a glove-

bag in a dry nitrogen atmosphere and stored in plastic bags under dry

gaseous nitrogen (GN 2 ). These parts were also examined in a dry GN 2 envi-

ronment. They had much less evidence of surface corrosion.

Chemical corrosion was reported as quite evident on many closures immedi-

ately after testing (Ref 1). The corrosion was probably caused by access of

water vapor, which reacted with CPF to form hydroiluoric acid. The tung-

sten carbide cermet alloys were apparently more sensitive to this attack than

the Duranickel or Berylco nickel. This was confirmed in static corrosion

tests conducted at MDAC (see Subsection 4. 5).

In an attempt to enhance the stability of the passive film, the valve manufac-

turer passivated all valves in GF 2 before exposure to CPF (Ref 1). It had

been demonstrated previously at MDAC that F 2 -formed films are less sensi-

tive to corrosion when exposed to moisture than those from halogen fluorides

(Ref 10).

The observations of liquid residues on the valve surfaces after operation in

CPF systems to which water vapor had access (Ref 1), the different behaviors

in "wet" and "dry" systems (Ref 5 and 7), and green "hydrated" corrosion

deposits from FLOX service (Ref 3) emphasize that the corrosion is accel-

erated in the presence of moisture.

It is difficult to estimate to what extent simple corrosion reactions degraded

valve closures during the testing because the access of moisture can also

accelerate other mechanisms for valve degradation, a point discussed in Sub-

section 3. 5. In the test programs at various test centers, as experience with

the problems of the valve accumulated, increasingly sophisticated methods

were used to reduce contamination by water. This makes it difficult to be

certain whether a decrease in wear rate alter a design change or operation

cycle change was due to the change, or to a cleaner system, or both.
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The overall results, especialiy the most recent successful tests at AFRPL,

reemphasize the absolute necessity of ensuring that the highest possible

standards of cleanliness are applied for fluorine oxidizers, and also the

recognition that water is an impurity which contributes to generating the

most corrosive conditions. Although comparative test data are not available,

it can be confidently asserted that corrosive effects of water are much more

serious with the warm storable oxidizers when compared with liquid fluorine

at cryogenic temperatures.

3. 2 BASIC MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF ACS VALVE

In order to analyze the closure wear proces~es quantitatively, it is first

necessary to derive models of the basic operations and conditions occurring
in the valve.

3.2.1 Leak Rate Model
In this subsection, the relation between surface finish and leak rate is

described quantitatively. The equations are applied later to determine the

effects of specific wear processes.

Leakage through the closure of a flat-face poppet valve depends primarily on

the mating roughness of the sealing surfaces. For leak rates in the range

allowed for the ACS valve, leakage (which will occur primarily by laminar

flow) can be calculated for surfaces with a multidirectional lay finish using

the relationship. '

2 T5.54 1/ 0, , (sccHe/hr) (1)

where

Q = leak rate, scc He/hr

S = circumference of (seat) land, in.

H = seal surface finish (arithmetic average, AA), in. * 10- (6 i in.)

"*Symbols are defined the first time that they are introduL,•d in equations or

figures. A complete glossary of symbols is given in Appendix F.
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w = width of seal (seat land), in.
2

a, = compressive stress, lb/in.
2P1  upstream pressure, lb/in.

P downstream pressure, lb/in.
2

j =fluid viscosity at T*R, lb-sec/ft2

T fluid temperature, °R

As shown in Figure 3-5 the arithmetic average (AA) mating roughness

height H is the sum of the arithmetic average peak-to-valley (PTV)

heights y of each of the contacting surfarcs,

H -y + Y (Lin) (2)

The arithmetic average of the surface roughness of each surface shown in

Figure 3-6 is defined by
x=Sf

Y fx= y dx, (.•in.) (3)x-

R87

P

CONTACT J JPLANE X V_,

Figure 3-5. Mating Roughness Nomenclature
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Figure 3-6. Arithmetic Average Surface Roughness

It Equation (3) can be approximated by

tI

yl Y + Y3 4 . yj
y = • in. )(4)

According to Ref 11,

1()
Y 3 Ymax' (' in. (5)

is a reasonable approximation of arithmetic average if the surface roughness

is small, as in the case of the ACS valve. In the local region near to and

including a pit or peak, according to Ref 12,

1
4 'measured (. in. ) (6)
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J.Lquation (1) shows that the Leak rate increases with the cube of the surface

roughness, with approximately the square of the pressure, and linearly with

the circimferential seal length. The leak rate decreases linearly with the

seal width and with a fractional power of sealing stress. Figure 3-7 is a

plot of the predicted ACS valve leak rate versus surface roughness for

several sealing stresses. At a nominal operating sealing stress of 1, 500 psi

(calculated for typical operating conditions reported in Ref 1), a leak rate

of approximately 50 scc/hr is predicted for the 1.5-1 in. AA average surface

roughness, estimated from the data shown in Figure 2-6 for a used poppet.

This value compares reasonably well with the measured Leak rate of 30 scc/hr

for the K 96 poppet illustrated.

3. 2. 2 Model of Valve Dynamics

In this subsection, the effects of the forces and stresses applied to the sealing

surfaces during normal valve operation are analyzed. Both parallel and

cocked impact are considered. Quantitative equations are presented relating

the valve design and operating parameters to impact forces, surface stresses,

and extent of yielding. The equation for impact force is based on an approach

different from the usual formulation. The analysis demonstrates that the

valve will not develop excessive leakage due to normal forces and stresses.

Because the development of leakage occurs only when the valve is operated,

understanding the mode of failure requires that the internal dynamics of the

valve be accurately represented.

Figure 3-8 illustrates the proposed model of valve motion. The poppet moves

through a full stroke, h, from open to closed, in time Tr . The poppet makes

an initial contact with the seat at angle a, and then tilts to parallel compliance

with the seat. During this tilting, some lateral motion of the poppet occurs,

which moves the poppet a distance s towards the side of the seat where initial

contact was made. Some rotation of the poppet about its centerline may also

c•r' ' Ir t its mnagnitude will he very small because of the torsional stiffness

of the poppt, spring suppx)rt. Bouncing of the poppet on the scat is assumed

to have a negligibl e effect on the wear in this valve design.
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Figure 3.7. ACS Valve Loak Rate Versus Surface Roughnes
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INITIAL CONTACT POINT

POPPET POPPET S ___g NOT

L L.ZPOPPET - 'RE ATED TO s

Di r t SEAT

A. OPEN POSITION B. INITIAL CONTACT C. CLOSED POSITION

rd = DUBOFF RADIUS OF SEAT LAND OUTER EDGE (IN.)
r = POPPET RADIUS (IN.)
D= SEAT LAND OUTSIDE DIAMETER (IN.

Do= SEAT LAND INSIDE DIAMETER (IN.)

h = POPPET STROKE (IN.)
w = SEAT LAND WIDTH = 1/2 (Do * Di) (IN.)

a = INITIAL CONTACT ANGLE (DEG)
s= SLIDING DISTANCE OF POPPET DURING CLOSING (IN.)

B = INITIAL CONTACT LOCATION ON POPPET

Figure 3-8. Poppet Motion Model

During the poppet opening stroke, some tilting of the poppet may occur

because of local cavitation of the fluid film in the interface. This tilting may

cause some small lateral movement on the opposite diameter under light load,

which should ;,ot 3roduce any significant wear.

3. 2. 3 Dynamic and Static Closure Loads

To evaluate the performance of seat materials and to predict cyclic wear it

is iecessary to consider the repetitive impact loading and stresses on the

seat. A study of the forces and interactions, including the spring mass sys-

temn, that effect the closure during operation of the valve was conductedr to

provide a znatliemati~al tnodet for performance analyses.

Details of the ,I ogic and derivation of the variolus equations are presented in

Appendi\ A. Fhc impact fo)rce on the seat in a dry condition when the poppet.

and seat a rv 1madt' of the s ame material is t'ere shown (Equation A- 1) to be-

F 22 t lO-I , (Ib) (7'
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where

FI = impact force (lb)

2E = bulk modulus (Young's modulus) (lb/in.

L- = compressive yield stress (lb/in.y

h = poppet stroke (in.)

tT = thickness of poppet and seat, total (in.)

WI, e = effective weight of poppet at impact (lb)

Tc poppet close time (sec)

The factor (E/c- ) is a function of the poppet and seat material, the factor
y

(h/tT) is a function of the valve configuration, and the factor (Wi e/Tc) is a

function of the flexure spring suspension system which isolates part of the

armature loads from the seat; it also depends on one material property, the

density of the materials used.

The surface stresses at impact (Equation A-13) are

F )-A (lb/in. (8)

where

a- = impact stress (lb/in.z

2
A = contact area (in.

Note that if the poppet impacts the seat while the surfaces are parallel, the

apparent contact area, A, may be assumed to be equal to the real contact area

because of the smooth finish of the poppet and seat surfaces used in this valve.

At the usual initial contact, when the puppet surface impacts the edge of the

seat sealing land (Figure 2-5b), the contact angle, a , is greater than zero.

The impact force is decreased because energy is absorbed in the process of

rotating the poppet to a parallel position, but the stresses are increased
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because the .2ontact area is smaller. The equation for the impact force in

a cocked position from Equation (A-15) is

0, 5rN FI
F - 2, (lb) (9)

rN +3B

where

F ,a impact force at contact angle a (Ib)

rN poppet nut radius (in. ) (Figure 2-1)

B = radial distance of contact on poppet (in.

The relation for the contact stress (Equation (A-16)) is

3

T 0. 395 -a (lb/in. 2 (10)

dd

whiere

1-, contact, stress at angle a (lb/in. 2

dd d diameter of seat duboff (in.):-

o :angle between seat and poppet (deg)

F: angular position of contact on duboff relative to perpendicular
(deg) (Figure A-2)

When the poppet is in the fiiiaa closed position, the closed stress (r is defined

by

P D' 2 2 2)
P I 0 -P 2I). 4a S (t 0Di) (l/ t )(1C 2 2c ~D2 .D.2

0 i

ypical. vales for F, ,r.,t F' and ", calculated by means of Equations (7)

tI •1 1 usinu the nouwe rical data presented in Appendihx F are ni,,n in Table 3-1.

I'h1k valltits f.)r cp,),per and steel are included for co'mparative puri )ses.
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Table 3-1

CALCULATED FORCES AND STRESSES AT IMPACT

Tungsten Ca-bide
Copper* Steel Duranickel 301 in Cobalt Matrix

Fl (Ib) 1680 24.6 89. 1 58. 7

Tl (lb/in. 2 ) (3. 95* 105)** 5.8* 103 2. i* i04 1.4*J10 4

Fla (ib) 654 9. 7 34. 7 22. 9

01,a (lb/in. 2) (7.6*106) (:!.84*106) (4.3*106) (7.7*. 06 )

TY (lb/in. 2) 4.5*103 5.6*105 1. 5*105 6. 9* 105

cc, all materials 1. 55*103 lb/in. 2

*Though the consideration of a soft metal, such a3 copper, in a model for this specific ACS valve

may seem inappropriate, it is i,,cluded because most of the concordant data for metallic wear
have been obtained using copper as the test material; so this metal is an appropriate test of the
mathematical models.

**Values in parentheses are greater than the yield stress and indicate plastic flow of the closure

material.

The data indicate that the ACS valves are stable if the contact angle is

held to a minimum or to zero. For the hal d materials used, the stress values

calculated do not indicate much damage. The width of the dattened area due

to impact at an angle was calculated, using Equation (A-18). The calculations
-5 -3

gave the widths as 2 " 10 for K-96 and 4 10- for steel. These are

maxima; when they are reached TI1 is eq,-mi to a- and growth of the flattened

area ceascs. These calculations were n.,de zor a dry condition. The

presence of liquid in the valve is rerwrted ti, reduce the impact force by a

factor that ranges from 1.5 to 3; other forces and stresses will be reduced

proportionally.

3.2.4 Conclusions

The ACS valve is obviously stable and can withstand the ordinary dynamic

loads in the service for which it is intended. The observed minor damage is

*According to Tellier. (Ref. 11), a sharp cornered seat (no duboff) experi-
ences extremely high stresses at the edge, rebulting in plastic flow or
fracturing.
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chic to an-)tlar inipact, but its effect is not serious. Additional factors must

UeCr those cases whete failure occurred.

3. 3 SURFACE WEAR PROCESS ANALYSIS

3. 3. 1 O)ecftiVCe. ,and Approach

The purpose of this analysis of the iiCS valve failure mechanism is to identify

the failure modc and establish criteria that will extenct the valve operating

life in CPF. A wear model was developed, and appropriate wear equations

prcdic4 ;.ni3 surface roughness were derived. This wear model was checked

againsi; the measured roughness of tested poppets and seats. The results of

the analysis were used to develop material property parameters for selecting

poppet and seat iraterials, and to identify changes in the valve design that

should extend the operating life.

3. 3. 2 Wear Theory

I'he four principal wear processes that can roughen a surface are adhesion,

abrcasion, corrosion, and surface fatigue. Each of these wear processes is

unique, but frequently one mode of wear acts in such a way as to affect the

othoer wear modes. Additional modes of wear, which are variations or com-

binations of the , -incipat wear processes. include fretting, erosion, and

cavitatioi. 1Informatioii presented on wear theory is based on discussions in

Rabinowic/, (Ref 13) adapted by MDAC to the particular situation in tihe ACS

valve.

3. 3. 2. 1 Adhesioli

Adhesive wear is t1e m-1ost con'nmon wear mode, and it is tthe -nos difficult to

eiinoinat e Adhesive wear 0,c urs when two spvooth surfaces in c ontact move

relati e tcar ea• 4th e and f-agnwnt1:s are pulled off the surfaces. Lar g,

fra mealts fall free, while sm,-aller ones adhere to the (ther st-rface. During12

subsequent :'etati e no,,en ent, the adheOet fragpneqits may co ie Iff the

Oarhort S([ surflac "a!d be tr'an.:frre( ack ti, the originaj surface, .,r else

dLy 21 ( rdtc to Irc1'":, 1 - '. particrles.
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Adhesive wear arises from the strong forces of attraction occurring whenever

atoms come into intimate contact. During the closure process of contacting

and sliding of two surfaces, small asperities on one of the surface,- come into

intimate contact with similar asperities on the other surface, and adhesive

bonds are formed. Then, when the su aces continue their relative motion or

separate, bonds must be broken. Therz. is a small but finite probability that

when these bonds are broken, separation will occur within one of the

raterials, rather than at the original surface. Such fractures usually result

in a surface roughness that is greater than the roughness -f the original

surface.

Adhesive wear is the most univerv '. form of wear in mechanical systems in

which two solids in contact move relative to each other. Adhesive wear

cannot be eliminated, only reduced in severity. However, adhesive wear is

not necessarily the most dangerous form of wear, because adhesive wear

rates are usually fairly low. Unexpectedly high wear rates are usually caused

by other forms of wear.

If flowing liquids wash the surfaces, it is assumed that free particles,

formed by the adhesive wear process, are swept from the wear zone as they

are formed and have no further effects. In static or quasi-static systems

this is not the case, and the particles gererated can become involved in

abrasive wear.

3. 3. 2. 2 Corrosion

Corrosive wear occurs when sliding or impact of two surfaces takes place in

a corrosive environment. [n 'he absence of mechanical moti )n, the products

of corrosion form a film on the surfaces that tends to slow down the rate of,

or even halt, corrosion. Sliding action, weo rs this film away, and impact

processes may fracture it, allowing the corrosive attack of the r :iface to

continue. The physical characteristics ,,f the corrosion 'i!,.', affect the wear

rate and the r oughnes s of the suriface. Materials that forni ductile, dense,

anci tenacious filmvs resist c,,trrosive wear niost e f!eectixcy.
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3. 3. 2. ' Abrasion

Abrasive wear occurs when a rough hard surface, or a soft surface contain-

ing hard partictes, slides on a softer surface and ploughs grooves in it. The

nmateriat from the grooves is displaced in the form of wear particles, gen-

erally toose, which cause additional abrasive wear if the particles are harder

than the surfaces. In general, the magnitude of surface roughness produced

is proportionat to the diameter of the adhesive bonding area or of the loose

abrasive particles.

3. 3. 2. 4 Surface Fatigue

Surface fatigue wear occurs after repeated working of the surfaces by sliding

or impact. The repeated loading and unloading stress cycles to which the

materials are exposed induces the formation of surface or subsurface fatigue

cracks. These cracks eventually result in the formation of large loose frag-

ments, leaving pits in the surface. Materials that are hard, but not brittle,

-encrally resist surface fatigue wear.

3. 3. 2. 5 Combined Modes

Sr"etting

Fretting wear occurs when contacting surfaces undergo oscillatory tangential

dissptace.nent of small amplitude. This movement causes adhesive wear,

which produces Loose particles. The surface exposed by this wear may be

corroded by the anmbient environment. The particles may also be corroded

by the e:ivironment and work hardened sufficiertly to cause abrasive wear of

the surfaces. Thus, fretting may be a combination of adhesive, corrosive,

and az)bra sive wear.

,rosP )S ý i)O a Corn) of ab rasie wea r in which sharp particles impinge on a

Si''t, St ltl''ce ron-lines p 1du ced by c rosion may be relatively greater

111;" t01,1t on)'tli'.ccl by on\ entimal abrasive wear, because inpinving particles

la v readly rem)\, ateria! fromi a low point on the surface.
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Cavitation

Cavitation occurs when vapor bubbles in a liquid collapse abruptly, producing

a mechanical shock. Cavitation wear is similar to surface fatigue wear, and

materials that are resistant to surface fatigue wear are also resistant to

cavitation wear. However, the materials selected to resist the mechanical

shock of cavitation must also resist corrosion attack by the liquid which is

cavitating.

3. 3. 3 Adhesive Wear in the ACS Valve

In this subsection, surface wear by means of an adhesion mechanism is

analyzed quantitatively. The results indicate that the valve will not wear

appreciably in operations with liquid propellants, but it may fail when used

in inert gases.

3. 3. 3. 1 Wear Particle Generation

According to Rabinowicz (Re 13), the extent of adhesive wear and the

resultant surface roughness depend primarily on two properties of the

contacting materials and on the contact load applied. The properties are the

hardness, p, and the surface energy -,y . Hardness is readily determined

by conventional penetration hardness tests, such as Vickers diamond pyramid

hardness. For many solid materials, surface energy is proportional to the

cube root of hardness, as shown in Figure 3-9. This relationship is brought

out rrore clearly in Figure 3-10 in which the ratio of surface energy to hard-

ness is plotted against hardness. Appendix B, Subsection B. 1, contains

descriptions of several methods for determining the surface energy of solid

materials. Note, however, that the irnmediate environment will affect both

the hardness and the surface energy; this is discussed later. The energy
2

of adhesion GAB between 1-cm plates of two materials, A and B (of which A

is the softer), is given by the relationship (Ref 13)

GAB - YA ' 'YF - YAB' (ergicnf) (12)

(see also Appendix B, Subsection B. 2).

Surface energy and surface tension are the sanw paranictc,'. Usually the
term enei'gy is used for solids and tension for iiquids, but these are simply
conventions among different groups of workers.
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The relationship of GAB to various types of materials and their interactions
is discussed in Appendix B, Subsection B. 2. Large values of GAB are asso-

ciated with increased wtar and surface roughness, since they indicate Lhat

the intermaterial bond strength is greater. Therefore, the use of noninteract-

ing materials will minimize both wear and roughness increase. Note that the

adhesion energy between two pieces of a single material is equal to twice the

surface energy, since the term YAB vanishes for this condition.

Values of surface energy, hardness, and other significant properties of

several materials are listed in Table 3-2. Surface energy values calculated

by means of Equation (B-4) are given in parentheses in this table.

The data listed for the surface energies of metals (Table 3-2) have in many

cases been obtained from the surface tensions of the molten metal (Ref 16);

then these values were corrected appropriately for the cooling to room

temperature. Such surface tension measurements are conducted on a clean

liquid surface in an inert atmosphere to reduce problems due to oxides and

and slags. But the solid metal of interest foi use in fabricating components

normally has an oxide film on its surface. It may be seen from Table 3-2
1
i• that the surface energies of the bulk oxides are usually considerably less than

if those of the metals. The surface tension of mercury is 10 percent less in

air than in a vacuum (Ref 16), that of silver is 12 percent less (Ref 17). The

structural metals of ordinary use then probably have true surface energies

that fall between the values in the table for the clean metal and its 'ulk oxide.

Rabinowicz assumes that the increase in y as the temperature decreases below

the melting point compensates for the decrease in -y due to oxide film formations.

Fluorine passivation is expected to lower the true .urface energy even more.

3. 3. 3. 2 Wear Particle Size and Configuration

The roughness produced by adhesive wear denends on the size of the loose

particles generated. The average diameter, C , measured parallel to the

wear surface, of a loose wear particle can be calculated (Ref 13) from

G A B l I i
Cp 6.5 , (microns) (13)

Note that pA is the hardness of the softer material in a birnaterial interface.
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where subscript • average loose particle.

This equation gives the result in metric units. In order to compare the data

with common measures of roughness, cl in microinch units, is defined by

2 GAB
c, = 40 Ci = 2. 60 * 10 PA '( in. (14)

The points on Figure 3-11 are observed particle sizes (Ref 13) plotted against

the calculated G/p ratio. The line drawn through the points is a plot of

Equation (13) showing the calculated sizes of the average wear particle for

several materials rubbed against themselves in a laboratory air environment.

Recently, MDAC prepared a number of scanning electron photomicro-

graphs of hardened 17-4 PH stainless steel surfaces after the surfaces had

been worn by a process that emphasized adhesive wear. (This work was done

on an IRAD program related to dry helium gas flow rates through small

passages. ) The photo,,raphs revealed plainly that pits had been formed,

apparently by the adhesion mechanism. The pits range in diameter from

1,000 ' Z1 40,000 M87
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uj 100 TEFLON_- 4,000 ,
I,- "-

L-w
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Figure 3.11. Wear Particle Size Versus G/p Ratio (Data from Ref 13)
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6. 9 10 to 1. 7 103 I. in. However the pits are not hemispherical, but

instead are fairly shallow. The depths are about 1/4 of the pit radius.

Examination of adhesion-worn CRES 21-6-9 surfaces under high magnifica-

tion resulted in detection of adherent particles, since both pits and particles

were visible. The smallest particles and pits detected were 40 4 in. in

diameter, and again the depth of the pits and thicknecs of the particles was

about 1/4 of the radius, or 5 . in. The pit bottoms and particle tops were

flat and parallel to the original surface, so the cross sections were

trapezoidal. But wall angles were not the same fromn particle to particle.

Hence, for calculating volumes, it is more convenient to assumne a shape

equivalent to a spherical segment, as is done in Appendix ', batbsection C. I.

"The Berylco nickel 440 seat surface in Figure 3-2 has both pits and adherent

materials. Sizes of both range from 65 to 800 p.in. (not considering the

large shallow depression, which is over 4, 000 p. in. long). Again, the pits

are usually shallower than their radii. The adherent matelrial does not

ma6ch the pits; it seems to be fluffy and irregular, and appears to have under-

gone hydrolysis during unprotected storage.

The average wear particle diameter is influenced by the amount of lubricant

at the rubbing interface. A dry inert atmosphere will increase and a

lubricant will dccrease the particle size from those shown in Figure 3-11.

Table 3-3 shows measured sizes of wear particles formed in various

environments. The chatnges in particle sizes can be attributed to changes in

both GAB and PA in the ,ario s environments. The surface energy o" the

substrate is strongly affocted by the environment. The energy is generally

reduced by the presence of surface films, oxides, absorbed gases, or

lubricaats. This is due simply to the fact that it a heat of reaction is

i'eleased (e. g. , heat of oxidation, heat (,f absorption, heat of wetting, etc.

this output of energy reduces the potential energy still present in the system,

and suorface cne r,,y is a pott'ntial energy (i. e. , energy of position).

Tlhe, ha rdkch C han,,4es arre obvious-the reacted or absorbed film on the

st rflac, : ,tIni,)st always of a hardne ss diffe rent from that of the substrate.
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Table 3-3

EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON SIZE OF LOOSE WEAR PARTICLES

Measured Average
Environment y Loose Fragment

Surface Diameter
Energy

Copper on Copper (Ref. 13) (erg/cm2 ) (•) (• in.)

Nitrogen 2, 000 480 1. 8 10 4

Helium 380 1. 5 10 4

Carbon dioxide 500 1. 2 10 4

Dry air 224 8. 8 10

Oxygen 201 7. 9 10

Laboratory air (50% RH) 1, 380 177 7. 0 :103

Laboratory air-calculated 1, 100 182 7. 3 103

Wet air (100% RH) 144 5. 7 103

Cetane 240 12. 0 4. 7 102

Silicone DC200-100 cst 180 9. 5 3. 7 102

Ucon fluid LB-70X 140 9. 5 3. 7 102

Palmitic acid in cetane 100 8. 0 3. 1 102

Gold on Gold (Ref. 38)

Laboratory Air 1,780 275 1. 1 104
3Vacuum 1, 360 200 8. 0 10
3

Hydrochloric Acid 670 100 4. 0 -10

There is no necessity that GAB and PA should change in the same direction;

in fact the alteration of an oxide film to a fluoride probably causes a decrease

in C. and an increase in PA' whereas a lubricant would decrease both.

Because particle sizes are determined by the GCAB/PA ratio the changes in

particle size as caused by changes in the environment (Table 3-3) are direct-
ly due to "he effect of the environment on the G AB/PA ratio. Tho particle

sizes of copper decrease roughly 15 fold from laboratory air to lubricated

conditions. Hence, GAB/PA must decrease by the same factor. This would

imply that if lubrication has approximately the same effect on the forces for

all metals, then if a material has GAB/PA of i5 A or less under ordinary

circumstances (dry laboratory air), this value will reduce below I A when the
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surfaces are well lubricated, and the material will be polished when loaded

by cyclic impact, instead of wearing. The metbls beryllium, chromium,

Smanganese, molybdenum, tool steel, and tungsten meet this criterion

(Table 3-2). Observed behavior is generally in accord with this prediction,

which is a partial explanation of how a lubricant functions.

The assumption that most metals will behave in similar fashion in a single

fluid or a series of similar chemically related fluids cannot be extended to

assuming similar behavior in fluids of widely different chemical constitution,

even for a single metal. The effects on GAB and PA should be evaluated

separately before prediction is made.

3.3.3.3 Surface Wear Volume

In Appendix B, Section B. 3, it is shown that for the ACS valve design, if the

impact force F is less than the value calculated by the formula,
I

Y2
1, no wear -3. p- (Ib) (15)

no wear particles will be generated. Typical solutions of this equation are,

for copper, 5. 5 x 10.. lb, and for WC, 2. 3 x 10- lb. F is used in this

expression because it is typically one or two orders of magnitude greater than

Fc W /g, (lb) (16)

The force in the closed position, Fc, approximately equals 3 lb. Even this

low value is great enough to 6enerate adhesive wear particles from some

materials. Tests made with 1020 steel on 1020 showed that at low loads the

wear debris is an oxide and at higher loads it is metallic (Ref 13).

The volume of material, w', removed as free particles per strbke by adhesive

wear can be calculated (Ref 13) from

k F s-4 adIS 3
V 7. 0 4 10 (in. (17)w, PA
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where

kad = adhesive wear constant

subscript w = worn away

The wear adhesive constant, kad, is a measure of the probability that any

surface junction will result in a transferred fragment rather than failure of

the junction along the original interface. The wear constant, like the coeffi-

cient of friction, is dimoensionless and can be determined empirically.

Experimental values of the adhesive wear constant kad for several materials,

with corresponding values of GAB/PA' are shown in Table 3-4. No values

of k ad for tungsten carbide in cobalt matrix are available at this time.

Consideration of the tabulated data again suggests that wear decreases as

GAB/PA decreases.

The calculated values of V are very small, due ir part to the very small

sliding component s in the ACS valve. The observed average sizes (diameter)

of individual loose copper particles are 7. 0 * 10 3 in. (dry) and 3. 7 * 102

• in. (lubricated) for laboratory test conditions (not the ACS valve) (Table 3-3).

Equation (17) gives similar calculated values. These diameters are equiva-

lent to total particle volumes which fall in the range of 10-9 in. 3 (dry) andh -120 in. (lubricated). This implies that many valve closings are needed to

form an applicable number of loose adhesive wear particles even when copper

is used for the closures.

3. 3. 3. 4 Surface Roughness Change Due to Adhesive Wear

The removal of small particles of the closture surface material by adhesive

wear causes the formation of pits, and the presence of steadily increasing

numbers of pits causes roughening of the surface or degradation of the surface

finish. Hence, if the quantity of material removed and the sizes of the indi-

vidual particles formed are knoun, it becomes possible to estimate the

average surface finish at any time after the adhesive wear process has

started.

The important assumptions are

A. The total number of pits formed is cquaL to the number of particles
generated.
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_. The area of the surface degraded is related to, ti.e shape, --i-e
and number of particles generated-

C. The surface finish of the worn surf;-e is related to the -iepth -if the
nits formed. -nd re3ches a maximum when the whole surface is win-.

D. The loc-tion of .new wear pits formed in any inoviidival cl7ure

stroke is statistically random over tht unworn area.

It is assumr.ed that tne surface roughness from remeval of -iarticles i- direct!v

proportional to the size of the partirles removed. Mcasure ihi the -,sual

maqr.er then,

1
y = -F6 c , 1j, in.-tl•

Some of the previously given equations can be combined to give a formal

quantificati,-n of the increase of surface degradati)n, rhis derivation is pre-

sented in Appendix C, Subsections C. 1 and ._ 2. It is shown in the deriv'ation

that the fraction of the closure surface worn at each stroke, which is due

almost entirely to generation 3f adherent particles, is

3 k -ad F sh "',-I, e
w GA"~/t~ c

f-.e av.erage surface finish of the valve closure in t.he local region where a

particle, j, is generated, is

y : c. t in.I 1 20)

and the overall average surface finishafter n closing strokes can be

calculated using the formula

Y° = - n J.Z - ny°Z , (iw in. ) (21)'Yn,J-"1 W

where

y° the initial surface finish

Calculated values fo," the wear rate parameters defined are presented in

Table 3-5. Again, noncandidate materials are included for comnparison.
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Tb. behavior of the valve closures a.hen operating in lioqid propellant is of

considerably greater interest than the dry wear characteristi..s. Accurate

values for such terms as ''A pAs etc. , are not available for metal surfaces

passivated in CPF. How.ver, it is possible to make fairly good estimates of

the net effects, using a% ailable data. This was done (.ec Appendix C, SuL-

section C. 3) and wet wear rates calculated. The results frorm these calcu-

lations are also given in Table 3-5.

Review of the application of the equations and the tabulated data points up he

following interesting and important conclusions.

A. Rememberir.g that v. = 1/16 of the particle diameter, solution of
Equation (2!) for y" . Z y indicates that adhesive wear becomes
negiigible when the nlrticles generated are smaller than 8A in. or
0. 2-mi-icron in diameter. Abrasive wear is reported to become
negligible at 5 microns (200 jI in.).

B. In the deriVation of Equation (21), neglect of higher order terrr._
allow- the calculated roughness to exceed the wear particle size,
contrary to assumption. This type of result can be avoided by using
the full binomial expansion of Equation (C-27). Such an expansion
is generally unnecessary, since the region of interest for valves is
that of very low roughness, not the upper limit.

C. This is a dramatic change in wear rates in the presence of a fluid.
Three out of the four materials are no longer roughened, instead
they now become polished. Only steel gives an indication of still
wearing, but at a rate one-ten thousandth as fast as for the dry
condition.

D. Generally, all the results of application of the equations lie in the
direction which experience indicates is correct. However, lack of
sufficient numerical test data prevents the desirable close check
with experience and refining of the various parameters and constants
used.

The equations for this analysis are based on the assumption that only theI softer material in a sealing interface will wear, and that there is wear on both

sides only in cases in which identical inate,-ials are used for seat and poppet.

Of course, wear occurs on both surfaces, even when they are of different

hardnesses. But the softer material wears faster and thus has the major

effect on leak development. Even so, the applications for the current program

are for use of a single material for both poppet and seat, and the approxima-

tion of wear on a single surface does not apply; instead equal wear will occur

on both surfaces.
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Anuther point is that work hardening of ':he surfaces wili occur, so that P will

change during valve cyvling. It is possible to use a variable, p = f,..), but

this would add considerable complexity. It would be satisfactory to assume

that p reaches its maximum value in a relatively few cycles, anc to use p for

a work hardened condition in the calculations. This was not done in the above

examples, because the data were not available.

Ii the abt)ve analysis, it has also been necessary tu ignore a number of other

factors due to iack of data. These fact: rs include sj.ccific changes in surlace

energy -j, surface hardness p, and adhesive wear constant k ad when a fluoride

or chloride-fluoride film forms on the metal. Instead, estimates of the

changes in the G!,3 ratio and in kad were used.

f'owever, the failure to include them may not be of significant importance.

The available values of y and p for commonly used metals in ordinary environ-

ments are those for the substrate metal, and the fact that the metals have

oxide-hydroxide coatings of considerably lower y is not usually considered.

The effects of change from oxide to fluoride in both y and p will be in the

same direction as the change from. metal to oxide. This may account for the

very severe effect of envi-ronment on particle size demonstrated by the test

data in Table 3-3. In addition, kad i!- used in the equations, and this factor

seems to parallel G/p at constant lubrication conditions (Table 3-4). The

wear corstant kad is very sensitive to the environment at the sealing inter-

face (ý;ee Table 3-4 for effects). It seems probable that k ad is a function of

G/p, tensiJe yield strength and the coefficient of friction. No attempt to

derive such a relationship was made on this program. Instead, it was

assumed that the use of k in discussions E and F above would supply the
ad

necessary corrections to take care of changes in G/p.

It must also be pointed out that the leak rate Equation (1) has no terms to

take care of surface films which have properties different from those of the

substrate metal. Horizontal transport through the film could be treated as

increased surface roughness, H, and the mechanical properties of the film

would entail a correction in T . However, the overall tribological theory

presented in this report is riot yet sufficiently accurate, and any modifications

to Fcquation (1) are probably only 3rd order effects.
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3. 3.4 Conclusiions

This analysis leads to the cc,.:lusion that the valve design is more than

adequate; it will readily withstand the effects of simple adhesive wear due to

mechanical loaes. The leakage prohlems that were encountered must hence

relate directly to a chemical interaction related to the CPF environment. This

cornclusioa is in agreement with th-. findings from the valve wear tebt data.

3.4 CORROSION AND CORROSIVE WEAR

In these subsections, corrosicn as a mechanism of closure surface roughening

is analyzed qualitatively. The analyses suggest that corrosion, by the oxidi-

zer, CPF, in a contaminant-free system, even when accelerated b,- mechani-

cal action, or simple corrosion by aqueous HF in the absence of dynamic

loads, are not significant factors in causing increased leakage.

3.4. 1 General

Corrosive wear occurs when the attack of the ervironment on a surface is

either accelerated, increased, or both because o; dynamic processes occur-

ring at the same surface. In most instances, corrosive wear takes place when

the environment interacts chemically with a surface, and then the reaction

products are removed by some mechanical process; adhesion is one such

mechanism. The exposed surface then reacts further witi the environment.

A different process is possible in some cases when the corrosive agent is

sufficiently active. The agent can diffuse through the protective layer of

reaction product and then react with the substrate if sufficient energy for

activation is supplied 'y the mechanical process. There are some indications

that the ordinary reaction of copper with F 2 occurs by diffusion of F 2 mole-

cules or atoms through the oxide and fluoride coatings, even in the absence

of add;tional energy inputs (Ref 18).

There is a third process which is possible in the presence of high energy

propellants; that is the initiation of a combustion type reaction. Combustion

is different from corrosion in that combustion is progressive, it can become

self supporting, and ii it does so, it will completely 'onsume one of the

reactants with the evolution of heat and light. Combustiln reactions can be

initiated by a nuinber of types of processes, including mechanical actions

which release energy into the system. This ti'pe of chemomechanical inter-

action is discussed latcr, in Subsection 3. 5.
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A discussi,)n ot the chemlical process that occurs in the fluorination reaction,

and of theway that impurities can affect trie reaction may be found in Appendix H.

1 4. 2 Corrosion and Wear

For the usua! corrosive wear process, there is a chemical attack on the

material surface. The chemical reaction rate is usually rapid at first, but

decreases as the corrosion product film thickness increases. In the case of

aluminum in air, the reaction ceases when the oxide film thickness reaches

2 x 10-6 cm (200A). In some cases the chemical reaction continues indefinitely

at the initial rate because the reaction products do not act as a protective film.

The reaction will then continue until one reactant is used up. For the ACS

valve application, it is essential that the poppet and seat materials form

coherent protective films in the presence of CPF, over the temperature

range of -100' to 350°F.

".he essential step of the usual corrosive wear process consists of stressing

.ie film to such an :xtent that it fails and is removed, either loca' y or over

large arras, by means of a mechanical action. When the film is -.:,as removed,

the expo.ied surface is again subjected to chemical reaction with the environ-

meat, and the corrosive attack begins again. The removal of the reaction

product film also results in release of energy in the reaction zone due to bond

fracture, frictional heating, and other similar processes. The new corrosive

attack may then be much more vigorous than the original because of the initia-

tion energy available. This can result in severe local effects, such as pitting

or cratering, resulting in a roughened surface. In some instances it might

even result in a self-propagating ignition.

Usually, the corrosion products are harder and more brittle than the metal

alloy surfaces or, which they form. The corrosion film tends to be reasonably

resistant to wear as long as the film is thin. However. above some critical

thickness, wear occurs at a rate which is dependent on the conditions of the

sliding process. If the thick film is brittle, L:e total thickness tends to flake

off, forming large particles. However, if the film is ductile and less cohesive

than the surface on which it forms, it is probable that only part of the film

thickness will be removed, and that the wear rate will be less than for brittle

films. Thus, it is desirable that the materials selected for the ACS valve
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poppet and seat be able to form relatively soft and tenacious films in the

presence of CPF; however most fluorides ai-e hard and brittle.

The alternative process of corrosive wear can occur without rupture of the

corrosion fi!m if the film is permeated with reactant fluid after formation.

While it is possible to remove the fluid (dry the film), the moment a new

exposure to the fluid occurs, the film becomes permeated to saturation

again. The strong affinity of the film and fluid suggests that some type of

solvation or complexttion occurs between the species.

The wet film holds some of the fluid directly against the substrate. Since
further film formation does not usually occur, it is probable that there is a

chermical complexation .'eaction of the permeated fluid with the film materiai

which reduces any tendency to react with the substrate. An example would

be .ormation of (AIF 4 )- ions. .Ience, a greater initiation energy is required

to start a reaction. Friction and impact will release energy in the film
system, even if they do not dcstroy the corrosion film. Under some cir-
cumstances this energy miy be sufficient to initiate corrosion reactions

between the permeant fluid and the substrate.

3. 4.3 Chemical Corrosion of ACS Valve Closures

The excessive l.eakage observed when a specific propellant, CPF, is used,

but only if the system has not been thoroughly dried, occurs with several seat
structural materials. Several metals or cermets of widely different com-
position all degrade at about the same rate.

The presence of impurities in the CPF, in the valves or inclusions in the

materials, as well as the continued access of moisture, will account for the

above effects. The valve has a built-in upstream filter, but it is not very

efficient, because particles known to be generated upstre-m of the filter

were found downstream of it (see Page 75 in Ref 1). The observations of

liquid residues on the valve surfaces after operation in CPF systems to

which water vapor had access (Ref 1), the different behaviors in wet and dry

systems (Ref 5 and 7), and green "hydrated' corrosion deposits from FLOX

service (Ref 3) emphasize that the corrosion is accelerated in the presence

of moisture.
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It has beer demonstrated at MDAC that mete I fluoride films on tnetals

will abso-b oxidizer up to 50 percent of their dry weight and that simple

purging will not remove fluorine oxidizers absorbed in pass-1vation films

(Ref 18 and 10). Therefore, diffusion of any water vapor which gains entry

can be expected to reach the valve sealing surfaces and hydrolyze the

absorbed oxidizer to aqueous HF (hydrofluoric acid). T'his acid is very

corrosive, mch more so than fluorine or CPF. It is also relatively non-

volatile and will remain on surfaces, causing appreciable corrosion. The

hydrated "passive" films which result are much weaker than anhydrous

films and can be easily broker. by mechanical action such as closing of the

valve.

This mechanism is supported by the test data in Figures VII-4 through -7 in

Ref 1. When new valve paits were tested, there was no increase in leak rate

during the first 5 or so cycles (the passivation period), Only Berylco nickel

440 and one set with Kennametal K.-601 (K602, sic, in Ref 1 text) showed

leak rate increases during passivation. The temporary stability might occur

because the initial leak rati, (1 cycle) was measured before exposure to

fluorine. Therefore, an absorbed fluorinating agent was not present and the

water vapor from the 1-cycle leak test could not form HF. The leak test

after 6 cycles in F'2 caused HF formation from diffused moisture. Subse-

quently, corrosion occurred during the next set of actuation cycles, and

leakage was detected in the third leak check.

In an attempt to enhance the stability of the fluoride film, the fabricator

passivated all valves in GF 2 before exposure to CPF (Ref 1). It has been

demonstrated at MDAC that F 2 -formed films are less subject to

corrosion when exposed to moisture than those from halogen fluorides

(Ref 10). Again, this property could explain the flat initial portion of the

corrosion versus operating cycle curves in Ref 1, but the film forms on a

metal by conversion of only the upper part of the normal oxide layer on the

metal surface, leaving the bulk of the oxide still present (Ref 10). This

lower layer could possibly react with a halogen fluoride to form the

moisture-sensitive component. No data are available about the effects on

the passive film caused by sequential exposure to fluorine and ther to

halogen fluorides.
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Most metals form tenacious metal-oxide films about 100A thick. When

these metals are placed in a CPF envr:-n-nent, the more active fluorine and

chlorine atoms tend to replace the oxygen and form metal-fluorides vnd

metal-chlorides. The meta.-fluorides are prLbably concentraced closer

to the outer surface of the film than are the rnetal-chloe ides, because

fluorine is more active than chlorine and so reacts before the chlorine can.

7'or most surfaces, the metal-fluorides and chlorides are limited to the

upper 10 ýo 20A, and the rest of the film remains as metal-oxides. The

thickness of these films, relative to the surface roughness is illustrated in

Figure 3-12. Oxygen displacement becomes more complete only if the sur-

face is exposed to CPF at an elevated temperature for an extended t;.me.

The demonstrated presence of chloride in the films (Ref 5 and 10) suggests

that the initial metal fluoride might fracture because of subsurface mechani-

cal expansion when metal chlorides form with their much larger chlorine

atoms.

R87

METAL FLUORIDES
AND CHLORIDES

METAL OXIDE FILM

METAL SUBSTRATE

Figure 3-12. Surface Film Configuration
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LS-1. i: S kn"Iwn t•!a. very f- neta,' ch r-de-f-.wrides are stabie in the

r' •nR of free c infu?-ds; mOst tend to disprowirtionate or break ;:p into

se.aarate mnlecules 4 metial chI,,rides and metal fluorides. A similar reac-

ti-n ii: the fi- wsuid lead tto segregated area ,f metal fluorides and chlorides.

with the !atte,- n:ý staJilii. : agai.nst attack by fiuorinat;-g agents.

The fractxre of t.ese cno-posite surface films may zccur in a comDlex

mannet. In order tc establishs a realistic model -f film fracture, the Physi-

cal charactvristics -4* the fluoride, chloride, and oxide films of candidate

matcrials must be kp.'w-n.

There are no mechanical property data avaiiable on the oroperties of the

R uori.ele-chioride fnims, ;t is desiraLle tz: obtain property information -n

metal uzride-chkorides incliding film thickness and Ieakage rtransvers-

.ermeabiiity• of '-he 3assivation film as functions of terperature, Dressure,

time of exa-sure, and in-misture content in the CPF. Other importank param-

eters that ihould be dztermni-ed include surface energy and film hardness..

The actual perfnorniance of such measurements is beyond the scope of tlhe

cui rent orogranL

The valve contractor suggested #Ref 1) that the failure is due to mechanical

destruction of the passive fXlnm followed by repassivation. This would

gradual'. eat into the substrate and cause r--,ughening. The suggestion is

supposted by ll &.e observation that the film o ,n the roughened surface is

a --nixed chloride-fluoride and "2) a normal ?assive film is abo it 10 A thick

i4-0 ': 10 in. ) (Ref I i) Figure X-11-10 in Ref I indicates tiat the Berylco

nick•.A 440 sealing surface has a roughness przfile equivalent !o 2•- 10-6

in. fter .. 0it cycles inl CPF- which is a change of about 20 :- 10 in. /

cycles. At the test irequency of 22 cycles/sec 015 ms closed. 30 ms open),

it would be unlikely tnat a full passivation film could be built up during each

open cycle. Hence the agreemer~t between normal passivation film thickness

and change of surface per cycle Is e:xcellent. H'wever, this agreement is

probably only coincidental, because the roughness profile measurements

indicate that the roughness is due to a bui.ldup on the surface, with resultant

increase in tiiickness. rhe oassivation etching would erode the surface away,

resulting in a depression, unless the fractured passive film does not break
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off complete.y. If it remains while new film is formed underneath, then :k

buildup can be expected. However. if the surface is then cl-!aned by dissolving

the film away. the profile should show a depressed area, corresponding to

the metal rernoved. Such a test has not been reported.

A further argument against sim-ple brittle failure of the passivation film

foilowed by repassivation is that tests demonstrate that fluoride film-.s are not

easily broken. anc ,detached by abrasion (Ref 19) or flexure (Ref 20), if the

substrate is in its eiastic deforrnation region. When a tuad is great enough

to case film fracture, the substrate is scorecl by the hard fluoride particles

that are released iRef 19). The only score lines visible in Figure 3-2 are

those from the oolishing operation. On the other hand, films established by

exposure to hydrofluoric acid and those converted by hydrolysis of ordinary

pa-sive fims are quite weak and poorly adherent. They are frequently green

ancý often fluffy or flaky. Such films are readily fractured by abrasion,

expesing bare met.l.

3. 4.4 Fiý-r Fracture Corrosion

In the ACS o'e operaki-g i.i CPF, there are two separate reaction paths

defineC- for the in-erac tion of the CPF and the closure materials.

fhe first reactioi" path !discussed above) is the formation of the passive

fihs,, cn the surface of the metals. The exact chemical mechanisms of this

reaction have not been studied sufficiently to give a detailed predictive

descripticni, but the following points have been established. First, the reac-

tion usually does not involve the metal alloyw but instead it occurs between

the CPF or other fluorinating agent and the normal hydrated oxide film found

on structural metals. The activation energy required is very low because the

reaction occurs even at -320 °F with F However t':e reaction is not very
2.rapid; and at room temperature, although only about 10 to 15 percent of the

oxide film is converted to fluoride or chloride fluoride and the product film
is only 10 to 20A thick, it reqaires about 15 minutes for the reaction to be

completed.

Figure 3-13 summarizes experimental data for fi•m thickness in FZ, CTF,

and GPF. iThe data are for a number of exposure durations and conditions.
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A rate equation for film formation by elemental F2 can be obtained by

combining the unnumbered equations on pages 40 and 42 of Ref 18. The

combined equation is

0.33k
M P log (jT + T-) (22)

where

M = rate of mass increase

k = constant specific for the substrate

j = term which can be called a pseudo concentration

T = time after start of reaction

Tr° initial time.

Although no comparable equation was presented, it was concluded in Ref 18

that film formation by CTF and CPF appeared to occur by similar processes,

but with greater ranges of rates for different substrates.

At higher temperatures, = 350°F, complete conversion of the oxide film takes

about one hour in GF 2 , but there are insufficient data to establish rate as a

function of temperature. Because heat is released due to impact when the

valve closes, there will be further conversion of the oxides to fluorides during

service in CPF. However, the extent cannot be calculated because the basic

chemical data are not avail, ble. The reaction rate is proportional to the one-

third power of the concentration (pressure) of the fluorinating agent. The

product film from CPF contains chlorine, fluorine, and oxygen atoms (Ref 18).

The metal ions found in the films correspond to all those in the substrate

alloy, except that metals which form volatile fluorides are absent.

The behavior of bare metals without oxide films when exposed to fluorinating

agents has not been studied quantitatively. It has been noted that they appear

to form a fluoride film with little tendency for the reaction to go over into a

propagating combustion mode in tests which consist of fracture of the metal

while it is immersed in liquid fluorine. The passivation of bare metal cor-

responds to the process after valve closure impact breaks off the original

film, but there is insufficient information to develop equations relating the

process to conditions in the valve.
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The initial passivation by oxide film conversion is probably not of great

significance during ACS valve operation. Since the passive films are about

10 to 20Z thick (2. 5 to 5:' 10 -5 4 in. ), and since the time to form

a complete film• ;s much longer than the 30 msec that the valve is open on

each stroke, it is unlikely that successive mechanical removal and chemical

reformation at each stroke would have an appreciable effect on the surface

finish. Assuming that all traces of CPF are absent from the interface during
5

the period that the valve is closed, if the valve were run to 1 * 10 cycles

in one operation, the wear due to simple passivation should be no greater

than 20A. Of course, if the valve were to operate in periodic cycles, witil

appreciable durations while it is open and not functioning, thus allowing com-

plete film formation, the effect would be greater, reaching a maximum roughen-

ing oi 2 10 A, (5 li in. ), if there were 15 minutes between each stroke. How-

ever, the evidence indicates that the valve does not fail due to successive

removal of the film and repassivation.

3.4.5 MDAC Corrosion Tests in HF

The access of water into the GPF system will result in the formation of

hydrofluoric acid. The relatively nonvolatile liquid droplets observed on

closures after some tests (Ref 1) are probably this acid. HF is a very cor-

rosive fluid-much mnote corrosive than CPF. However, there are few data

on the corrosion rates during HF exposure of the closure materials.

A series of tests were conducted to determine the corrosion rates for several

valve closure materials in contact with vapor and liquid 50 percent aqueous

hydrofluoric acid (Subsection 4. 5). The test results are presented in

Table 4-22. The materials tested include three that have already been used

in the ACS valve-Duranickel 301, Berylco nickel 440 and tungsten carbide-

cobalt cermet. The respective corrosion rates were 3.0, 3.4 and 29 mils

per year. This variance is certainly greater than the difference in failure

rates of tile valve closures, and since the material most sensitive to !-F, the

carbide cermet, shows the lowest rate of leak development, the results are

int,_,rpreted to mean that corrosion by hydrofluoric acid is not a significant

factor in the development of leakage in the ACS valves.

•.4. 6 Conclusions

It is co1ncluded that neither simple corrosion nor corrosive wear mechanismns

could act'wint for the developm ent of leakage in the ACS valve.
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3.5 CHEMOMECHANICAL REACTION INITIATION

In this subsection, the possibility of ignition of local hot-spot CPF-metal

combustion nuclii on the closure surfaces by heating due to ix1,pact forces is

investigated. Equations to define the temperature rise are presented. It is

shown that this process alone cannot account for the observed closure surface

roughening if the system is free of contaminants*. Insufficient data prevent

mathematical analysis of the ef., ct of contaminants, but observations indicate

a significant reduction of the minimum energy to initiate reactions.

3. 5. 1 Observations

Key observations of the behavior of the ACS valve are:

A. Unacceptable leakage develops only in CPF, and then only when the
presence of contaminants is suspected.

B. In the presence of CPF and contaminants, the leak increases only
if the valve is actuated.

C. When the valve is actuated, leakage increases linearly as a function
of the number of cycles; other factors tested such as material com-
position or rate of closure have only a second-order effects.

D. Changes in appearance of the metal surfaces are observed only on the
sealing (contacting) areas of the poppet and seat.

These observations suggest that leak development is due to a chemical inter-

action involving contaminants, CPF, and the structural alloys and is initiated

by the kinetic energy re eased when the poppet impacts the seat.

This chemomechanicil interaction is an instance of dynamic corrosion origi-

nating from the repeated application of high loads to a metal-metal interface

in the presence of CPF. It can result in local hot-spot noipropagating ignition

of metal due to plastic deformation.

3. 5. 2 Impact Initiation

Previous studies at MDAC have shown that under conditions of metal-metal

impact or friction in CPF, localized reaction initiation occurs when there is

plastic flow or galling (Ref 9). In tests documented in Ref 9 the reaction did

not propagate; instead it was confined to microscopic locations in which

*IT. this report, Contaminant means a material whose presence is undesired,
and which is either not carried by flowing propellant, or if it is moved by the
propellant, it moves much more slowly than the propellant. Alloy inclusions,
free metal particles, and solid HF frozen on a surface are classed as con-
taminants. Materials which move at the same velocity as the propellant are
called Impurities; examples are dissolved CF4 and free-floating Teflon shreris.
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sriall, rough craters formed. When local areas of the metal undcrgo plastic

deformation, the heating of the metal releases suffic9'nt energy in hot spots to

activate the CPF, which in turn reacts with the metal. However, these hot spots

are not frequent enough to cause a generally propagating reaction. The result

of these localized reactions is a roughening of the metal surface. Impact-

;nitiated nonpropagating reactions of tungsten carbide in LF 2 were observed at

M)DAC during materials evaluation for the LF 2 shutoff valvi, (Ref. 22).

For the reactions of structural metal alloys with fluorinating agents, most

recorded ignition temperatures are considerably above 200°C, at which for-

mation of active fluorine atoms takes place. For a number of metals ignition

occurs at the melting temperature of the metal. The pres2nce of localized

combustion sites (hot spots) and local melting would indicate release of suf-

ficient heat energy to start a reaction with the metal.

One factor that decreases the initiation energy for the reaction is the presence

of reactive contaminants. Local concentrations of substances that react more

readily than the structural materials can start to react at lower applied ener-

gies. These reactions may then release enough energy to kindle the main mate-

rial. These impurities may be included in the structural material, they may be

brought in by the fluid, or they may enter the system due to inproper handling.

Some unpublished results obtained by Aerojet General Corporation and made

available by W. Britsch, NASA-LeRC (Ref 23) are of interest. AGC has been

testing ball bearings operating at high speed in liquid fluorine. In the first

tests, using Berylco nickel 440, they found that considerable surface roughen-

ing occurring, which was traced to formation of tiny burn craters in the nickel.

These seem to be similar to the burn pits formed upon impact or friction in

1'',) and CPF' (Ref 9). Substituting high purity vacuum cast 440 did away with

the probl(.n: the purer alloy is less prone to react under the test conditions.

rhe explanation currently offered is that minute carbon inclusions were the
'.Ctual initiation sites, and that brief loc. hot-spot combustion of the nickel

followed. l{emoval of the easily initiated sites stabilized the sys,.cm.

If contaminants art deposited betwen the closures, the impact from clcming

will initiate them as local hot spots, while similar dec.osits elsewhere in the

6istem nlay not react at all, or only slowly. "rh, ht at of reaction from the

flu,,rination m,,y be .'&ficient to cause local initiation of the substrate, fornling

111.1 c ra to r -, even iL the metAl cannot su.stain the reaction.
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This appears to be the explanation for the pitt observed in Berylco

nickel 440 bearings in f'uorine (Ref 23).

Because the occurrence of contamination is random or uncontrolled, predic-

tion of its effects as a specific occurrence for the ACS valve is not feasible.

Fc~r most ordinary contaminants, the energy yield from fluorination is 3 to

6 Kcal/g or 0.7 to 1.4 * 10 -3 Btu/grain. (Note that there are 440 grains in

an ounce. Grains are often used in measurement of impurity concentration.*)

This is several orders of magnitude greater than the total heat released by

the impact process in the ABMA tester ('r* dU/dT- 10-8 Btu) and results in

temperatures high enough to initiate local burning of any metal in CPF. This

inevi';able initiation is the reason that scrupulous cleanliness is necessary in

CPF and similar propellant systems.

These observations reinforce the suggestion that the valve process is an impact

initiated chemical reaction and that the activated chemical speo.ies is not

derived from the metal. The reaction of this active species then heats the

structural alloy in a local, nonpropagating reaction. The location of the attack

is limited to the contacting metal surfaces, ruling out a general initiation

mechanism, which is not specific to the closing process. Also, the local

r,.:action does not release sufficient energy to become self-sustaining.

The access of water can supply a lower -nergy initiation path for hot-spot

reaction. If the water reacts with film-absorbed CPF to form aqueous hydro-

fluoricacid, then when the valve is actuated to close, the known impact sensi-

tivity of water in fluorinating agents could cause local explosions, triggering

local CPF-metal reactions. This rmechanism can account for the fact that the

corrosion rate i;3 relatively insensitive to the composition of L ie substrate

metal and also for the fact that even when mositure invades the valve, the

serious corrosion is confined to the sealing surfaces. The tendency of

fluorinating agents to react only partially with water, even in excess fluorinat-

ing agent, has been established at MDAC for both fluorine and oxygen

*The solid (at -320*F) impurities in MIL-P-27405 liquid fluorine re equiva-
lent to 7 grains/ft3 . A gas with a dew point of -92F has I x I0" grains
H 20/ft3 .
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difluoride (Ref 19 and 24). The impact sensitivity of water in fluorinating

agents at low energy levels is well known (Ref 19).

In order to properly evaluate this impact-triggered reaction, it is necessary

to determine the amount of energy deposited at the closure interface. Then

a comparison can be made between the requirements for initiation of .ae

closure material in clean and in contaminated systems.

3. 5. 3 Localized Impact Heating

In previous work at MDAC (Ref 9), it was shown that impact energy

available for reaction initiation appears as a friction at &.e metal-metal inter-

face due to radial expansion of the vertically compressed parts. Only a

small portion of the imLpact energy is actually available for reaction initiation

at the material-propellant interface. It was estimated that only the energy

released in the top 0. 002 in. of the surfaces was effective, and it was shown

that the maximum release took place at the exterior edge of the member with

the smaller radius. The tests discussed later in this report show that less

than 1/10 of 1 percent of the impact energy input is released at the interface

in a form suitable for reaction initiation. The mnaximum rate of energy

release can be calculzted by Equation (23), which was derived for the contact

of two flat components of different radii (specifically for the striker pin-

specimen interface in an ABMA impact tester).

dU( Pr(T-,) . 'k AA ( 2 '[_L - - ,"2- J' (ft-lb/sec-in.7 -T 12 dr "- Ep F (1 -2

(23)

wiere

diT(r)/dr rate of oner,:y release at edge of smaller radiucý component
at time r aft- r impact.

tj coefficient of friction or rigidity between surfaCes of materials

P-I) pressure at time, r , due to compression

At P(is sn' s ratio
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E = bulk modulus

r = component radius

and subscripts

s = specimen

p = striker pin

with the orovision that rs > rp,

To apply Equation (23), the appropriate values must be substituted for the

various terms. The values of r and r sre defined by the configuration ofp s
the apparatus; , As, Ap, E., and Ep, are material properties; however,

P(T) and dP(T)/dTmllst be calculated from the functional characteristics of

the operating parts. Both P(T) and dP(T)/dT vary with time, and values for

the same instant must be used in the solution of Equation (23).

The same calculation with appropriate parameters for the ACS valve with a

single mate:ý l- for both seat and poppet can oe made by means of

22 \ F)dUaT 4. 17 *:-10" A•T°(P-(°Z2 ~ (ft
S- 4AE - 2) r () ,(ft-lb/sec) (24)

Of greater interest for evaluating the initiatitn of interface reactions is the

energy release rate averaged over the time period in which closure is

occurring. The symbol dU/dT is used for this value.

The energy flux can be used to calculate the temperature change at the interface

by using Equation (25).

1. 288 4, dU - r(V
4T d- c fpfrexprHdmin)(Lv " (TB f lFf- rP '(OF)ATZ2rr rd (K P r P

exp mrdin up upup 13 olo 1 fPfF
P

(25)
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where

T = d'iration of impact, sec 1 x 10-4 sec for valve closures.c

K = arbitrary constant

3
p = density, lb/in.

rexp expansion radius difference, in.

rH = heated zone radius, in. = 0. 002 in.

dmin = ciameter of smaller member of closure, in.

L = latent heat of evaporation, Btu/lbv

T = boiling point at 450 psi
B

TINIT = initial temperature

r 2 heat capacity

and subscripls

f 2 fluid

P (on gamma) 2 constant pressure

up = upper member

io = lower member

The me-hod of solution used for these equations is described tater in this

report, when the test data are discussed. However, it is of interest at thi3

point to nerition typical values obtained from use of the equations. As an

example, theoretical solutic r.s of the equations applied to the ACS valve gave

temperature increases at the closure of 22°F for Durnickel 301 and 23'F for

tungsten carbide-cobalt cermet. These temperatures indicate that there is

no chance for local ignition of the metal closures in CPF if contaminants are

not present. Note added in proof: In a personal communication (July 15, 1971),

!. Wichmann stated that even after rigorous cleaning and baking, closures

mad, from Duranickel 301 still developed unacceptable leakage in CPF. He

attributed the failures to buildup of "_xcessively thick fluoride films because of

hcating froin the poppet impact, The thick films were ooserved on the failed

C loslu re s.
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3.5.4 Conclusions

This portion of the analysis demonstrates that the valve design is adcquate for

the design operating conditions, and that the failures were due to some unco:±-

trolled factor, such as contamination. Unfortunately, there are insufficient

data a'.ilable for calculating tne likelihood of ignition of contaminants. Test

results indicate that contaminants sigiAficantly lower the minimum energy

required for initiation of hot spot reactions (See Subsections 5. 1.3.2, 5. 1.4,

and 5.2)

3.6 OTHER WEAR PROCESSES

3. 6. 1 Abrasive Wear

The effect of abrasive wear conditions are analyzed in this u:ibsection, and it

is concluded that the ACS valve did not tndergo such a process.

There are two types of arasive --,ear, two-body and three-body. Two-body

wear occurs when a n.,.< .ough surface slides against a softer surface, digs

into it, and removes material from it, usually ii. the form of loose fragments,

having ploughed grooves. Three-body wear involves the presence of loose

grains between the two surfaces. Three-body abrasive wear is usually con-

sidered to occur only if the particles are harder than surfaces they contact.

Table 3-6 prese,_ts hardness values of many materials of interest.

For a model surface with conical asperities, the volume of material removed

by abrasive wear can be estimated from

Fis
Vab =k -- (in.3) (26)

ab ab p

Equation (26) has the same form as Equation (17) for adhesive wear, with

I ab' the abrasive wear coefficient, replacing kad' Typical experimental

vait.les of k ab are 0. 150 for two-body wear, and 0. 080 f.or three-body wear.

Three-body wear has a smaller 1.ab than does two-body, because, in the

former case, the free bodies tend to roll over the surface most of the time.

Some observations which indicate that Equation (26) does not include all of

the significant factors are worth)r of consideration for future analysis. The
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7 able 3-6 (Page 1 of 2)

HARDNESS DS*.TA

Hardness - Kg/Imm 2

Material Composition p

Diamond C 8,000

Titanium boride "iB 2  3,000

13-ron , arbide B4  2,750

Ditungsten carbide W2 C 2,600

Silicon carbide SiC 2,-500

Tila-fium carbide TiC 2,400

Alumina A120 3  2, 100

Zirconium carbide ZrC 2, i0o

Tungsten car'ide WC 1,900

Tungsten silicid. WSi 2  1,300

Zirconia ZrO2  1, 150

Silica, sand SiO2  800

Bearing steel 700 to 900

Steel 440C 735

Tool steel 700 to 1,000

Chromium electroplated 900

Carburized steel 900

Y'trided steel 900 to 1,250

Tungsten carbide 1, 400 to 1,800
(cobalt binder)

Stellite 700

Ferritic CRES 250

Beryllium Copper /-10

347 CRES 164

Aluminum 7079-T6 184

Aluminum 5085-H32 92

Copper 102 76

Tin bronze 60 to 8 0

Aluminum alloy 45 to 50

Cadmium base 20 to 40
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Table 3-6 (Page 2 of 2)

HARDNESS DATA

Hardness - Kg/mm2

Material Composition p

Silver (overplated) 25 to 50

Tin-base babbit 20 to 30

Lead Pb 9

Teflon (C 2 F 4 )n 5

Polyethylene (C2 H4 )n 2

resistance to abrasive wear increases as material hardness increases. For

example, the wear resistance of steel varies approximately as the 1/3 power

of the hardness. The rate of abrasive wear decreases as the size of the

particles decrease a: shown in Figure 3-14.

Experience has shown that if the loose particle size is less than 5gi (200 V in.)

the surfaces will be polished rather than roughened.

Figure 3-11 indicates that the ratio G/p must be less than IA if the particle

size is to be -,ss than 5 microns. Referring to Table 3-2 it -s apparent that

all metals rubbing against themselves in a nonlubricated environment will

produce loose particles large enough to cause abrasive wear and surface

roughening. Only a few ceramics will be polished by their own particles in

a dry environment.

An abrasion resistance factor has been used by Kennametal Inc. , (Ref 25)

for rating of alloys. It is "the reciprocal of the volume lost in a 30-minute

period in which a flow of silica sand is rubbed against the specimen by a

rubber wheel. " Data obtained by this test method are given in Table 3-7.

These data clearly indicate that abrasion occurs even when the wearing sur-

face is harder tnan the particles, and that the wear rate is somewhat

proportional to the hardness difference or ratio.

Experience with roller bearings indicates that a small difference in hardness

between two bearing surfaces can have dramatic effects on the wear life of

the system. Figure 3-15 copied in modified form from Ref 26, shows the
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effect on life span caused by a hardness difference for SAE 52100 steel balls

and races. The life span peaks at a ARc of 1.5 units, where the increase in

life span achieved is greater than eight fold compared with the condition

where both parts are of the same hardness.

Equation (26) is thus not a complete representation of actual abrasion.

There are two processes that occur during abrasion. First, the wearing

agent (particle or asperity) must penetrate the surface which is going to be

abraded or lock in an existing asperity. Then the agent moves relative to

the surface, causing the removal of material in a gouge.

The formation )f grooves and scratches which lie parallel on the two sealing

surfaces has 'he effect of changing the equation applicable to the leak

rate estimation. Equation (1) applies to a multidirectional lay of the surface,

ai.d the rate for parallel radial lay is a priori appreciably higher. No equation

is available for the condition of radial lay on both closure surfaces.
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Tfable 3-7

ABRASION RESISTANCE OF ALLOYS

Hardness Kennametal Wear
Abrasion Factor

Material Rockwell Vickers Resistance (10 3 /KAR)

400 stainless steel C40 392 13 77

Carbon steel 1095 C50 510 9 ill

Low alloy steel 4140 C50 (A76) 510 14 71

Tool steel AISID7 C64 800 17 59

Tool steel AISI Ti C65 830 14 71

Cast alloy (Co, Cr, Ni,W) N.R. N.R. 32 to 36 30

K-801 A 89.5 >1 100 110 9

K-96 A 92.0 >1,100 165 6

K-701 A 92.0 >1, 100 825 1. 2

K-602 A 94.3 > 1,1 00 470 2

(Silica sand abrasive N.R. 800 N.A. N. A.)

N. R. = Not Reported

N.A. =Not Applicable

Abrasive wear is not particularly important for the ACS valve because the

propellant is filtered as it enters the valve. If the filter pore size were

decreased to 5., the possibility for abrasive wear would be further reduced.

Formation of hard metal fluoride particles inside the valve itself is possible.

Nominally the passive film thickness is about 10A (0. 001ýL): and although the

possibility of growth to 0. 1i. rannot be excluded, further thickening is very

unlikely. Thus most particles generated would be below the 54, linit, and

hence would not cause abrasion.
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3. 6. 2 Surface Fatigue Wear

Surface fatigue occurs when the magnitude of the applied loads varies cyrclically.

The most common example of surface fatigue occurs in rolling applications

such as gears and rolling contact bearings. SurfacE fatigue can also occur

Under repeated impact -.nd sliding loads such as those observed in the ACS

valve closing motion. The applied loads produce stresses on the surface and

in the material below the surface. Repeated application of these stresses can

cause progressive increase in size of initially microscopic cracks or flaws in

the mate rial, until failure occurs.

For ally given set of operating conditions, the ser-vice life decreases with

increase of applied load, generally in accordance with the relationship

constant(27)
(3
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The particles removed in surface fatigue wear tend to be as large as the area

of contact under stress (approximately 1, O000), rather than the characteris-

tic adhesive wear particle size (approximately 30[).

Surface active lubricants generally lower the fatigue life, whereas under

adhesive wear ,onditions these lubricants may tend to raise the useful life.

Propellant CPF may be considered to be a very reactive, average quality

lubricant. As such, the physical characteristics of the films produced on

candidate materials will have a significant effect on fatigue and adhesive

wear, hence on service life.

No data for fatigue life in CPF have been reported. Some tests which were

conducted in elemental fluorine (Ret 27) may be of interest: aluminum,

stainless steel, and Inconel each show reduced service life in fluorine as com-

pared with air, oxygen, or nitrogen. The reduction was one-third (i. e. , the

fatigue cycle was 67 percent that of the controls) for all three metals run at

-320"F or room temperature (controls at same temperature as F2 te:t 0.

Experimental data on surface fatigue life-versus-load is subject to wide

scatter, making it difficult to predict fatigue life accurately. However, if

surface fatigue wear becomes a problem, a small decrease in applied loads

will produce a large increase in cycle life.

3. 6. 3 Other Factors

Similarly, because of the low number of cycles to failure, erosion and cavita-

tion probably are not significant causes of wear. Erosive wear occurs when

sharp particles in the flowing fluid impinge on, and remove material from the

wearing surfaces. Erosive wear is similar to abrasive wear, but it can

produce greater surface roughness, because ar' impinging particle can remove

material from a low point on the surface. Hard surfaces resist erosion.

When the poppet closes on the seat, some of the flowing liquid is held in the

interface by surface tension. During subsequent separation of the intel face,

the liquid is placed in tension and boils, producing vapor bubbles. Later,

abrupt collapse of the bubble produces a mechanical shock that may damage

the interface surfaces. This process, known as cavitation, produces wear
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which is similar to the wear that is produced by surface fatigue. Materials

which are hard, but not brittle, are resistant to both cavitation and surface

fatigue wear.

3.7 ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the ACS valve and its operation in CPF in terms of possible
reasons for reported failures by development of eycessive leaks while func-

tioning under what were supposed to be design operating limits indicates that

the valve is not subject to such failures.

The causes of failure must be sought elsewhere.

Information released by AFRPL during the course of the MDAC program sup-
ports this conclusion. The failures of tungsten carbide-cobalt cermet closures

were overcome by more thorough cleaning of the valves before exposure to

CPF. This extra cleaning consists of a careful vacuum bake-out. Thus it can

be concluded that contamination by absorbed water was the proximate cause of

failure. The presence of water in fluorine oxidizer systems is unacceptable

for normal operating designs or procedures.

The mechanism of failure appears to be an impact-initiated reaction of the

contaminant water or a reactive intermediate from water on the closure sur- f
faces. Evidence for this mechanism will be found in the next section.
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Section 4

TEST PROGRAM

4.1 OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

In addition to investigating the failure mechanism of a specific ACS value in

CPF service, major objectives of this program have been to develop analyti-

cal methods for predicting wear and chemodynamics characteristics for

designing values for high energy storable liquid propellants, and determining

the utility and compatibility of specific closure materials in environments

related to the service in the ACS valve, by means of static corrosion and

static dynamic and initiation tests.

The test program was conducted in three parts. The first was tests con-

ducted during Phase I, Part 2 with the objective of supplying data needed to

support the Phase I analysis of the valve failure mechanism. The second

series of tests were conducted during Phase II, Part I with the objective of

verifying the conclusions from the Phase I analysis. The Phase II, Pa,

tests had the objective of determining the suitability of several candidate

closure materials.

There were three types of tests conducted:

A. Static corrosion in 50-percent aaueotis hydrofluoric acid.

B. Drop-weight impact initiation, using the MDAC modified ABMA

impact tester.

C. Friction initiation, using the rotary friction tester.

All three types were used in all parts of the test program.

Details of the tests, including materials, apparatus, and procedures can he

found in Appendix I.
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4. 2 TEST RESUITS

4. 2. 1 Corrosion Tests

The test conditions listed in Table 4-1 were followed. Test data are recorded

in TFable 4-2.

Table 4-1

AQUEOUS HF CORROSION TEST CONDITIONS

Duration Temperature
Materiel (hr) (0 F)

Duranickel 301 90 32 + 3

Alumina 115 70 ± 5

Berylco nickel 440 24 70 ± 5

Silver plated
Duranickel 301 71 1/4 70 ± 5

Tungsten Carbide
in Cobalt Matrix 24 70 ± 5

4. 2. 2 Inte rpretation

In all cases, the corrosion appears to be of the film type. No evidence of

pittin,. w.s notrd. The Berylco nickel had the apperance of a galvanic effect.

1a ird white .rvstals, insoluble in water, formed where the two nickel speci-

mens were 1!,, contact. The impurities in silver plate on DN-301 did not

appear to affect ift. corrosion. The minor change in surface finish of the

tutnisten carbide contrasted with the relatively high corrosion rate is not

easily explaincd. Perhaps the attack was concentrated on the cobalt matrix

(CoF, is pink), but did not proceed far enough in the short duration test to

free an a ppreciaibl, number of WC grains. This mode of attack in a nurely

ni .c banic,tl wear environment has been reported (Ref 40).

F'ron the datta on corrosion rateis and surface finish presented in Table 4-2,

the interills testerd are, ran1k'd in the order shown in, Table 4-1 for consider-

,e lo t .is ,.lve ciostire %hat-rriuls Ahr, the possibility of eXposutre to liquid
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Table 4-3

HF CORROSION RESISTANCE RANKING

Rank Test Z
in Test I Surface Finish Averaged

Test Corrosion Rate Changes Effects Rating

Best Ag Plated on DN 301 Alumina Alumina

Alumina WC in Co DN-301

DN - 301 DN - 301 Ag Plated DN 301

Berylco Nickel 440 Ag Plated on DN-301 WC in Co

Worst WC in Co Berylco Nickel 440 Berylco Nickel 440

Note that these ratings are based on static corrosion effects in HF only, and

do not include considerations of dynamic factors in CPF.

4.3 IMPACT INITIATION TESTS

4. 3. 1 Test Conducted

The tests conducted are summarized in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4

DRO'- WEIGHT IMPACT INITIATION TEST SUMMARY
VALVE CLOSURE MATERIALS IN CPF

Impact Numbe r
Energy of
Range Test Program

Mate r ial (ft-lb 1 Drops Phase

DN-301-WH 71 20 Phase I, Part 2

DN-301, Various 165 to 293 67 Phase II, Part 1
Hardness Condition

Stainless Steel 183 to 275 26 Phase II, Part 1
304-L
Air and Vacuum Cast

Tungsten Carbide - 146 to 293 16 Phase II, Part 2
Cobalt Cermet

Silver Plated 110 to 293 16 Phase II, Part 2
DN-301
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The tests of DN-301 -WH at 71 ft-lb were conducted to prove that this nickel

alloy is stable andJ not sensitive to impact in CPF at energy levels that would

bar it frorr1 flight service. Titanium and some aluminum alloys do react at

this energy level (Ref 9).

The tests of DN-301 at higher energy levels were conducted to determine the

relationship between m'aterial ,ardness and initiation energy for a single

material composition. Those with the stainless steel 304-L were designed

to study the relation between material purity and ease of initiation. Tne

latter relationship was not found in the drop weight tests (it was shown in

rotary friction tests).

The tests with tungsten carbide-cobalt cermet and silver-plated DN-301 were

designed to help determine which was the most suitable material for ACS

valve closure ser,'ice. Included in the tungsten-carbide series were three

drop tests in which the specimens were purposely allowed to become

contaminated with moisture before exposure to CPF.

Alumina was not ircluded in the drop weight impact tests because previous

experience at MDAC had demonstrated that the material is pulverized even

at 72 ft-lb, and reaction sites, if any, cannot be detected.

4.3.2 Observations

In all cases in which reaction spots were observed on the specimens, the

impact load had beer. great enough to cause plastic yielding or fra'ture of the

test discs and the reaction sites were near the outside edge of the yielded

zone, w'hich corresponds to the circumference of the striker pin. However,

minor plastic deformation of the diiLs did not invariably result in reaction

spots.

No reactions were detected on DN-301 in CPF at 71 * 1 ft-lb imput, energy.

Reactions were detected at the higher en.Irgy levels during Phase II tests.

The reactions seldom emitted visible light, but small burn craters and

melted edges were readily retected when the specimens were examined with

a 20X microscope. The 304-1, specimens showed the same signs.
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All tungsten carbide specimens shattered during the tests, but they yielded

fa'rly large zhards. Two types of indication of reaction were detected. One

was burn traces or hot spots. These were typically very shallow, hardly

more than surface roughening plus• discoloration when in th(y unbroken surface

of the specimen. When they occurred along fracture edges, they were

considerably deeper, perhaps I * 10-3 in. The other typE,' of reaction

indication depended on the occurrence of fracture. In a nonreactive case,

the intersection of fracture cones gave rise to very sharp edges. If reaction

had occurred, some of these intersection edges were smoothly rounded due

to removal of material by chemical reaction. The two reaction indicators

alway., accompanied each other, except for one case. The exception was the

water-equilibrated specimens. With these three specimens, a considerable

number of tiny reaction sites were observed through the area covered by the

striker pin, instead ef being concentrated at the outside edge of the pin.

Sirface degradation at these reaction locations was not as great as for the

locations on dry specimens wlhere the alloy itself had reacted. There were

no large reaction sites from reaction of substrate, nor had any sharp edges

been rounded b-' combustion.

On the silver plated DN-301 specimens, the reaction sites were spread out

under the whole of the striker pin. in addition, silver foil was extruded from

under the pin, and this foil ignited in two instances. In one of these cases,

an,-! for one other specimen, sustained combustion of the substrate DN-301

had evidently occurred. On mar-- specimens, the DN-301 - silver bond

parted and/or thee plating cracked.

4. 3. 3 Calculatio-as

Table 4-5 is an illustration of the method of calculation of the 50-percent

reaction threshold energy (E ), using the data from Figure 1-9. The
50

threshold initiation energy, TIE, is greatest energy at which no reaction is

observed.

Note that in the calculation of E50 all tests below the TIE level are ignored.
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Table 4-5

CALCULATION OF E 5 0

Energy Test Level No. Total No.
Level Assigned Total Burn of Inert Product
(ft-lb) (i) Crater Reactions (Ni) (iNi)

238 0 0 10 0

256 1 4 1 1

275 2 2 1 2

293 3 3 0 0

AE = 18.3= Energy Level Difference EN= 12 EiN. = 3

E50 = 238 + 18.3 (3/12 + 0.5) (38)

= 252 ft-lb

TIE = 238 ft-lb

Data from all ABMA impact tests in CPF were treated in the same fashion

to obtain E and TIE. The results of these calculations are tabulated in
50

Table 4-6. DN 301 and SS-304L results are plotted as a function of material

hardness in Figure 4-1.

Test data for silver plated DN-301 showed such a great dispersion, due to

the inclusions, that calculations of E5 0 was impossible. Some specimens

ignited at 110 ft-lb, others were stable at 293.

The three water-vapor equilibrated tungsten carbide-cobalt ce met specimens

all reacted at energies below those for the dried specimens. The energies

tested were 220, 183, and 146 ft-lb, and the three specimens behaved in

identical fashion.
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Table 4-6

REACTION INITIATION BY ABMA IMPACT IN CPF

Threshold
50% Reaction Inciation

Vickers Energy 2:iergy
Hardness (E 5 0 ) (TIE)

Test Material (kg/mm2 ) (ft-lb) (ft-lb)

Stainless 304-L; 89 241 228
Air Melt

Stainless 304-L; 89 239 228
Vacuum Melt

Duranickel 301; 147 252 238
Annealed

Duranickel 301; 179 264 238
Work hardened

Duranickel 301; 247 286 256
Thermally aged

Duranickel 301; 326 293
3/4-Hard

Carmet CA-4 1800 233 220
(WC in Co) (Nominal)

Ag-Plated DN-301 50 Not <110
(Nominal) Calculated

NOTES: The E 5 0 values for the two 30A-L are considered to be the same.

The Vickers hardness was calculated from Rockwell hardness
values.

4, 3. 4 Analysis and Discussion

These tests were conducted because they are considered to model certain

aspects of the dynamics of the ACS valve-closing process. The test data

are analyzed: (1) to compare surface damage as a function of energy input

with material characteristics, and (2) to calculate the temperatures which

are reached on the interfaces as a function of impact energy.
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Figure 4-1. Impact Initiation Energy in CPF as a Function of Material Hardness

A. 3. 4. 1 Duranickel 301

Several different metallurgical conditions of this alloy were tested to provide

data that could be analyzed to provide correlations between behavior in the

tests and the materials properties of specimens tested. In the analysis

developed in Section 3 it was predicted that surface damage could be

correlated with varioug material properties including hardness and yield

strength. The relationships are discussed in this section.

The equations derived during Phase I of this study predict that the mechanical

damage done by an impact F 1 , of a particular energy level is inversely

proportional to the hardness, PA, of the material. Conversely, as the

harness of the material increases, greater impact energy is needed to
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cause the same damage. An example is the relation for calculating the

adhesive wear volume per stroke, Vw as a function of PA, kad, FI, and s

(the sliding distance).

V = 7.04 ,c 10 ad I (28)
wPA

In addition, the basic relationship between energy of impact and valve wear

includes a term for the yield stress of the closure materials. This energy-

yield stress relation can be surrmmarized as

F f -1(29)

This relationship indicates that as the yield strength of the material increases,

a greater energy input is needed to cause the same amount of damage.

The numerical data to demonstrate these relationships are presented in

Table 4-7.

Table 4-7

ABMA INITIATION ENERGY DATA, DURANICKEL IN CPF

Yield2
Duranickel Hardness, Strength E p2

301 (P) 2 (S ) (psi) TIE 50 -3
Condition (kg/mmn) y (ft - lb) (ft - Ib) E5 0 

0 -y' in.

Annealed 147 30,000 238 252 4.8 102

Woark2
Hardened 179 45,000 238 264 4.6 102

Thermally 247 78,000 256 286 4.8 102
Aged

3/4 Hard 326 118,000 293 >293 <5.2 * 102

Empirical manipulation of the data disclosed an interesting fact: the ratio
2S2/E 50 ry is a constant. The last column in Table 4-7 is a list of the values

calculated by the formula in Equation (31).
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S lb/in. 222

1422 k/ * p kg/n

K=kg/mm / (0
12 in. /ft * E50 ft lb b - Lb/in.50 y

2
K = 1.68 * 105 P in. -3 (31)

50y

Note that a- is not a linear or even regular function of p for the series of

DN 301's. The data in Ref 28 show curved-line relationships between Try
and p, and various thermal and work histories displace the curves and

change their rate of curvature. In addition, note that tables for hardness

scale conversion of steels usually give the equivalent tensile strength, but

that similar tables for nickel alloys specifically exclude such an equivalence

(Ref 36). Thus the term p /1" is not equivalent to a constant times 'p", whichy
is the case for comrnon steel alloys,

2If the parameter p/50 E y equal to a constant could be shown to have

general validity for chemomechanical reactions, it would be a very useful

tool. At present, this relationship is supported by only very few data

points, and such extrapolations may be premature. However, the relation-

ship equated to 4.75 ' 10 was used to calculate E 5 0 for the 3/4 H (cry = 118,

p = 326) and FH (ao - 135, p = 360) Duranickel 301, neither of which couldFy
be determined using the ABMA impact tester. The values calculated were
318 foot-pound and 330-foot-pound, respectively.

A graph (Figure 4-2) has been plotted with the experimental and calculated

values of E and the experimental values of TIE plotted against both p and oy50 y

The other materials parameters deemed of importance for controlling wear/
reactivity (the bulk modulus, E, the surface energy, Y , and the adhesive-

wear constant) are not subject to study by the methods and test plan used.

The interface temperatures corresponding to the E50 and TIE energy levels

were calculated by using Equations (D-2) and(D-14) in Appendix D.
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To apply Equation (D-2), the appropriate values must be substituted for the

various terms. The values of r and r are defined by the configurationpn sp

of the test apparatus; A A , Epn, and E are known materialoftets aprts pn, Asp, sp

properties. 11oweve,, P(T), dP(T)/dr and I, must be calculated from the

test data. Note thlat both P(-r) and dP(T)/dTvary with time, and values

averaged over the impact duration must be used. The method is given in

Appendix 1).

One other empirical term is needed to solve Equation (D-2); that term

is the coefficient of friction between the striker pin and the sainple

disc while the interface is immne ersed in CPF. This datum is not

available from the literature; ft- rtunately, it can be calculated from

the Rotary Friction test data. Htowever, at this point it must be

mentioned that Fqatation (D-2) was expressly- derived for conditions in which

the various parts of the sy.stern remain below their yield strengths and all
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behavior is elastic. If plastic flow occurs, corrections to the equation are

necessary. A complicated correction involving plastic flow and friction is

given in Ref 9; it is based on a derivation of a coefficient of plastic flow

resistance, K p.

-P
K = (32)

Ie + 2/3
h

where h is the height of the compresseri member.

An alternative procedure instead of calculating K is to define an empirical
pf

plasticity coefficient, ýt p, in place of the coefficient of friction. This

coefficient is equivalent to the coefficient of friction, and determined in a

like manner. This procedure has been adopted here.

In both the ABMA and rotary friction tests, it was observed that plastic

deformation was necessary in order to obtain reaction initiation in CPF.

This requirement has been observed by other workers in ABMA tests.

The Rotary-Friction test data given in Table 4-12 were used with Equa-

tion ý33.) to calculate the interaction coefficient at the interface in the rotary

friction tests. Equation (33) is from Ref 9, with a factor included for the

true contact area between the specimens:

3780 L
= TraFR (33)

0

where R0 is the radius of the upper, rotating specimen, = 0. 375 in. The

values calculated are also given in Table 4-12. It is obvious immediately

that the values for ýi of Duranickel 301 fall into separate high and low groups.

The high values were obtained whenever ignition occurred, and in some
instances in which ignition spots were not detected. This value corresponds

to the observed serious plastic deformation, and the coefficient calculated

using (33) is here taken as the plasticity coefficient.

Duranickelp = 0.61 in CPF
P,
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The lower values, which occurred only if there was no detectable reaction

are taken as friction coefficients of DN 301 against DN 301.

Duranickel I ii = 0. 33 in CPF

For the ABMA tester, the use of the 17-4 PH striker pin against the Dura-

nickel 301 specimen disc introduces a new factor, and the value for ±.ij is

not known. However, review of the relationship of iij for paired nickel

and steel materials versus •tii for a single material, when the hardnesses

are in the ratio of those foi DN 301 and 17-4 PH, using the several tables

of data in Ref 14, suggests as a valid approximation that ýxij = 1/2 ii' This

approximation will be used in the present case, and the value ±.ij = 0. 17 for

DN 301-17-4PH in CPF will be used.

On the other hand, the plastic flow of the DN 301 will not be affected much

by the substitutiun of the harder material in the striker pin, so it is

assumed that •Lpfis unchanged and equal to 0.61.

The data required have now been made available for calculation of the energy

flux rate at the interface. Substitution of the following constants into

Equation (D-2) (see Appendix F)

r = 0.25 in. (Striker pin)pn

Apn = 0.305 (17-4 PH)

E p 29 * 106 (17-4 PH)pn

ASP 0.315 (DN 301)

E = 30 * 106 (DN 301sp

r = 0. 312 in. (Specimen disc)sp

and combining reduces the equation to the form:

d [_j 2.72 *10"10 P(T) dP(T) (34)

dP dr
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Average rate at 252 ft-lb impact, (reaction)

p 1 = 0.71

P(T)av = 0. 55P(T)max = 1.640 105 psi

dP(T) av = 4.44 -'. l0 8 psi/sec

dUav = 1.41 - 1003 ft-lb/sec
dT

It is interesting to calculate the total quantity of energy which is released at

the interface. The time period during which the energy is released is

6 * l0"4 sec, and the area of the interface is 1.97 * 10-1 in. 2. Hence, the

total energy released is:

U = 1.41 --" 10 3 6 * 10 4* 1.97 * 10-1 ft lb

= 0. 167 ft-lb

This is 0. 07 percent of the 252 ft-lb impact.

Using appropriate values of the physical constants for CPF, DN301 and

17-4 PH, and for the geometry of the system (see Appendix F), the interface

temperatures were calculated by using Equation (D-14).

The results are presented in Table 4-8.

The temperatures calculated by this method certainly seem to be related to

ordinary chemical ignition processes. Nickel is known to be stable to

fluorinating oxidizers in the 500'F temperature zone. The isothermal

ignition temperature in CPF is not known, but a temperature range of

1928-2226°F for ignition in GF 2 is reported (Ref 37).

The large increase in temperature at the interface when plastic deformation

becomes appreciable is in line with expectations as previously discussed.
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Table 4- 8

ENERGY FLUX AkND INTERFACE TEMPERATURE FOR
ABMA TESTS OF DURANICKEL 301 IN CPF

Mate rial Inrte rface
Hardness Test dU/d Ta Tremperature
(kg / mm 2 ) Observation (ft-lb/sec) F)

147 s0 1.41 * 10 3  2090

TIE 3. 19 * 10' 450

179 E 1.45 210 Z155179 E50

TIE 3. 19 * 102 450

247 E50 1.53 * 103 2270

TIE 3.34 *10- 472

326 E 5 0 1.59 -O 2365

TIE 3.55 101 2 503

360 F5 (a) 2 103 2410

TIE 3.80 - 540

(a)Values calculated from p /Eo" relation.
Y

Summary

The results from ABMA impact tests with Duranickel 301 in CPF have

confirmed that the materials properties of ha.7dness (p) and yield strength

(ar ) are important criteria for defining service life at energy levels which
y

cause surface ignition, as was postulated previously. Calculated interface

temperatures are in excellent agreement with data obtained from purely

chemical studies.

4. 3. 4. 2 Stpiniess Steel 304-L

In the analytical phase, it was suggested that alloys of greater purity would

show decreased chemomechanical reactivity. ABMA impact tests with two

grades of stainless steel 304-L were conducted in CPF. The grades were

air melt (ordinary purity) and vacuum melt (high purity). No difference in

behavior was detected in these tests (see Table 4-9).
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Table 4-9

ABMA REACTION OF SS-304L IN CPF

Energy
Input Interface
(ft-lb) Test dU/dT Temperature

Condition Test Mean Result (ft-lb/sec) (-F)

Air Melt 241 240 E50 7.95 102 1075
Vac Melt Z39 5

Air Melt 228 I 28 TIE 3.00 *102 393

Vac Melt Z28

Using the calculation methods outlined above, maximum and average values

were obtained for P(-). dP(T)/dT and dU/d.r from the E50 and TIE impact

energy inputs. The interface temperatures were also calculated for each

energy input. As with the DN 301, the temperature calculated for reaction

initiation for SS 304-L in CPF, 10750F (Table 4-9), is in the same tempera-

ture region as that reported (Ref 12) for ignition of stainless steel in FV,

i.e., 1058 to 1465°F.

4.3.4. 3 Tungsten Carbide-Cobalt Cermet (CA-4)

Dry Specimens

The behavior of the cermet in the ABMA impact tests was different from that

of metals. Plastic deformation was not ,nbserved; instead the specimens

shattered. However, even with this type of failure, reaction was not

observed at lower energy levels. The apparent reaction threshold by ABMA

test was about the same as that of the stainless steel 304-L. However, the

entirely different nature of the cermet with its great h'rdness makes this

apparent similarity quite wrong. Calculations of the reaction initiation

temperature gave a very surprising result as shown in Table 4-10.
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Table 4- -10

iMPACT EiT;ATIONC OF WC-Co ,N CPF

Vnre ry !nterface
Inpu" dU. 'la Temperature

tit -I 0b Obse.-va t iGr. €. If-b/secl V F)

220 TIE !.2i 103 2G45

233 E_ i. 94 10 3 3135

It seem!, that txis cermet is -ne cf the most fluorine- resistant substances

known - that is. if the eouation., develcued for nueal.lic substances, are

aFpropriate for these cerantics. It would certaiLxty seem worthwhile to

determine the ignition temperature of WC-Co in CPF or Fz by a direct

method.

We; Specimens

No effort was rnmade to deter.-tune a threshold for reactic a of the specimens

with absorbed water, and no difference in the positive reactions was

observed for the th-ze tests at 146. •8•3, aed 22G ft-lbs. respectively- .The

!hreshold was not sought because it is known that water reacts spontaneously

with ZPF at roozn t-moerature and below-. (The situation of course applies

to alt ,aterials, but [n-y the cermet was zested with absorbed waler..)

4- -. 4. 4 Silver Platei iZ--3Aj

EvaLiation tests wit.h this candrate -material were unsuccesslul because of

;.aaurittes i. and Peneatk Ihe pia.ing fSetion 1 . 1. 3). In two inszances,

the test specir..•ens acktia!Iy ignite-. which is a rare circanmstance Ln AB.A

tests -xitl rnel'aL:,_ This a-ai-n ~hs~sth-. Problems c~pntarninants caq

ca'-st in-) F xi;dize:- svsterns. .nalysis, ai -he imotiarities shc'wcd that thev-

co.nta.. s•-7:ur a.•. car!Pon_
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4.4 ROTARY FRICTION INITIATION TESTS

4.4. 1 Test Conducted

The tests conducted are summarized in Table 4-11.

The Phase I tests of DN-301 were conducted at the upper load capacity of the

apparatus to demonstrate that hard alloys would react -under achievable test

conditions. All previous tes. programs had been conducted with much

sefter alloys such as al-- -,•um and titaniu•n.

The Phase II tests A DEu.-3G! at lower energy levels were couducted to

determine the relationship between material hardness and initiation energy,

and to compare with the data found in drop-weight tests. Tests of 304-L

were undertaken to demonstrate the effects of inpurity inclusions in the

alloy; and by this method diffetiences in initiation energy were detected.

Ta'le 4-li

ROTARY FRICTION INITIATION TESTS SUMMARY

Compress ion
Pressure Range Number of

"'aretrial psi) Tests Program Phase

DN-301-WH 455,000 i Phase I, Part 2

DX-301, Various 50.000 to 101,000 13 Phase H. Part I
HIardhess Conditionzs

Stainless Stee! 304-L 19, 000 to 40, COO 7 Phase 11. Part i
Air and Vacuum Cast

Car-et CA-4 2.600 to !9!,000 7 Phase It. Part Z
WC in Co

Silver P.atei 1,600 .. Phase H. Part 2
DN-30!

Alumina 12, 6W to t6.00 4 ?haze U!, Part 2
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The tests of candidate closure materials were conducted to evaluate these

afternates. However, the tests with alumina were unsuccessful due to

brittleness of the material. It shattered under test loads well below reaction

initiation, The tungsten carbide cermet also shattered, but only in those

cases in which a reaction was initiated-evidently the reaction caused the

material fracture. The tests with silver-plated DN-301 were abandoned

after it was determined that the inclusions were causing reactions and

confusing the test interpretations, even when no reactions of the silver

occurred.

4. 4. 2 General Observations

It was found that visible reactions (i. e., light emission) ocmurred much

more frequently with this test method than with the ABMA procedure.

During examination of the specimens after test it was noted that, as in

ABMA tests, reaction sites were found only on specimen surfaces that had

undergone conside-able plastic deformation or other failure. However.

plastic deformation did not always lead to initiation.

The tengsten carbide cermet specimens failed by shattering, but only in

those instances when reaction occurred. Although it is difficult to be certain

which is the cause and which the effect, it is currently assumed that reaction

caused the fracture, probably by local thermal expansion and gas genera-

tion, resulting in high local tension stresses. The pattern of failure of the

specimenrs ippor.s this assumption. As with the drop-weight specimens,

signs of reaction were of two types, craters and smoothed edges.

Figure 4-4 shows these features.

When reaction and failure did not occur, the specimens were barely marked

(see Figure 4-3). The optical r;ng noted for the (b) specimen cannot be

detected bh ether than optical methods so it cannot be more than a light

• -iveleng• deep. This phenormenon has been ohserved by MDAC on other

hard meta.' valve c!o.ares.
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R87

A. S.C.

A. UNTESTED
IL AFTER TEST IN CPF AT 50.1(5 LOAD. NO REACTION.

(A FAINT OPTCAL' RING IS VISiBLE ON THE LOWER SPECDAE% Ili THE ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH)
C. AFTER TEST IN COF AT IWOKSI LOAD. REAC-aON.

CHOTE MANY REACTION SITES WHICH DID NOT CALLIS FRACTURE- ARROW POINTS TO REMAINS
OF ONE BEARING SURFACE Oft UPPER SPECIUENI

FEW. 43 CGoP. of 0 Tmapftu CwArtid Cu-rat Test $peonime

R87

tCENTRAL PIECE -- Of -ft FIGURE 4ac, PEAK AT TOP. Tv* SIDE- unjECTED To
LOAptN By UPPER PEcwEf is AT LEFT. NOTE o.mN LCmATioN AjhD sk00T"-
I943 OF FRACTUIRE EDGES ON LEFT. SHAM EDGES ON RIGIHri

I*Wm 44L F-ecov" Two" Qcarhe Soecimen Edge Yaern
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4. 4. 3 Calculations

The load on the specimens is 12. 5 times the cylinder pressure (see

description in Appendix E), due to the relative areas of the piston and

compression rod. The contact area at the specimen interface in 0. 0495 in.,

so the interface pressure is the interface load divided by 0. 0495.

The angular scale for the final pendulum height is positioned so that if no

energy were lost in the impact process, the scale reading would be 0 degrees.

The equivalent drop height (EDH) of the pendulum-due to energy lost during

impact-is calculated as follows:

EDH - 48 sine (36)

when 0 is the final pendulur, position.

The effective mass of the pendulum at the impact point is equivalent to

18. 1 pounds (Ref 9).

Tests at zero compression load were run with this pendulum to determine

energy losses in the apparatus. The final height was equivalent to a loss of

10.4 ft-lb. This is slightly higher than the 9. 3 ft-lb found for the lighter

pendulum reported in Ref 9. The net energy released at the interface was

calculated by using the relationship:

EDH
Net Energy (ft-lb) = EDH x 18.1 - 10 4 (37)

Test data and energy inputs calculated are presented in Table 4-12.

4. 4. 4 Analysis and Discussion

The rotary-friction tester was developed to release the major portion of its

energy input in a controlled fashion at the specimen interface. Thus, it

models any sliding component in the ACS valve closing mode, as well as the

effects of the impact.

[ The theory f th-= mode of act;ion of the ABMA impact zester is that radial

exnansion of the striker ;in and specimen occurs when they are subjected

to a vertical compressien load fRef 9). The differences in configuration
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and materials of the pin and specimen results in different rates of

expansion and, thus, friction forces are exerted at the interface and •teat

energy is released. However, only about 0. 1 percent of the input energy

appears at the interface, so the impact tester is inefficient.)

Tests were conducted using the rotary friction apparatus with the various

materials of interest for this program. The variation in hardness of DN 301,

again, was used to demonstrate the effects of mechanical properties on

surface damage; the impurity level differences in air and vacuum melt

stainless steel 304-L were incorporated to investigate how impurities could

affect surface reaction ignition.

For the rotary friction tests, the initiation energy is reported herein as the

zone between the lowest energy which caused a reaction and tie highest

energy which did not cause a rection (Table 4-13). Figure 4-5 illustrates

the relation between the initiation process and the hardness of the material;
as the hardness increases, more energy is required to initiate reaction.

Table 4-13

ROTARY FRICTION INITIATION IN CPF

Initiation dU/d-

Energy Lower End Upper End
Material Vickers Range (No Reaction) (Reaction)
Condition Hardness (ft-lb) (ft-lb/in. t sec)

•." 301 Annealed 147 17.4-23. 1 6.24 * 102 8.29 * 102

2) 3
DN 301 3'4 H 326 23.4-28.3 7.33 * 10' 1.02 * 10

DN 301 F H 355 23.7-38.8 8. 50 * 102 1.67 * i0 3

12SS-304-L Air Melt 89 2.7-4.7 9.70 * 10 1.68 * 10

SS-304-L Vacuum Melt 89 6.5-8.3 2.79 * 102 Z.98 * 102

WC-Co Cerm-:t 1,800 32.0-1 See discussion

Ag Plated DN 301 50 "-3.5 False test

Alumina 2, 100 Fractured without reacting.
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48 I
DUfANICKELS40 M30

3-

w3D

RECIONER ZONE
2S

I-
w
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100 2W0 30 400

VICKE RS PENETRATION HARDNESS (KG/MM2 )

Figure 4-5. Rotary Friction Initiation of Duranickel 301 in CPF

There is a transition region between inert and reaction zones which probably

indicates a region -,hei e other factors such as surface condition have

noticeable efiects.

In these tests, there is a definite difference in reactivity for different

purities of stainless steel 304-L, with the purer material (vac-ium melt)

requiring an appreciably higher energy to initiate reaction.

To determine the energy release rate at the specimen interface, for com-

parison with the ABMA data, it is necessary to calculate the duration of the

energy input and the contact area first. According to Ref 9, the duration

of the energy input to the Rotary Friction Tester can be calculated from

iFra-F80 V1T' (sec) (38)
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where H is the total drop height of the pendulum (48 i,. ) and a is the angle

of rotation of the upper specimen. Then, for the series of tests conducted

for this study,

iT

= 480x6.93 a, (sec)

r = 9.478x 10-3 a, (sec)

The contact area of the specimens (see Figure 1-6) is

A = r(R2 -R.) - 8 x 0.125 x 0. 040
0 1

(39)
2

A = 0. 492, (in. 2

For an energy input of U ft-lb, the rate of energy input, dU/dTr can be

calculated from the equation:

dU U : (ft-lb!in. 2sec)

U (40)

0.492 x 9.47 x 10 3

= 2.15 x 3 (ft-lb/in. 2se) (41)

Values of dU!dv calculated in this fashion are listed in Table 4-13.

Calculation of interface £empe:-atures for the rotary friction tests cannot be

done by the same method used for the ABMA tests, (Equation D-14). The

configuration of the upper specimens includes gaps in the bearing surface.

(Figure 1-6) Thus, during rotation, the upper specimen continually advances

onto ai. area of the lower specin.,r. metai which was not heated previously;

this cool area is in contact with propellant which also was not heated. Tn

addition, the rotation causes f:ow and con-rective heat transfer in the

propellant fluid.
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It is of interest to compare the dLJ/dr trends obtained from the two different

test methods, so comparable values are given in Table 4-14. It can be seen

that generally, the initiation with rotary ,'-iction tester requires a smaller

energy flux rate than with the ABMA tester. (The one case where it requires

a higher flux corresponds to the overlarge range between stability z1id reaction

which occurred with full hard Duranickel 301 (see Figure 4-6) and further

testing would probably lower the upper value). Another difference is that the

period of energy input is considerably longer in the r-t~z, friction apparatus,
-1 -3

roughly 10 sec compared with 10 sec for the ABMA tester.

The tests with the tungsten carbide cermet are anomalous when compared

with previous results using the rotary friction tester. No flashes were seen

for the specimens which reacted and sha.-tered, and the energy apparently

absorbed by the specimens was less than some tests without reaction. This

behavior is interpreted to mean that the specimens reacted and failed during

the very early stages of the rotation. When the specimen had shattered,

there was no longer any friction load, and so the pendulum swung through
freely. Mz~king a rough extrapolation from the nonreactiv-e tests, ft would

appear that the specimens failed before 30 percent of the test rotation was

Table 4 -14

COMPARISON OF ABMA AND ROTARY FRICTION
INITIATION OF METALS IN CPF

ABMA Rotary Friction
dU/dT dU /dT

Metal Condition for reaction for reaction

DN 301 Annealed 1.41 x 103 8.29 x 102

DN 301 3/4 H 1.59 x 103  1.02 x 103

DN 301 FH 1.62x 103  1.67x 103

SS-304 Air Melt 7. 95 x 10 1. 68 x 10

SS-304 Vacuum Melt 7. 95 x 102 2. 98 x 1 0 2
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achieved. On this basi3, even the minimnwm rotation of 15° would be too

much, so tests of smaller rotations were not attempten. There is no way

to calculate the energy actually used to initiate ".- reaction, but the lack of

reaction at 32 ft-lbs indicates that the figure must be higher than this value.

The silver plated specimens again gave poor results because of included

impurities. These reacted at a very low-energy level.

The alumina specimens fractured and failed at low-energy inputs, but they

did not appear to have reacted. These tests were unsuccessful.

4. 5 CONCLUSIONS

A. The initiation tests demonstrate that there are linear relationships
between certain material properties and the 50-percent reaction
threshold energy (E 5 0 ). The material properties so correlated are
yield stress and hardness. These correlations support, but do not
prove, the equations derived which relate surtace degradation rate
(i. e., per operating ,-cle) to the same properties.

B The initiation tests demonstrate that the presence of impurities
definitely catalyze reaction by reducing the minimum energy to cause
reaction initiation. Absorbed water is shown to be an initiation
catalyst.

C. The initiation jests are too powerful to be accurate models of the
processzes in the ACS valve.

D. The ABMA initiatior. tests can be used to determine the ignition
temperature oi metals immersed in oxidizers.
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Sec tion 5
MATERIALS PARAMETERS

5. 1 VALVE WEAP. THRESHOLD CONSIDERATIONS

The operating requiremeats for the ACS valve, a GHe leak rate upper irrnit

of 30 SCC/hr after 10- coperating cycles, entail valve design features which

are consistent with these requirements. Leak rate is a functior of several

variables (Equation (1)) which can be grouped into classes, The classes are

(1) the config-uiration of the sealing surfaces including contact area and sur-
face finish, (2) the energetics of the valve, including its temperature and

compressive stress, and (3) the properties and condition of the tes, Iluid,

including upstream and downstream pressures and viscosity. The

properties and condition of the test fluid are fixed in the ACS valve system

within certain operating limits, and are not further considered. Similar

restrictions ar-21y to the temperature of the system. However, temperatures

developed in the valve because of its operation are of interest and are

considered.

The sealing surface configuration factors can be subdivided into those aspects

which are features of the valve design geometry (such an the closure surface

area,' and so should not change '"ificantly during use, and those which are

subject to change auring valve "'y,'ration, such as the surface finish of the

closure.

The aspect of valve energetics which is important durin. ieakage determina-

tion is the surface compressive stress. This factor, though, is a compourd

one. and for the ACS valve can be resolved into functions of the closure

area, the fluid pressures, and the spring rate of the closure spring flexures.

The latter term is the only one related to energy wbich can be manipulated,

and it, like the geometry, is normally invariant during the service life

of the valve.
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Combining Equations (1) and 12), and substituting the normal values for the

system and configuration parameters yields the equation

H3

Q = 1500(+ 2/3 (42)

(1. 25 x 10 3+ 7

where arS is the stress dae to Ihc poppet spring.

By requirement, Qmax = 30 scc/hr, and when this value is substituted in the

equation, we can then define the relation between Hmax and T'S which will

give the required Q

Hmax = (5.07 + 4.06 x 10-3 2S)2/9 (43)

Due to the two-ninth powver, H max is not very sensitive to oS; H = 1. 43 at

aS = 0 and H = 1. 50 and o"S = 300 in the absence of additional loads caused by

fluid pressu:re. This latter corresponds to the design maximum total con-

tact stress. These results indicate that if for some reason ccnnected xvith

the operation of the valve it were expedient to alter the spring rate constant

R, this change would not affect the surface finish requirements appreciably.

The accuracy of this assertion is apparent in Figure VHI-7 of Ref 1.

Since this maximum surface roughness foT acceptable performance has been

defined, if the surface finish resulting from operating the valve can be

related to controllable parameters of the valve design, the result will be

generation of design criteria end limits. These derivations are given in

AppendLix J.

The first and most conservative condition is the definition of the material

parameters ,hich )il. sapport, an infinite life span. This iE shown to be

!S= - 0.23 A (44)
PA)/
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None of the values for GAB!PA given in Table 3-2 are this low--the lowest

is 0. 56 for zirconium carbide. LDbrication of the surfaces by the liquid

propellant will raise this limit, but it would be unrealistic to expect an

increase of greater than hbout ten fold when actual measurements are

available. Thus materials with a dry GAB/PA ratio of 2 A or less should

be chosea.

"The other very conservative condition is that plastic flow of the closure

materials cannot be tolerated. As shown in Appendix J, this leads to the

limiting material parameter

1/4
F- 53.6 E (lb) (45)

no deform

which allows calculation of the maxinmum allowable impact force as a

function of a material parameter, the bulk modulus.

This solution does not consider the reduction of the bulk modulus of the

material caused by heating of the closure (Equation (25)). In addition,

other unlesired changes in the metal structure, caused by heating, may

have to be avoided. Such occurrences as annealing, grain growth, and

phase changes can alter properties sufficiently to speed up the failure rate.

If the maximum service temperature of the closure mnaterial in CPF is

known, then Equations (24) and (25) can be solved jointly to give the maximun

impact energy, Flmax temp' corresponding to this temperature.

AT (rM WM+ F f) f 1.54 x 10-8 (qf + 3qM)
F- I dP (46)

max temp 2. 53 x 10 ALE (1 - A) d- t 160 FpWf - 1IVWf
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Having discussed what may be considered to be the limiting cases, n = co,

for FI in terms of service constrants, (and related these to materials

properties) it is now logical to consider the required operating cycle life

n = 105.

It is shown that a definition of FI relating to material properties and number

of operating cycles is

-4 PA
L OOK = 1., 41b) (47)

F 1 0 kAD

This can be solved to give values of F, of 103 lb only if values k for the
5 L ad

closure materials are about 10-. to 10- , corresponding to excellent

lubrication (Table 3-3).

5.2 MATERIAL SELECTION PARAMETERS

The equations given above can be further combined to derive a set of

relations between the properties of the closure materials, as demonstrated

in Appendix J. This procedure yields the following set of material param-

eter equations:

G AB• oGB = -< 0.23 A (48)

A/n =•

Pkad1/4 )5 3.82 x 105 (49)
k n 100K

E3 4 ) 9.35x 10 "2 (50)
E/ n =100K=

kad GAB2  31.9 (51)

2)
PA OOK
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and (19) times (50) gives

- PA y\ 4 2 (2
k PAE 1 3.57 x 10 erg/cm (52)

n "l00K

These equations define the relationships between the material properties

when the valve configuration is unchanged from that currently used. There

are insufficient equations to be solved simultaneously, three equations in

five unknowns for n = 1OOK cycles (52 is not a separate equation), one

equation in two unknowns for n = co cycles.

The grouped properties in the equations are treated as parameters for valve

design (Table 5-1). These parameters actually are representations of the

way the materials properties interact when the surfaces are subjected to

adhesive wear, and define the resistance to wear. They are general terms,

and are useful for any dynamic adhesive wear situation. The numerical

values which they assume for maximum resistance to wear are specific for

the particular valve configuration, and will be diffeient in different systems.

In Table 5-1, the values of the individual material properties and of the

adhesive impact wear parameters are given, where available, for K-96, the

successful closure material, for K-84 and K-68, a pair of materials

suggested during preparation of the proposal for this contract as of poten-

tially even greater utility (the suggestion cam.e from considerations of edge
wear resistance and gall resistance, not from the adhesive impact wear

parameters), for Duranickel 301, and for some other candidate materials

suggested by AFML. The many columns which show unavailability of needed

data illustrate the reason that the impact wear parameters are regarded as of

tentative utility. It is at present impossible to conduct a valid check.
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The effect of expdsure to CPF on the properties is not knowii, and this is an

important area for future studies. The properties of Kennametal K-96,

where known, are entered into Table 5-I, ;ince this material has exhibited

"the best performance to date in the ACS valve in CPF.

Consideration should be given to using two dissimilar materials, even

though one of them may be significantly softer and have a higher surface

energy than the other. The principal advantage of using dissimilar rather

than identical materials is that the energy of adhesion GAB may be reduced

by as much as a factor of two. However, in order to avoid increasing the

magnitude of the ratio GAB/PA the hardness PA of the softer material must

be significantly greater than one-half the hardness PB of the harder material

or

1 .,. ( _A_+ B) 2 B
1> B (53)T PA PB

Candidate poppet and seat materials considered for resistance to corrosion

Wear program should be selected on the basis of certain critical physical

characteristics of the oxide, fluoride, and chloride films which form on the

materials. Table 5-2 is a check list which can be used to present these

physical characteristics. No baseline comparison of known values of these

characteristics can be presented at this time, since the needed data are not

available.

Generally, candidate materials should forii, films in CPF that are thin,

soft, ductile, tenacious, and have low permeability.
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Section 6

RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK

The complete application of the materials parameters and other factors

discussed in the analysis requires collection of certain classes of materials

properties data not readily available. These include:

A. For metals:

1. Surface energy, in ordinary condition and after fluorination.

2. Penetration hardness after fluorination.

3. Adhesion constant in ordinary condition and after fluorination.

B. For metal fluoride-chloride films:

1. Adhcsive strength (to substrate).

2. Cohesive strength.

3. Permeability.

4. Compressive strength.

5. Ductility.

C. The reaction n-'-_,neters for CPF and metals:

1. Activation energy.

2. Ignition temperature.

3. Reaction mechanism and order.

4. Temperature coefficients of reaction parameters.

5. Heat of reaction.

j
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I
Apendix A

DYNAMIC AND STATIC CLOSURE LOADS

A. 1 PARALLEL IMPACT FORCE

The flexure supports ihown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 exert a spring force on

the poppet-armature assembly in the direction oi the seat. This force

decreases linearly (but not to zero) as the poppet moves frcm the open to the

close(, position. For the simplified case, with constant upstream pressure,

if the pressure drop of the flowing fluid is assumed to increase linearly as

the poppet moves from the open to the closed positi-n (downst, carm line
pressure decreases), then the sum of the spring fo.ce and the pressure

difference can be assumed to remain essentially constant during poppet

closing (See Figure A-I1. Therefore, the poppet and armature have a con-

stant acceleration during closing. This acceleration can be ncalculated from

!F po + Fo)g Fg2
a -- 3 2-- (ft/sec , (A-1)

(W+W) - W "
p a TT

whe re

a = acceleration, ft/sec2

F Po = force caused by pressure drop across t..e pgppet, lb

FSo = force resulting from the compression of th- spring flexures
in their open position, lb

W = weight of poppet, lb
p

a, = weight of armature and flexures, lba

2
g = acceleration of gravity, ft/sec

There is no hydrodynamic drag term necessary for gases in this particular

ACS valve because the fluid flow tends to force the vai ,e closed a-1' not to

oppo~se the poppet travel. A correction factor for !iiquids will be introduced
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For thi ACS valve suspension system, the effective impact weight W1, e is

not the same as W because (1) the kinetic energy of the armature, which

is based on its weight, Wa, is absorbed in a different region of the valve;

(2) a quantity of fluid behind the poppet must also ye decelexattd; and (3) the

spring which drives the poppet remains in compr-,3sion when tile stroke is

complete. The effective weight during the impacting process is

We W + Wf + R 6 c (1b) (A-5)

where

W = weight of poppet, lb
p

Wr = weight of fluid to be decelerated, lb

R = spring constant, in. /lb

= spring deilection after closing, in.

The poppet force acting on the seat at impact (impact force) can be deter-

mined by converting the effective poppet kinetic ene:gy to strain energy of

the poppet and seat:

F A We 2
I-• -" e -2'- V vI (ft-lb) (A -6)

12 - 2g I

or substituting for vI from Equation (A-4) and rearranging

"W h
Fig A= 1L- g (in. - lb) (A -7)

I g T C

where

A = deflection, in.

If both the poppý-f and the seat are to be subjected to only one half their

respective cornpressive'* yield stresses, rT, a common design technique

used to reduce fatigue failure, then the compressive deflection of e, ch sur-

face can be calculated from

- t
A = ."E (in.) (A-8)

,.Stress and strain will reftr to compression loads in this report, unless

ctherwise noted.
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I
The total compressive deflectior. of both the poppet and seal, A is

TPi

y = p + / y't/s (in.) (A-9)

If the poppet and seat are made of th.: same materials, which is the case for

the ACS valves tested to date, Equation 'A-9) reduces to

AT -tT (in) (A-10)

where

tT - total thickness: t + t in.
Tp S'

Combination of Equations (A-3), (A-7), and (A-.10) to define F results in
I

= 6.22 ",- 10- E_ (lb) (A- 11)

As an example of the application of Equation (A-11), the impact f.)'cce in the

ACS valve with a tungsten carbide-cobalt cermet (K-96) seat and poppet is

calculated

E = 9. 1 -107 psi

T = 6.9 *10 psiy

h = 1.2 * 10-2 in.

tT = 1.9 * 10- in.

W = 6 * 10" Lop _

Wf = 3.6 * 10" lb

6c = 1 * 10 4 in.

R = 1,300 lb/in.

R6c : 1.3 * 13 lb

W : W + Wf +R 1.364*10 ! bIe p c

T 1 *10- sec
C
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Then

6.23 *9.1 *1.2 *1.364 10 2  *10' *10 *10

6.9 *1.9 *1 05 *10-1 *10-3

- 7.06 *10 lb

=70.6 ]b

Some important points should be made here.

A. It is realized that the above analysis is somewhat unconventional
in approach. The method of Juvinall (Re. 30), using conservation
of momentum and equating kinetic energy with strain energy, in
combination with Roark's analysis of the bending strain of the
closure components (Ref 31), is a more exact model. However,
in many cases, not all 'he data needed for this more exact model
are available. The MDAC formulation is apparently a good
approximation which is easier to apply and is less restricted by
specific design features. Using the more exact formulation, the
valve fabricator calculated an impact force of 101.0 lb (Ref 32).
The measured impact force in GN 2 at 0 psig (15 psia) was 84 lb
and at 300 psig was 76 lb (Ref 32). If the bending strain is
neglected, the equation for FI (Ref 33) is

r• EDiM;

F =0. 862 v I .D (A-i2)

W'dch, when applied to the same valve design and test conditions,
gives an impact force, Fi, of 294 lb.

B. The introduction of a in Equations A- 8 through A- 11 may draw
some objections, but Vit is used (as a y/2) to indicate a design limit.

C. Equation (A-11) is slightly modified from the earlier version
published in Phase I Interim Report (Equation A-8, Ref 8). The
major change is that of substituting for vI a function of poppet
stroke and closing time, instead of FT, and WT, respectively, the
force used to accelerate and the weight of the v-hole poppet and
armature assembly. The substitution was made to use factors
which are more ieadily determined for any val1e.

D. Values for FI calculated by use of Equationi (A-Il) are several
orders of magnitude smaller than those in the Phase I report.
The earlier values were in error because of a misunderstanding
by MDAC of the masses reported for closure components in
Table A-2 of Ref 1.
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E. An, 'ytical inclusion of hydrodynamic effects in '2Tquation (A- 1i)
has not been achieved. Empirical data reporteC in Ref 34 indica'e 4
a divisor for FI ranging from 1.5 to 3.0 for water at room
temperature. In the same reference it is suggested that thr

factor for other liquids is4

F- * liquid density * liquid viscosity
FI, liquid -I, water water density water viscosity

A. 2 SURFACE STRESSES

The surface stresses at impact are

= 1  (lb/in.2 (A-13)
A

Note that if the poppet impacts the seat while they are parallel, the apparent

contact area, A, may be assumed to be equal to the real contact area in the

case of the ACS valve because the finish of the poppet and seat surfaces is

very smooth.

A. 3 NONPARALLEL IMPACT

When the poppet contacts the seat at an angle, additional factors must be

considered. The first of these is the force which must be exerted to rotate

the poppet so that it is parallel to the seat for final closure. The moment .

of inertia of the poppet about its center of gravity is

2
I = 1/3 (A-14)
p g

where

I = moment of inertia of poppet assembly
p

rN radius of poppet nut, in.
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It can be shown, then, that the force on impact is decreased by a factor which

is a function of the radial distance of B, the contact point (Figure 3 - 8) from

the center of the poppet.

The equation is

F = 5 FI, (]b) (A-15)

1 + 3(

where

B = radial location of contact point B, in.

a contact angle, degrees

Note that B is not a function of the angle for the small angles (a m 0. 50

originally, now held to less than 1 minute of arc) in the ACS valve. The dis-

placement B changes by no more than I * 10- 6 inches due t, cocking, while

the allowed slack in the flexures is 1 * 10-4 in. Note too that rN must be the

radius of the total assembly that rotates, i.e. , it includes the poppet retainer

and ring nut if these are used. For such an assembly (rN = 0. 375, B = 0. 1,

a = 0. 5), the factor is equal to 0.88; i. e., the impact force is reduced to

88 percent of the value for parallel impact.

Following the analysis given by Roark (Ref 31), it is possible to derive a

formula for the surfac-e stress for angled impact (Figure A-2). The formula
is

0. 39 E F 1  2
SI~a \ 'd d.2 (lb/in.) (A- 16)d1

for small angles.

where

a = the angle between the poppet 3nd seat, degrees

= the angular displacement frorn the vertical (f thc rontact point
along the duboff, degrees

dd duboff diameter, in.

IC
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This formula yields relatively large stresses - for au ap product of 2, the

calculated value of aI,, may surpass 106 psi for some hard materials; in such

cases yielding will occur.

By simple geometry (Figure A-3), assuming a sharp-edged seat (no duboff),

one can derive the contact area due to yeilding of the material at angled J.

impact, A I, a A

since •I,'C > ay, assume T

F cry A a, (lb) (A-17)

I~o' 2
L)y rr (eA - sin eA) (A-18)

D

1/3

XI 7- " 1-D ]-cos -(in.) (A - 19)
I' TrT-y(22

L 2F j

A typical value of X for K-96 is 2 *0- 5 ir. .

R87 R87 j.

POPPET 0 0o
a/ I

or dI
\d

\x

FRpre A-2. AnOWk Conl;p,:•tion Ftwe A-3. AnlOd Imlwt Conttt Am
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Appendix B

A DHESIVE WEAR

Most of the material in this appendix was abstracted from Rabinowicz

(Ref 13).

B. 1 SURFACE ENERGY

The surface energy of a material is most easily measured when the material

is in its liquid state, hence theoretical correlation, for calculating this energy

have been developed for this condition. The surface energy* of a liquid is

about one-sixth of the latent heat of -v )orization of the molecules that consti-

tute the surface layer of the liquid (Ref 35).

L v pm 2)m rr, ,(ergs/cm (B-i)

3
where p is in g/cm

The surface energy of a pure solid material at its melting temperature is

equal to its surface energy in the liquid state, since melting affects the bulk

intermolecular energy balance, not the surface energies.

This relation is not strictly true for mixtures and alloys in which the surface

condition and energy can be changed by mechanical working, heat treating,

etc. For such cases, the Young-Dupre relation

YM = yf (cosa+ 1), (erg/cm2) (B-2)

between surface energy and liquid contact angle,e, is more suitable, but

meaburemerits are not available in the systems of interest for the present

program.

*Metric units are used here for surface tension and surface energy because
most available data are reported in metric units. in all equations which use
f. a conversio~n factor has bzen included so that the results -re in consistent
English units.
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The surface ene-rgy of the solid increases as its temperature decreases

below its melting temperature, and can be calculated from the relationship

2
Y Y + K(eram e x)' (ergs/cm ) (B-3)

whe re

K - 0.5, (erg/cm 0K)

For those materials for which Y is not available from the literature or from

the parameters neerted for Equation (B-3), an approximate value can be

calculated by means of the relationships plotted aq the lines in Figure 2-9;
3

y k-y 'P erg/cm2 ) (B-4)

where

k= - 280 for metals

ky = 64 for inorganics aad ceramics

B.2 ENERGY OF ADHESION

2
The energy of adhesion between 1 cm plates of two materials, a and b, is

given by the relationship

GAB = yA + B- B ABy (erg/cm2) (3-5)

The value of GAB is dependent on the similarity of the materials. Fo, example,

if the materials are identical, YAB reduces to zero and Equation (B-5) can be

approximated by

G *2 2GA 2 y (erC/cm-) (B-6)

If the materials in contact are sufficiently similar or interact, as evidenced

by mutual solubility or the formation of intermetallic compounds, Equation

(B-S) can be approximated by

GAB , 3/4 (yA + (erg/cm2  (B-7)
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If the contacting materials are very in-soluble and do not form intermetallic

compounds, the value of 'Y AB is quite low, and the Equation (B-5) approxi-

mation becomes

G AB =1/2 (Y + Y (erg/cm2(B8

I B. 3 WEAR PARTICLE DIAMETER

Two groups of adhesive wear particles can be distinguished by their behavior

and their size. The larger particles fall free after being generated from the

substrate, and in a moving fluid are quickly swept from the wearing interface.

The smaller size particles at first adtiere to the surface that pulled them

from their original matrix. Later they transfer back and forth between the

two surfaces, growing by aglomeration of other adherent particles which

triey encounter. Finally they become large enough and are released by the

wearing surface.

In practice, each group of wear particles has a spread in size of approximately

a factor of ±3 on either side of the average. For loose particles, the average

diameter is given by

G2 ABce =2.60 * 10 .(ý.in.) (B -9)

Therefore, the minimum size loose particle generated can be calculated

from.

G
C mi = 87 :AB , (iin.) (B-I10)

If the minimum loose particle diameter is equal to the size of the minimum

adhesive junction diame ter, the load which would produce a contact area

-jhose diameter is the same as that of the minimum wear particle can be cal-

culated from

Y 1, min d 7. 32 4, 10- A13 (lb) (B- 1l)
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The diameter of the average particle of material which is adherent on

material B can be calculated from

c U 52 IA (Fin.) (B-12)u PA

Note the use of Y instead of G in this and subsequent equations (following
A AB

Rabinowicz),

The diameter of the smallest adherent particle can be found from

17 , (ýLin.) (B- 13)t 17PA

Since ct is approximately 10 percent of cmin and allowing for statistical

spread, it follows that if the applied load is less than 5 percent of F, mi d'

no particles will be formed and no adhesive wear will occur. This corre-

sponds to

-7 N 2 A!- <3.76 ' 10- , (lb) (B-14)no wear

These impact force limits are calculated to be: copper, 5. 5 * 10-3 lb; steel,
7. 5 10-5 lb; tungsten carbide, 2.3 * 10.5 lb; and nickel, 6.6 '; 10- lb.

Such low values of the force are not practical for use in low-leak valve design,

so of necessity, some adhesive wear must occur.
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Appendix C

RATE OF WEAR OF CLOSURE SURFACES

C. 1 LOOSE PARTICLE WEAR

It is assumed that loose particles have a hemispherical shape, as is done in

Ref 13, we define, from Equation (14),

Vh = Volume of average loose particle (hemispherical shape), in.3

V,, 1/ ": 4/ • 'c• 1 -6")3

V = ,((cf 0. 3) (C-1)

or

V .0 012 (LOAB) 1 3 2
, h P_ (in. (C-2)

h A/

The observed shape cY the adhesive wear pits and particles approaches

sphere segments (see Section 3. 1.2), which indicates that a modified formula

should be used for calcuilation of particle volumes. The equation for the

volume of a segment of a sphere is

V 2 7rrh (h2 + 3r ) (C-3)

where

h = segmnent height ( = pit dept!L)

r = radius across segment

In the present case, h-r/4. so Equation (C-3) reduces to

3
VF = 0. 127 wr (C-4)
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where

subscript F flat particle

(The equivalent formula for hemispherical particles is

3 3
V 0.67 •r3, (in. ) (C-5)

-11 -10. 3
These equations yield particle volumes of 8. 58 x 10" and 4.48 x 10 in.
respectively, for the observed pit diameters. The segment-shaped particles

are about one-fifth the volume of hemispherical ones of the same radius.
For particles of this shape, the equation relating loose particle volume to

CAB/PA is then

13C~~ 3 3
VF 8. 7* 1 -0-' (in. ) (C-6)

SAf

If N, F is the number of loose, flat particles generated per stroke, and

Vwf (Equation 17) is the total volume of f-ee particles formed, since

V = 7.04* 10"4 kad'FI (in. 3) (C-7)
\ PAj-

then

NF w,j + VtF (particles) (C-8)

Substituting F fro.n Equation (A-11) into Equation (C-7), then combining with
Equations (C-6) and (C-8) we obtain

N 5, 04* VoKY(~ r i~ (C-9)
LPA~y \GAB TL CJ

Using the data in Appendix F and in the tables in Section 3.3.3.1, the 3izes

and nunberF of lo-se w-aa" particles fur a few materials were calculated.

The data are presented in Table C-i.
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These low values for the number of particles formed suggest that the primary

wear mechanism cannot be caused by formation of loose particles, but thaL

formation of adherent particles must also be considered.

C. 2 COMBINED WEAR

In analogy to the above derivation, note that the volume of the average

adherent flat particle is, after setting GAB = 2 YA'

V -151 G:LB 3 3
u,F 6. 98* 1,(in. (C-10)

There is no test information available on the total voluame of adherent

particles formed, but according to Rabinowicz (Ref 13), the number of

particles generated is a function of the reciprocal of the cube uf the particle

diameter.

N (C '11)

Hence the number of particles of diameter c 2 can be calculated from the

known number with diameter cI by means of the equation

N2  N(l) (C-12)

or, in the particular case at point

N =NI( Li-) (C -13)u, F 1, F
\u

Since

c 1 2..60 x- 102 GAB/PA (Equatior B-9)

cu 52 VA/pA (Equation B-12)

1 VA/7



and

GAB 2 VA (Equation B-6)

Then

cl /c = 10

and

N F= 10 N F (C-14)

An appreciable number of particles are predicted to be generated per closure

stroke of the ACS valve, ranging from 250 for copper to 0. 1 for steel (data

from Table C-i).

The process occurring on the closure surfaces then consists of

A. Generation of loose wear particles of some average size (depending
on the closure material), and causing roughening by the pits formed
when the particles are generated.

B. Generation of adherent wear particles which cause surface roughen-
ing by two modes - pit formation and also peak formation where the
particles adhere.

In order to properly calculate surface damage, all these processes must be

included. Hence the equations must be bimodal to account for the effects of

both size ranges of particles.

Define A. Ps the circular cross section of the particle j, where j £ or u.
Then (dropping the subscript F),

A. = (c 10 0 2, (in. 2 (C-15)

Let Av' be the total equivalent area of all particles generated per stroke

A N.A,, (in. ) (C- 16)
Sj JJ,

Ac has been previously defined as the total contact are" ",etween seat and

poppet
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ie.

Ac-= Tr -D.
2 )D (in.Z) (C-17)

Then icr. Z be the fraction of the surface area worn by a single stroke;

Zw =Aj +Ac (C -18)

and the fraction uilorn

Z* = - Z
w

By substitution

Z = 6.95 : 13 adB hs T -•e (C-19)

w( ABa'y)T-( ) (C t 9  T /

The depth of pits from either loose or adherent particles are 1/4 the pa- ticle

radius oi- 1/8 of the diameter, c. (Section 3. 3. 2. 2). The AA surface finish in

the immediate neighborhood of and including the pit is 1/4 of the pit depth.

Similarly, the asperityheights due to adherent particles are equal to 1/8 of the

particle diameters (as suming that they lie with their longer dimensions along the

surface), and the finish in the neighborhood of the particle is 1/4 of the height.

Then the surface roughness yj, for each process is found by means of

yj = 1/4 * 1/8 cj, (p in.) (C-20)

and the average roughness in the worn area will be

A.y

• j (C 2 1JJ

"-hich, by substitution, is equal to

G 3/TG T

=1. 18 1 0 8A- ( I_STi (c~ (p in.) (C -22)\ I 1 kdE I ýhJWI~P A 1ad
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In order to calculate the effect of wear on the suw'face finish, the following

;assumptions are made:

A. The probability of wear in any location ,: stroke is numerically
equal to Zw, the fraction of the surface worn in one stroke.

B. The probabilities of wear at any location on successive strokes are
independent.

C. Multiple wear strokes at any location do not cause degradation any
greater than the first wear strokes.

D. Impact is parallel.

The fraction unworn after n strokes is then

- 1 ZZ) )n (-n wZ n (I (z ) = W) (C-23)

The fraction worn after n strokes

Z = 1 - (Z)= 1 - (1 - z )rw (C-24)

Then y n,j overall average surface finish after n strokes

°= y Z0 + Z , (ý. in.) (C-25)
n,j n wj w,KI e s t Jof a(us s in. )C-26

terms are of second or higher ordeýr, and that Equation (C-27) is equivalent

to

nj= + nJZw - ny*Zw , (i in.) (C-28)

Solutions to this equation for several materials are presented in Table 3-5
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C. 3 'WET' VALVE WEAR RATES

When the valve is operated with a liquid propellant flowing through it, the

rate of wear is changed by a considerable amount. The exact correction

factors which apply to CPF are not known, but it is possible to make some

estimates which should at least indicate the direction that will be taken.

A. From valve manufacturer's data, the presence of a fluid will reduce
F1 in the 'floating' piston model by a factor of 3 (Ref 32).

B. The data in Table 3-4 for kad in the presence of liquid propellants
show a change in kad for steel of about 10-2, which is equivalent to
good lubrication. This factor will be applied to all closure materials.

C. The data in Table 3-3 for wear particle size indicate that ' good
lubricant chargcs the particle size of copper by a factor of 10-1.
This factor will be applied for all closure materials.

When these new factors are introduced into the equations for calculation of

surface finish, the increased life spans are dramatic (see Table 3-5).
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Appendix D

IMPACT HEATING

r. j ENERGY RELEASE AT REACTION INTERFACE

According to Toy et al. (Ref 9), impact energy available for reaction

initiation appears as friction resulting from radial expansion of the vertically

compressed surfaces. The maximum rate of eniergy release occurs at the

perimeter of the member with the smaller diameter--the pin in ABMA tests

and the seat land in the ACS valve, in the same reference it is pointed out

that only that portion of the energy released in the upper 0. 002 in. of the
material is usable for reaction Lnitiation. At greater depths, the metal is

too far from the liquid propelia.A to undergo reaction. The following equation

is derived in Ref 9 for calculating the energy release rate at material inter-

faces to a depth of 0. 002 in.

dUf .(r,¶r) L .r P (-r)d([ A ~ A. r.-

r ..

clI - A.) r

A. ( I lA)(Z r.) (ft-lb/siec) (D-l1)

where

IMPAT HATIN ,.

rate of energy releise at distance r from center of striker
pin. at time r after impact, between matorials i andei

11 me o coefficient of friction between surfaces of materials in test

Ptor) = pre, sure at time. due to compression. lb/in.

A = Poisson's ratio
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E = Bulk modulus, lb/in.

r = R.adius of firs& member (- striker pin radius for ABMA
pn tester), in.

ri = radius of i'th member, in.

r. radius of j'th member, in.

Because the pin-specimen interface on the ABMA tester is or primary

interest in the current program, we reduce i - pn or ri = r and

Equation (D-1) becomes:

dU r nP(') dP(t) A A (r )

d"12 "" pn sp r sp

where subscript sp = specimen

For the ACS valve, in which the seat has the smaller radius and the same

material is used for both seat and poppet, the equation is transformed to:

dU 2 A PDo -A r 2 " (D°/2)o

A (24.17 x 10 E r - , (ft-lb/sec) (D-3)

D. 2 SAMPLE CALCULATION-ABMA PROCESS

In order to apply Equation (D-2) or (D-3), the sequence of events during

compression loading and releasing must be understood. in the tests reported

.n Ref 9, it was demonstrated that the behavior of the ABIM 4, system was

remarkabl-: constant for a wide variation in test parameters. The pressure-

time history at the striker pin-specimen interface was determined by placing

a ;train gage at that location. It was determined that the duration of the

process from initial contact to tinal rest was a constant that did not vary fol

different loads. At constant impact energy, the pressure-time curves were

superimposable even with a variety of materials used for different members.

For different impact energies. the P(r) curves were of similar shape and

could be superimposesed -imply by changing the scale or gain used to record

the pressure.
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The above points are emphasized, because this constancy of behavior is the

basis for solution of Equation D-2 for impact energies different than those

for which strain gauge traces are available.

The calculation of P(T) starts with defining its maximum value. Then, the

relation of P(.r) to time is developed. From this relation, dP(-rj/dr is calcu-

lated at various times.

The relation between the peak pressure, P(T)m , at various impact energies
max'

Z, and that at 72 ft-lb is given in Ref 9 as

P(Z,1 a) Z 7P(72,T)max, (lb/in. 2 (D-4)

and the valut: for P(72,'r) was found to be 159,000 lb/in. at T 0. 234 sec
max

in the same reference. Hence P(T)max can be calculated simply for any

impact energy. As stated earlier, the P(T) curves all have the same shape,

only the height of the peak varies. Because of this, a single curve can be

used to represent all the data, if the curve is normalized by plotting P(i-)/

P(T) (i.e. percent of P(-r)x) versus time. This curve is presented as
max max

Figure D-1.

In order to deterin!ne dP/dr, the inflection point: were found at 0. 023 and

0.417 ms.

The first derivative of tht, curve was taken as equal to zero at time zero, at

0. 234 niz!. and at 0. 6 ms. The slope of the P(¶) curve was measured at the

two infle.ction points to calculate the maximum values for dP(T)/d". The

absolute v .lues of the maxima and the zero values are also plotted on

Figure D-1 to give the bare outline shape of the dP(ir)/dr curve. This curve

has also been normalized, (dP/d:-a Z 05 x 109 psi/sec for P(-r)
5max m ax

3 x 10 psi.

Note that energy flows in the reverse direction after the maximum stress is

reached, from the compression of the interface rmaterials back to the plum-

met. TI.is energy flow is also responsible for frictional heating at the

interface,. so that absolute values of IdP!d'ri (and IaU/dfI). are of interest.

rather than their signs.
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Figure D.1. Normalized Pressure Curveb ?or Various !mpact Energies

The solution of Equation (17) for a maximum value of the energy release rate

requires that the product of P(¶) and dP(,-)/dT taken at the same instant of time

be a maximun:•. A trial-and-error evaluation of the product was performed

by reading appropriate points from Figure 4-4. The maximum value for the

product was found to occur ,at 3. 1 ms after impact and is e~ual to

fo a255f-bimat

.63 [P max0times 0.632 [dP(2)/dT .3ax A typical val0 e for this

Inodrto allaetetemperature reached at thxe interface during imp.•.ct,
Figure D-1. neesarytofresse average values for dU/dE over the impact time

intervslu. Equation (D-2) can be used for tvas prupose by performing the r
calculation using average values of P(o) and dP(T)/d't . Average P(t) is taken

yas 0.r55 times afhe maximum valu,• (the factor 0.55 was obta~ed by inspection

• of Figure D-I1 Average dP(r;/d'r was taken es one half of thle tc~al area lunder

S~~the dP(N/d.-curve.

Table D-u 1 as sore values for P and dP/dt calculated for several imt act

: energies.
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TABLE D-1

INTERFACE PRESSURES AT VARIOUS IMPACT ENERGIES

Peak Average
Inpact Peak Pressure Pressure Average Pressure Pressure
Energy Pmax Rate Pav Rate
(ft-lb) (lb/in. 2) (lb/in. 2 -sec) (lb/in. 2) (lb/in. 1-sec)

50 133, 000 9.10 * 108 73, 200 5.01 * 108
100 187,000 1. 27 * .09 103,000 7.05 * 108
200 265,000 1. 82 : 109 146,000 1.00 * 109
300 324, 000 2.22 * 109 178, 000 1. 22 * 109

D. 3 TEMPERATURE INCREASE DUE TO IMPACT

When the radial expansion occurs due to the vertical compression, the energy

calculated by means of equation D-2 (or D-3) appears as friction heat at the

periphery of the smaller member.

Using some straightforward assumptions about the processes occurring, it is

possible to derive an e!4uat'on which can be used to calculate a predicted

interface temperature. The assumptions used are the following:

A. The heat is released over the 'length' of the radial expansion of the
member of smaller diameter. For the ABMA tester, this amounts
to 7.5 * 10-4 in.

B. The material heated cotresponds to the above length, to a depth of
2 * 10-3 in., the value earlier suggested 'R_.. 9) as the maximum
depth to whi,.n reaction can occur.

C. The energy iLiut is partitioned between the two members and the
fluid in accordance with their locations, as shown in the sketch.

D. The energy is used solely to heat the materials. A correction term
can be introduced to account for loss of energy by thermal conductiv-
ity, radiation, etc. However, when this was done, it was found that
such heat losses amount to a maximum of 0. 1 percent of the energy
input because the process occurs in such a short time interval.

E. The fluid boils and vaporizes because of the heat input. The temper-
ature for this change of phase is not defined, so for convenience in
relating to the operating conditions of the ACS valve, the boiling
point at the m-aximum vaive operating pressure is selected (1600F
at 450 psia).

F. Because the in~pact process is so rapid, it is considered that
negligible PV expansion of the vapor will occur, and no term is
included for this work.

G. Although the heat capacities of materials are known to change with
temperature, for current purposes it is sufficient to use constant

f valuc,.
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_____________________________________________

IRKE

The equation as derived below has actually been generalized beyond Point C

above to include the conditions where the lower member is smaller than the

upper, and also for where they have the same diameter.

The derivation is as follows:

Let subscript UP indicate upper member, LO indicate lower member,
and f indicate fluid.

ru < rLDU 1, K% Z , Kf =I

UP LODKUP ZILO= l1 = 1

UP L P UP LOKIZ

r p ro K I1KK
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The cross-section area of the heated region was defined above as the radial

expansion times the reactive depth

AH = rexp * rH' (in. ) (D-5)

Then the volume heated is equal to this area times the circumferences of the

smaller member.

V rexp rH * . drain, (in. 3 (D-6)

(dmin =Do for ACS valve, = dpn, fox ABMA tester)

The volume is partitioned into 3 portions-upper member, lower member, and

fluid. These volumes are then, for the i'th component

Vi = 2Ki rexp r rd min , (in. 3) (D-7)

and the weights are

Wi = ZKi Pi rexp rH rd min' (lb) (D-8)

There are four separate processes which absorb heat as the reaction zone

is heated: (1) heating of metal, (2) heating of liquid to the boiling point,

(3) evaporation of the liquid, and (4) heating of vapor to the final temperature.

Let heat capacities be symbolized by r.

if UT is the energy input, then

UT r UP WUPAT + rLO WLO&T + rf Wf(TB T INIT)

+ L W + r wf (TFIN - TB) (D-9)
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but

AT (TFIN TB) + (TB - TINIT) (D-10) 4
.*. T T -(T -T.. TFIN TB = AT . B INIT) (D-I1)

UT U UP p LO WLO fT+ FfWf(TB- TINIT)

+ LV Wf + Fp Wf (AT (TB - T )) (D-12)

V f P B INIT

This rearranges to

UT = AT(UupWup + FLOWLOQ rpWf)

+ (TB - TINIT)(Wf(rf - r')) + Wf LV (D-13)

substituting, 1. 288 *10"3 T dU/d-r for UT (the constant serves to change the

units of dU /d'r from ft lb to Btu) and equation D-8 for W, and rearranging

1.Z88 10" dU/dT - (2i/Kf Pf rexp rH dmin) LV - (TB - T°) (fr- rp)} (°1AT = - - -

Z2rr r rH di (KUp PUP rp + K LO + Kf pi rp}. (D- 14)
epHmin u UP LO PLO rO K 1r)

This equation is more accurate than the version given in the interim report.

When it is used, the ignition temperature for Duranickel 301 in CPF, calcu-

lated from ABMA tests, is 1, 950°F (calculation with the earlier equation

gave a temperature of 2, 280°F).
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Appendix E

ROTARY SLIDING FRICTION AND PYASTIC DEFORMATION
INITIATION

E. 1 INTRODUCTION

Friction and local plastic deformation can be involved in the initiation of

reactions between structural materials and high-energy liquid propellants.

Pure friction generates local hot spots which may be enough to initiate the

reaction. When local plastic deformation iF also Involved, fresh material

surfaces are exposed to the propellant while their are still hot.

An apparatus to study initiation under conaitions which cause' frictiun and/or

local plastic deformation is described below.

E. 2 TEST SYSTEM

The apparatus consists of a pendulum, impact arm and latch mechanism,

pneumatic cylinder, calibrated dial, and test seL.ion (Figure 4-8). A lower

test specimen fits in the specimen holder, and an upper specimen is attached

to the test rod (Figure 4-1). The two specimens can be made of the same or

of different materials. The specimen faces are placed in contact, then a

pneumatic cylinder is used to apply a vertical compression load to the speci-

reons. The specimens are located in a double moat; the first contains the

liquid propellant test fluid, and the second contains a refrigerant fe. g. , LN2

for operation at -3200F). A transparent shield surrounds the entire test section

to allow visual observation of the system during the test while controlling the

atmosphere around the test section. A self-aligning hydraulic mount underlies

the lower specimen and moat assembly.

Energy is supplied to the mechanism by a swinging pendulum which strikes the

arm and latch mechanism. The pendulum motion is translated into horizontal

rotational movement of the upper tt st specimen. When the pendulum contacts

the arm, the test rod, arm, latch and bearings are accelerated to a speed

independent of the load and the angle of rotation. The angle of rotation is con-

controlled by the position of the latch release.
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The final height that the pendulum reaches after striking the arm and latch

mechanism is measured by a pointer on the calibrated dial. In addition to the

pointer position, irregularities such as excessive vibration, safety hazards,

and noises, or any sign of wear, are noted.

From its usual start position, 48 in. above the impact arm, the pendulum is

capable of delivering 50 ft-lb of energy; of this, 9 ft-lb are dissipated in the

apparatus other than at the specimen interface, aad 41 ft-lb are available

for tests. The standard deviation was determined to be ±0. 03 ft-lb.

The apparatus connects to a gas oxidizer supply manifold, liquid oxidizer

supply, purge, vacuum, and LN 2 supply. The plumbing system is very similar

to that of the ABMA Impact Tester.

E. 3 SPECIMEN DETAILS

The upper specimen has a diameter of 3/8 in. on its lower bearing face and

1/2 in. on its upper portion. The test rod is also of 1/2-in. diameter. The

lower specimen is a square, 1 in. on edge, with rounded corners, and

1/ 16-in. thick.

E. 4 TEST PROCEDURE

A. Sample Preparations-The test faces of the rotating upper specimen
and square lower-sheet specimen are machined to a 32 microinch
finish, and then polished with 400 grit silicon carbide paper using a
machine oil lubricant. They are cleaned in acetone, air dried, dipped
in Oakite cleaner for 2 minutes, flushed with distilled water, and dried
with gaseous nitrogen. Before the specimans are tested, they are
degassed in trichloroethylene, dried in GN?, cleaned in Freon, dried
in GNZ, and packaged in polyethylene bags. Porous and plastic
specimens are vacuum baked at 105*C, 1 torr, 18 hours after
cleaning.

B. Apparatus Cleaning-The test chamber components are cleaned in the
same pretest manner as the pin and sheet b?ecimnens.

C. Test Preparations-The GNZ pneumatic cylinder supply is placed in an
operatir,; condition by opening supply valves and checking out remote
valve crntrols.

The specimen holder and pin and sheet specimens are placed in position. The

pendulum is raised and locked in position. The arm and latch is set to proper
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angle of rotation, 0 -5 30 degreas. The pointer for the calibrated disk is set at

a position where the swing of the pendulum will engage and move it to a point of

maximum follow through of the pendulum. The glass viewing shield for the

test chamber is closed and a GN 2 sweep line connected to the test chamber.

The compartment is purged sufficiently to remove all moisture and a positive

pressure is maintained. '..ie oxidizer supply is connected.

Further operations are carried out remotely from the control room. The

mechanical safety catch is released so that the solenoid switch will release the

pendulum. The pneumatic c ylinder is pressurized to the predetermined value

required to load the specimen in compression and the pressure recorded.

The room ventilator is turned on. The oxidizer control valve to test chamber

is opened and approximately 5 ml of liquid oxidizer is flowed into the test

fluid cup. The test cell is darkened and the solenoid switch is actuated to

release the pendulum. The system is observed carefully to detect possible

reaction flashes.

The pressure in the pneumatic cylinder is released to remove the load from

the specimens. The GN2 sweep is turned on tc' purge propellant residues.

After waiting until all propellant has dissipated as determined by a monitoring

system, th.! test cell is reentered. The positi(kns of the pointer on the cali-

brated disk and the indicating arm are recorded. The specimens are removed,

decontaminated, and examined visually and with a microscope for signs of

reactions. If no reaction sites are observed, the test procedure is repeated

four mor' times at the same test setting. Zero reactions in five tests are

taken to indicate that the particular conditions are not hazardous.

Test data are recorded on the Test Report Form (Figure El).

E. 5 CALCULATIONS

The energy imparted to the system is computed tv calculating the difference

between the pendulum's initial and final height (from the calibrated disk

reading). This gives the total energy released during its swing. From this

ir subtracted the energy dissipated in the apparatus itself, 9 ft-lb, determined

in calibration tests. The remainder is the energy imparted to the specimens.
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FRlCTION/i.L PLASTIC DEFORMATION INITIATION TEST REPORT
!'ROPELLANT AND COMBUSTION LABORATORY

DATE OPERATOR SO#

PROPELLANT TEMPERATURE

SPECIMEN PARAMETERS UPPER LOWER

Shave and Dimensions

Material ._.

Surface Finish

TEST RECORD

Test Sample Final
Compresston Pendulum Specimen Interface Caec.

No. Gas Angle Rotation, Energy Friction
Press. Force Load Degrees Degreis Released Coeff. Observed
psi lbs. Doi Ft. Lbs. Ft. Lbs. Reaction

r-____ ____ -- ______

11

4

__ 1 -----

Figur. E.1. Tes Report Form
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Appendix F

DATA FOR CALCULATIONS

The numerical data tabulated in this appendix have been collected in one place

for convenience when performing calculations using the various equations

presented in the report. There are four categories of data presented.

0 Material properties (Table F-1)

• CPF properties (Table F-2): Valve configuration patameters (Table F-3)

0 Equation constants K0  0. 5 erg/cmzoK
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Table F-2

CPF PROPERTIES

pf = 6.47 * 10-2 lb/in. 3. :f = 3.3 * 10" Btu/Ib°F

rp = 0. 198 Btu/lb F : qf = 1. 39 * 106 Btu in, /in. 2 sec °F

BPi atm=8.4°F : = 74.7 Btu/lb BP 4 5 = 160°F

44

3. 38 *10 lb/ft-sec
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APPENDIX G

GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

Main
Symbols

2
A area; contact area, in.

Angstrom unit

Al aluminum

a acceleration, ft/sec2

B initial contact position on poppet, radial location, in.

SC diameter of wear particle, microns (micrometers)

C1 chlorine

c diameter of wear particle, microinch { I in. or in. * 10-

D seat diameter, in.

d diameter, in.

E bulk modulus (Young's modulus), lb/in. 2-impact energy,

ft-lb

EDH equivalent drop height, in.

E 50-percent reaction threshold energy, ft-lb
50

F force, lb - fluorine - Farenheit, deg

F 2  molecular fluorine

G energy of adhesion, erg/cm 2 or dyne/cm

g acceleration of gravity, ft/sec 2

-6H surface finish, iin. or in. * 10 -hydrogen

H 2 molecular hydrogen

h poppet stroke, in. -- drop height (friction tester), in.
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Main

Symbols (Continued)

I chemical element, unspecified

J chemical element, unspecified

j reaction constant - psuedo concentration

K equation constart

k process constant

L latent heat of phase change, Btu/lb - liquid

1 applied load, lb

M4 rate of formation of fluoride film, mass/time

m molecular diameter, cm

N number of particles - nitrogen

n number of valve cycles

21P pressure, lb/in. (absolute)

p Vickers penetration hardness, kg/mm2

Q gas leakage rate, s.c.c.He/hr

q thermal conductivity, in.-Btu/sec-in. 2-°F

R poppet spring rate, lb/in. - Raakine temperature -

Rockwell hardness

r radius, in.

S circumference of seat iand, in.

s horizontal sliding distance of ?oppet, in.

T absolute temperature, °R

TIE threshold initiation energy, ft-lb

t material thickness, in.

U energy, Btu

u undetermined exponent

V volume, in.
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Main
Symbols (Continued)

v velocity, ft/sec

W weight, lb

w width of seat land, in,

X chemical elenient, unspecified

x incremental distance, seat circumference, in.

Y chemical element, unspecified

y peak-to-valley height, kin. or in. * 106

z fraction of surface area; probability

a •contact angle, deg - specimen rotation, deg

p angular location of contact on duboff

r heat capcity, Btu/Ib

y surface energy, erg/cm2 or dyne/cm

compressive deflection of surface, in.

AT temperature change, deg

8 poppet spring deflection, in.

ri gas viscosity, at T °R, lb-sec/ft2

6 absolute temperature, °K

A Poisson's ratio

p.coefficient of static friction

material parameter, erg/cm2

P density, lb/in. 3

material parameter - summation

T compressive stress, lb/in. 2

r time constant

* material parameter
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Main

Symbols (Continued)

All material parameter A2

material parameter A

Superscripts

0 Initial conditions

modified value

n number of valve cycles

u undetermined exponent

- mean value

Subscripts

A property of material A (the softer material if two are
considered)

a armature

B property of material B, the harder of the two - Rockwell
B scale

C Rockwell C scale

c closed, or for time interval, period from initial contact to
full closure

d seat land exterior duboff

E local area affected by wear

e effective

F flattened

f fluid

H heated zone

h hemispherical

I .at impact

inside
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Subscripts (Continued)

S j arbitrary iocation or parameter

K kinetic

LO lower member

S2average size loose pa:'ticle

M metal

m melting point

N poppet nut

n number of strokes or cycles

o outside

P pressure

p poppet

pl plastic flow

R reaction rate

S spring

s seat

sp specimen

T total

t smallest size adherent particle

UP upper member

u average size adherent particle

V vapor

v vaporization

w worn away

x selected system condition

y yield
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Subscripts (Continued)

a' angle r.lative to major diameter, degrees - contact angle,
degrees

Y surface energy

A difference

e thermal - final pendulum position, deg

LI sum of all processes per stroke

1 upstream

2 downstream

1, 2, 3, ,j arbitrary integral numbers for sequential positions

50 -value causing reaction in 50 percent of tests

ab abrasion

ad adhesion

aver average

exp expansion

max maximum

max temp energy equal to maximum temperature

measured measured

rain minimum

MST maximum service temperature, °F

1 -0° irdefinite lifespan

no deform no plastic deformation due to impact loads
5

106K 1 -0 operating cycl.s
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Appendix H

SURFACE FLUORINATION REACTIONS

H. 1 CHEMICAL PROCESS OF FLUORINATION

In a chemical reaction between two species, it is necessary to break one old

chemical bond and form at least one new bond;

I-J + X-Y-- I-X + Y-J (H-l1)

Since chemical bonds represent a condition of lower energy than the free

atoms,

I + J-- I-J + energy, (H-2)

it is necessary to supply energy to the molecule to reverse the procedure

and cause bond rupture. This energy can be measured using common labora-

tory methods. As the reaction proceeds and new bonds are formed, heat is

released. In many reactions, bond formation occurs simultaneously with

bond fracture.

I- . ---- X (H- 3)t t
Breaking Forming

This type of reaction may require less energy input than a similar one in

which the bonds break completely before new ones are formed.

The energy needed to start the reaction can be determined in a reversible

isothermal systern which has no other energy sinks. The energy determined

in this fashion is called the "activation energy" or 'beat of activation." The

value so determined is the minimum energy to start the reaction. Generally,

the term activation is applied to the reversible isothermal process. At any

other condition, the process is called initiation.
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Initiation energies are invariably greater than the activation energy. In an

initiation process occurring under nonisothermal conditions, the reaction

starts in the region of highest temperature. But this hot region tends to lose

energy continuously to cooler regions. Hence, a larger total is required to

start the reaction. In addition, the reaction heat released may be dissipated

fast eitough so that a self-sustaining reaction cannot occur even then initiation

is successful.

In the reactions of fluorinating agents and materials, three loose classes can

be defined. The first class consists of those reactions which occur spontane-

ously at room or colder temperatures, i. e., hypergolic reactions. When

these are studied carefully, in many cases it is found that there is some

extraneous factor operating to introduce an alternative reaction path. The

factor may be a chemical catalyst, an impurity, or some other reaction

occurring which supplies energy. In most cases, removal or suppression of

the stray factor raises the spontaneous reaction terripera..ure above room

temperature. The hydrogen-fluorine reaction is o. this type.

The second class of reactions is that which occurs in self-igniting fashion

from slightly above room temperatu e to about 350°F. These systems are

also easily initiated by shock or impact. Study of the mechanisms of

thermally initiated reactions reveals that most of them start by thermal

cleavage of the fluorinating agent to given free fluorine atoms which then react

vigorously with the other reagent. In those reactions occurring in the lower

part of the temperature region, there is usually a preiiminary reaction of the

type known as a Lewis acid-base or coordination reaction, releasing heat,

which is then used to initiate fluorine bond rupture.

C F5 + N7H -4 - F5CI:N2H4 + energy

Acid Base Salt or (H-4)
Coordination Complex

The bond rupture and subsequert reaction generally, but not always, occur

in the already complexed fluorinating agent, mainly because the energy is

locally availab!e. If the energy released by complex formation is great

enough the fluorinating reaction will be spontaneous at and below room

temperature, and we have a class I hypergolic reaction.
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Most reactions of fluorinating agents with hydrogen compounds, including

organic compounds, occur in the class TI temperature range.

The third class of reactions requires temperatures greater than 350°F for

initiation. Most (but not all) reactions of metals with fluorinating agents are

Found in this class. Two inhibitory factors place substances in this class.

One factor is the necessity of breaking some fairly stable bond to cause the

reaction to start. This bond has to be cleaved even though the fluorinating

bonds already have been cleaved. The other inhibition can be the pre-

existence of a protective film or passivated condition, due to another reaction

path which does not yield sufficient energy to cause a self-sustaining reaction.

Both these inhibitory factors may act at once to result in a very high ignition

temperature requirement.

Structural alloys which are compatible with fluorinating agents obviously have

relatively high ignition temperatures. Their purely thermal ignition processes

generally require rupture of bonds between the metal atoms. In many cases,

the metal-metal bonds become weak enough to react with the fluorinating agent

at the temperature at which the interatomic bonds become so weak that the

solid metallic crystalline lattice collapses, i. e., at the melting point. This

has been noted for many metals in GF 2.

If the postulate is true that the reaction of some metals at or above their

melting points is due to weakened intermetallic bonding, which opens the

metal atoms to interaction with fluorine atoms, then mechanical processes

which weaken or break these same metallic bonds should aid initiation. The

addition of sufficient mechanical energy to cause yielding or failure of the

metal is a situation of this type. Obviously, some bonds must be broken if

the metal atoms move relative to each other. These atoms are open to fluorine

attack until new bonds form. This concept does not contradict the observa-

tions that metals fractured in LF 2 do not ignite, because there are no free F

atoms at the temperature of LF 2.

The amount of reaction which will take place must be a function of the total

heat available. This leads to the commonly observed temperature dependence

for reaction rates, many of which double for each 20°F increase in tempera-

ture. The heat available can have two sources. First is the system or other

heat which activates the first atoms. Second, there is the heat of reaction
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obtained from the first-reacting atoms. In a short duration initiation

situation, this reaction heat is the only energy available to sustain the reac-

tion after the initiation process is complete. If the reaction is to continue,

there must be sufficient heat released to initiate an equal number of molecules

after the normal energy losses to the surroundings and other ev:ergy sinks.

The analysis in Appendix D, developed for analysis of the heat Ao'.w originat-

ing from friction, can also be applied to analyze the partition of the heat of

reaction. However, a term for work of expansion of CPF vapor must be

added, since over the longer time period this effect is no longer negligible.

The above discussion has centered on the energetics of reactions. There are

some other factors of equal importance. The concentration of reactant species

is one of these. Most reactions between molecules of different species show

considerable dependence on both relative and absolute concentrations. The

relative concentration dependence can be exemplified by the combustion limits

shown by combustible gases. If one component is at too low or too great a

concentration, it is impossible to ca:.se a self-sustaining reaction. This is

usually because the species at the very high concentration has so many

molecular collisions with its own kind that any activated molecules become

deactivated before they contact a molecule of the low concentration type with

which they can react.

The absolute concentration dependence has its strongest effect on the rate of

a reaction, and not as much on the initiation process. The rate is usu)Ily

directly proportional to sorne power of the concentration. The exact value

of the exponent varies from reaction to reaction, and mav change in a single

reaction as a function of other parameters. For most common reactions,

the exponent lies between one-third and three. Heterogeneous reactions of

solids and fluids usually have fractional exponents.

This concentration dependence is perhaps the chief reason that room tempera-

tore reactions of halogen fluorides are so much more vigorous than those of
fluorine; at pressures near atmospheric the liquid halogen fluorides are about

I more concetrated than is GF 2 at the sarnv pressure and temperature.

Another important factor is the condition and behavio- of the reaction products.

Products which are volatile at the reaction zone conditions quickly diffuse
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away and do not exert nmuch effect on the system energetics, except for

thermal energy which they carry. Even this energy may be transferred back

to reactant molecules by rneans of intermolecular collisions. Howa.ver, if

the reaction is diffusion-rate controlled, the presence of the products can

hinder the course of the reaction.

If the reaction products are not volatile they will tend to condense and inter-

fere seriously with the contact between the reactants, especially if one of the

reactants is a solid. The product tends to coat the solid. The only way to

prevent this manner of snuffing out is to supply the product with enough energy

so that it is volatile in the reaction zone and leaves the zone with high enough

speed that it is beyond the range of interference before it cools sufficiently to

condense. If this process occurs, the removal of considerable reaction

energy by the product reduces the amount available for activation of reactarnts,

because when the heat of condensation finally becomes available to activate

unreacted atoms, these atoms are too far from the reaction zone to become

involved in the reaction before they lose their energy by collisions.

The configuration of the ACS valve also plays an important part in the extent

of any reaction after it is initiated. The small volume of CPF that has access

to the heated region, and the limited direction of access tend to restrict a

continually propagating re ction. Reaction heat transmitted to the propellant

will vaporize the propellant; reaction products are also initially in the vapor

state. The expansion of these vapors will tend to push a considerable fraction

of the unreacted CPF away from the reaction zone. This reduction in con-

centration can slow the reaction sufficiently so that there is not enough heat

generated to sustain the necessary continuing initiation. Add this to the fact

that the deformation due to closure impact is quickly over, and so greater

heating of the metal is needed to maintain initiation, and it is easy to see how

the reaction can die out rapidly.

It is impossibie to carry the analysis of chemical corrosive wear of metals

in CPF further at this time because significant numerical data are lacking

for the bulk chemical reactions of CPF with metals. The following types
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of data are needed to carry the analyses far enough to develop predictive

equations:

A. Activation energy as a function of temperature.

B. Reaction rate as function of temperature, concentration, pressure,

and other parameters.

C. Heat of reaction.

D. Reaction order.

E. Isothermal ignition temperature of metal in CPF.

1. Oxide film on metal.

2. Fluoro-chloride film on metal.

D. Bare metal.

F. Hot wire ignition temperature in CPF.

Until such relations can be developed and analyzed, it will be impossible to

predict from theoretical considerations the rate of wear, cratering, and

surface roughening caused by local hot- spot initiation of bulk fluorination

reactions; however, empirical correlation of test data can be uscd to defnle

operating limits.

H. 2 REACTIVE IMPURITIES

The effect of impurities as they relate to corrosive wear must be mentioned.

Two general cases can be distinguished.

The first case is that of impurities which react spontaneously upon contact

with CPF. The heat of reaction or corrosive reaction products, or both, can

cause degradation of the surface finish. However, except for very improbable

circumstances, such degradadon will be general throughout the system and

not confines to the closures.

f he secon ' case is due to impurities which react in accord with the second

general class of fluorination reactions; thermal initiation up to 350'F or

impact initiation. Typical materials would include Teflon particles, ice

crystals, carbon particles, fluorocarbon oils, water of hydration in the

passive film, silica gel particles fron, Kel-F grease, and partially fluor-

inated hydrocarbons and organics. 'Phese are discussed in Section 3. 5.
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TEST MATERIA

Material Configuration Supplier Source Heat or Lot Specificatic

Duranickel 1.5 in. sq Inco Dist Huntington Alloy N3754F Hot Fin. sq
301 by 36 in. Sales Products, Hot Fin.

International
Nickel

Stainless Steel
304-L(,A)

Air Melt 5/8 in. rod A'len Fry Cruciblf Steel 139969 AMS 5647
for ABMA StCLl QQS 763D
specimens

Air Melt 3/4 in. rod Allen Fry Universal 6-5154 AMS 5647B
for Upper Steel Cyclops QQS 763D
Rotary
Specimens

Air Melt 1-1/4 in. sq Allen Fry Universal L-11l1 AMS 5647B

for Lower Steel Cyclops QQS 763D
Rotary
Specimens

Vacuum 3/4 in. rod Allen Fry Universal C-9147-K4 AMS 5647B
Melt - for ABMA Steel Cyclops QQS 763D

and Upper MBO 160-0
Rotary (no ultraso
Specimens

N. A. Not Applicable
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Table I-I

"rEST MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND COMPOSITIONS

Properties as Reported by Supplier

Elong Reduction
Yield Tensile (M) Area Brinnell

)t Specifications (KSI) (KSI) (in.) (%) Hardness 76 Composition

Hot Fin. sq N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. C, 0 L.', Mn,
Hot Fin. 0.27; Fe, 0.05;

S, 0.005; Cu,
0.02, Al, 4.37;
Ti, 0.45; Ni, 94.21;
Co, trace, included in Ni

AMS 5647 68.0 93.4 46.7 73.7 Z29-235 C, 0.03; Mn, 1.53;
QQS 763D P, 0.021;

S, 0.030; Si, 0.45;
Cr, 18.60; Ni, 9.25;
Mo, 0.07; Cu, 0. 10;
Co, 0.08; Fe, rem

AMS 5647B 66.5 c45. 0 48.6 73.4 212-217 C, 0.023; Mn, 1.54;
QQS 763D P, 0.023; S, 0.014;

Si, 0.73; Cr, 18. 37;
Ni, 9.61 Mo, 0.04;
Ti, 0.01; Cu, 0.06;
Cb, 0.01; Co, 0.02;
Fe, rem

AMS 5647B 60.0 96.0 45.0 75.7 207-217 C, 0.013; Mn, 1.28;
QQS 763D P, 0.015: S, 0.017;

Si, 0.66; Cr, 18. 02;
Ni, 9.49, Mo, 0.08;
Cu, 0.08; Co, 0.09;
Fe, rem

AMS 5647B 66.2 97.9 49.0 82.3 196-223 C, 0.028; Mn, 1.72;
QQS 763D P, 0.030; S, 0. 014;
MBO 160-020F Si, 0.56; Cr, 18. 86;
(no ultrasonic) Ni, 9, 33; Mo, 0.03;

Cu, 0.05; Co, 0.07;
Fe, rem
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JK Inclusions
ell
Ss Jo Composition A B C D

C, 0. 18; Mn,
0.27; Fe, 0.05;
S, 0.005; Cu,
0.02, Al, 4.37;
Ti, 0.45; Ni, 94. 21;
Co, trace, included in Ni

15 C, 0.03; Mn, 1.53;
P, 0.021;
S, 0.030; Si, 0.45;
Cr, 18.60; Ni, 9. 25;
Mo, 0.07; Cu, 0. 10;
Go, 0.08; Fe, rem

7 C, 0.023; Mn, 1.54;
P, 0.023; S, 0.014;
Si, 0.73; Cr, 18. 37;
Ni, 9.61 Mo, 0.04;
Ti, 0.01; Cu, 0.06;
Gb, 0.01; Co, 0.02;
Fe, rem

7 C, 0.013; Mn, 1.28;
P, 0.015; S, 0.017;
Si, 0.66; Cr, 18. 0Z;
Ni, 9.49, Mo, 0.08;
Cu, 0.08; Go, 0.09;
Fe, rem

3 C, 0.028; Mn, 1.72; Thick 1 1 0 1.5
P, 0.030; S, 0.014; Thin 0 0 0 1
Si, 0.56; Cr, 18.86;
Ni, 9. 33; Mo, 0.03;
Cu, 0.05; Co, 0.07;
Fe, rem



Appendix I

TEST PROGRAM

I. i MATERIALS

1. 1 Test Closure Materials

Materials used in the various tests are presented in the following subsection.

Their selection was approved by the AFML Project Engineer.

1.1.1.1 PhaseI, Part 2

Duranickel 301 - WH (work hardened) was the only material tested in this
part. Its analysis and properties are listed in Tables I-1 and 1-2. The

Rockwell hardness was measured on random samples of test specimens after

fabrication (See Subsection I. 3 for details of specimens).

R87
180 I..Z1.2 Phasell, Part 1

DURANICKEL301 The alloys first selected for test-

ing were Berylco nickel 440 and

140 AGE Duranickel 301. The Berylco
HARDENnickel was to be obtained from

COLD air-cast and vacuum-cast lots to
i" DRAWN

allow a comparison between the
/

& 100 - effects of contaminants. How-

ever, labor problems at the manu-
W. facturing plant prevented the

acquisition of vacuum-cast

60 HOT ROLLED material. After consultation with
ANNEALED

the AFML Project Engineer,

Stainless Steel 304-L from air-

melt and vacuum-melt batches
201

was substituted.0 20 40

ROCKWELL C HARDNESS
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Tab

TEST MATERIAL PROPERTIZ

Y'
Material Configuration Supplier Source Heat or Lot Specifications

Stainless Steel
304 -L (A)
(Continued)

Vacuum 1-1/4 in. sq Allen Fry Universal C-8167-K3 AMS 5647A 57
Melt for Lower Steel Cyclops QQS 763C&D

Rotary MBO 160-020
Specimens (no ultrasonic)

Berylco 1-1/4 in. dia E. Jordan Kawecki A-10 None N.
Nickel by 24 in. Brooks Berylco
440 Co. Industries

Polycrystalline Preformed R. D. ManLabs, --- None D
Aluminum to Yrossman Inc. 99
Oxide specimen & Assoc.

shapes

Carrnet Preformed Carmet Carmet D
Alloy to Corp. Corp. '5
CA-4 specimen

shapes

Silver Plated Preformed Anodyne, Anodyne, 51636 N.
DN-301 to speci- Inc. inc. 51509

men shapes,
0. 001 in.
Ag plated

N.A. Not Available
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Table I-1

TEST MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND COMPOSITIONS (Continued)

Properties as Reported by Supplier

Elong Reduction
Yield Tensile M%) Area Brinell

ileat or Lot Specifications (KSI) (KSI) (in.) (%) Hardness % Co

C-8167-K3 AMS 5647A 57.0 88.0 55.0 79.9 187-170 C, 0.023; Mn,
QQS 763C&D S, 0. 007; Si,
MBO 160-020 Ni, 9.67; Mo,
(no ultrasonic) Co, 0. 12; Fe,

A-10 None N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. RB 84-86 C, 0.21; B, <
Be 1.81; Fe,
Al, 0. 037; Pb

Ti, 0.41, Cr,
Mg, 0. 003; Ni

None Density N.A. N.A. N.A. 99 + % pure

99 + qo

Density N.A. N.A. N.A. RA 91.9- WC, 94.0; Co

15.00 92.2

51636 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. Process steps
51509 Vapor degreas

100% HCI dip;
strike; Ag stri
plate; rinse in



ontinued)

orted by Supplier

Reduction
Area Brinell JK Inclusions

(%) Hardness % Composition A B C D

79.9 187-170 C, 0.023; Mn, 1.62;P, 0.025; Thick 0 0 0 1.5
S, 0.007; Si, 0.67; Cr, :8.64; Thin 0 0 0 1
Ni, 9.67; Mo, 0.03;Cu, C.04;
Co, 0.12; Fe, rein

N.A. RB 84-86 C, 0. 21; B, < 0.001,
Be 1.81; Fe, 0.35; Si, 0.14;
Al, 0. 037; Pb, 0. 002,
Ti, 0.41, Cr, 0. 072;
Mg, 0.003; Ni, rem

N.A. 99 + % pure

N.A. RA 91.9- WC, 94.0; Co, 6.0 Microporosity
92. 2 9. 250 x Noriaal

well sintered.

N.A. N.A. Process steps
Vapor degrease; alkaline clean;
100% HC1 lip; Nickel chloride
strike; Ag strike; Ag electro-
plate; rinse in deionized water
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Duranickel 301 was to be used in three heat-treat conditions of selected

hardnesses to supply data on the relationship between hardness and reactivity.

The properties and analyses of the alloys as received are listed in Table I-1.

Test specimens were machined from the alloys (see Subsection 1.2). The

Duranickel specimens were heat treated to several hardness conditions. The

hardness of representative random samples of all test specimens was

determined by means of a Rockwell tester. The equivalent yield strengths

of the Duranickel 301 were read from the graphs presented in Ref 28. These

are tensile yield, but from the data in Ref 28 it was noted that compressive

yield strength is generally within 5 percent of tensile yield, and the direction

of the difference cannot be predicted. The various property data are

presented in Table 1-2.

When the test program was planned, the three hardness levels of the

Duranickel were to be (1) annealed with RB - 75; (2) half hard (HH) with

Rc-28 and (3) full hard (FH) with RC~ 4 2 . When the specimens were received

from the vendor, they were found to have hardness of RB 77, RC 32 .and

RC 36. It was decided to continue with the tests with these specimens.

However, during the ABMA tests, it was found that while the RB 77 material

gave positive results (local ignition spots or burn craters), RC 32 did znt

react at the maximum impact energy available. The RC 36 discs were not

tested because it was assumed that they, too, would not react. To get

sufficient data for correlation purposes, it was necessary to obtain and test

specimens of lesser hardness; two sources were founc. The Rc 36 impact

discs, which had not been used, were returned to heat treat for overaging;

this process gave a set of specimens with a RC = 22. In addition, some

extra sets of the specimens usec' in a work-hardened condition for Phase I

tests were available (RB 87) and these were added to the test program.

The rotary friction specimeas were used in the conditions as received from

the initial heat treatments because the test apparatus is capable of inducing

reactions in material of very great hardness.
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The two types of stainless steel 304-L (air melt and vacuum melt) have the

following relative characteristics: the elemental analyses are very similar,

with the vacuum-melt lots being slighty high in manganese, phosphorus,

and chromium, and lower in sulfur, molybdenum, and copper. The other

minor elements fall in the same ranges for the five lots from the two

processes. Electron micrographs of discs prepared from Air Melt heat

139969 and Vacuum Melt heat C-9147-K4 were prepared. The grain sizes

differed appreciably; surprisingly the air melt grains were much larger

than those of the vacuum melt, and the air melt grains showed considerable

twinning. The difference in sizes was quite noticeable, as shown in Fig-

ure I-l. Also detectable in these photographs is the much greater frequency

of local impurity inclusions in the air melt material. This difference is

emphasized in Figure 1-2. Here the sptc.mens were prepared by polishing

only, with no etching, so that the inclusions stand out frcm the background.

Some regions of the air melt found by cross sect.ioning have inclusion

"frequencies of 10 to 100 greater than those shown in Figure 1-2, whereas

the concentration in the vacuum melt seemed to be at a fairly uniform level

throughout. The face surfaces are presented in the photographs as repre-

sentative of the location on specimens subject to CPF attack during tests.

The impurities are found in different locations in the two materials. There

is a random distribution in the air-melt material, but segregation at grain

boundaries in the vacuum melt, see Figures 1-3 and 1-4.

1.1. 1.3 Phase II, Part 2

The materials selected as representative candidate closure materials, with

the agreement of the AFML Project Engineer, were polycrystalline alumi-

num oxide (hot pressed), silver plated Duranickel 301, and tungsten carbide

cermet dispersion in cobalt. Details of the materials may be found in

Table I- I.

Aluminum oxide was selected because it is well known t'j be a hard, long-

wearing material with a very great resistance to cor',osive attack in fluorine

media. The batch used to prepare specimens was identical to that used for

preparation of special closur a to be used in the ACS valve ry the valve

fabricator.
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SS304-L AIR MELT X1350 (MDAC.EMP.HM.94)

2 ~33304-L VACUUM MELT Xt350 ImDA.~M~

Fig.., 1-1. Mlcogstaumre of SuainI. Steel 304-L
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R87

Figure 1-3. Replica Electron Micrograph of 304-L Vacuum-Melt Surface
(Note distribution of etch pits as indication of segregated (impurity-rich)
phase along grain boundaries. Original magnification 5100X)

The tungsten carbide-cobalt cermet was selected as representative of the
material currently known to function in the best fashion in the ACS valve in

CPF. Kennametal alloy K-96 was first selected, but it could not be supplied

within the time limits of the contract. Carmet Corporation alloy CA-4 of the

samc nominal composition was substituted.

Silver plated Duranickel 301 was included to test the effect of a soft non-

corrodable metal in the system. Unfortunately, the process of electroplating

introduced impurity inclusio.'s into the silver. These were not. visible at the

20X magnification used to txam.re the specimens upon receipt. They were

detected by the anomalous behavior of the silver plated material during test.

Examination at higher magnifications disclosed the presence of the inclusions.

Electron microprobe analysis of the inclusions indicated the presence of

sulfur and carbon. Figure 1-5 is a microphotograph showing the distribution

and sizes of the inclusions in a typical specimen. However, not all specimens

contain ,ppreciable concentration s of the inclusions.
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1.1.2 Test Fluids

1. 1. 2. 1 Chlorine Pcntafluo ride

Approximately 15 pounds of chlorine pentafluoride were on hand from a

previous NASA contract and had been furnished from AFRPL. Vapor pres-

sure measurements indicated a high degree of purity. The only impurities

which could be detected by mass spectrographic analysis were N 2 , CO 2 , and

CF 4 ; the total quantity of these impurities was estimated to be less than

0. 5 percent by weight. Purity is unknown, but probably greater than 99 per-

cent by weight.

I. 1. 2.2 Hydrofluoric Acid

Reagent grade hydrofluoric acid (30 percent aqueous) was used. It was

manufactured by J. T. Baker Chemical Co. It was supplied in 1-pound

capacity polyethylene bot'.les.

Chemical Analysis - Lot 33969

(Supplied by Manufacturer) Percent

Assay (HF) 49.5

Fluosilicic Acid (H 2 SiF 6 ) 0. 001

Residue after ignition 0. 0001

Chloride (Cl) 0.0001

Phosphate (PO 4 ) 0.00005

Sulfate and Sulfite (as SO 4 ) 0.0001

Heavy Metals (as Pb) 0.00001

Iron (Fe) 0.00002

Copper (Cu) 0.00001

Arsenic (As) 0. 000002

I. 2 SPECIMENS

Test specimens were machined from the alloys to the following configurations.

A. AB\MA discs 5/8 in. diameter by 1/16-in. thickness.

B. Rýotary friction lower specimens 1-in. square by 1/16-in. thickness.

C. Rotary friction upper specimens See Figure 1-6.
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The surface finish on test surfaces was at least as smooth as 10 rms. Other

surfaces were not controlled, but were about 32 rms.

Corrosion coupons were made in a variety of shapes, depending on the

material available. All were 1/16-in. thick, however.

1.3 APPARATUS

I. 3. 1 Surface Finish

The surface finish of random samples of the various materials specimens

was measured by means of a Brush Surfindicator, Model MS-1000-01,

together with a Brush Electro-Hydraulic Drive, Model MS-1400. The

apparatus was calibrated using a standard 125AA microinch finish block

before each measurement. The surface finishes are listed in Table 4-2.

I. 3. 2 Microscopes

Specimens were routinely examined before and after tests, using a Bausch

and Lomb Stereozoom metallurgical microscope, loX to 20X.

Electron micrographs were taken with a Hitachi research model HU- 11

electron microscope.

I. 3. 3 Corrosion Test Apparatus

The usual test method was modified to model to some extent exposure of

materials to contaminant HF generated in a valve closure. I-ence, the

apparatus was not standard.

The immersion test container consisted of a I-quart polyethylene bottle with

a screw lid. A "nest' of 1/4 by 3-in. pieces of polyethylene tubing was placed

in the bottle.

The container and tubing was thoroughly washed, rinsed, and wiped dry.

The tubing was then placed ir the container to form a fairly level surface

that was mostly open. The surface was about 3/4 in. from the bottom of the

container. (Figure 1-7).
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R87

Figure 1-7. Corrosion Test Container

Reagent grade HF was poured into the container to a depth of 1/2 in. The
pouring was performed in a manner so that all pieces of tubing were under

some of the incoming stream.

1. 3. 4 ABMA Impact Test Apparatus

These tests were conducted using the ABMA drop-weight open cup in.pact

tester that was modified for the tests with high-energy propellants (Ref 24).

For most of the tests on the current program, impact energy inputs greater

than the usual 72 ft-lb were required. For these tests, the apparatus was

modified by increasing the mass of the plummet from 20 pounds to 60. 25 pounds

by the addition of lead weights. This additional mass required the sub-

stitution of a huskier hold and release mechanism and a stronger lift cable.

With the modifications noted, the maximum impact energy was raised to

293 ft-lb. Although the test data indicated that an even larger impact energy

would be desirable for some specimens, this could not be achieved because
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other portions of the test system were at the maximum load they could

withstand. For example, the hardened 17-4 PH striker pins occa,.ionally

buckled slightly in the 293 ft-lb tests.

1. 3. 5 Rotary Friction Test Apparatus

The Rotary Friction apparatus described in Ref q was used. (See Appendix E)

(Figure I-8); two modifications were made. The first was the installation

of a Nupro model SS-4-UW double-acting, pneumatically-operated, welded

"bellows valve in the line between the hand valve at the lower 2nd of the CPF

supply cylinder and the mechanically operated, propellant-control valve.

The second was the provision of a shield that complc:-,:y eiclosed the test

chamber to reduce access of air.

. 4 CORROSION TESTS IN AQUEOUS HF

1. 4. 1 Test Objective

The objective of this test series was to determine the corrosion rate in

50-percent aqueous HF of materials suggested for use as the closures of the

ACS valve. All the matei `als selected are known to be quite resistant to

CPF in static exposure. However, due to its ubiquity, it is difficult to avoid

ozcasional contamination by water, and water reacts with CPF to form

hydrofluoric acid (HF), which is very corrosive. Considering the fine

surface finish needed to ensure low leak rates for the ACS valve, a compari-

son of the resistance z) corrosion of the closure materials aided in the

selection of the best closure materials.

The test method was modified somewhat from the usual immersion test to

model to some extent the conditions e:xpected in the valve closure. Details

are given below. (See Subsection 1.4.4).

1. 4. 2 Fluid Characterization

1. 4. 2. 1 Pretest

Identity and Source

ty~,.i:iLa)ric Acid, ACS Reagent Grade; J. T. Baker Chemical Co. Lot 33696.

,ted and stored in 1-pound poly-thylene containers.
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Analysis

(See Subsection I. 1.2.2)

1,4.2. 2 Post Test

No post-test characterizations were conducted. it was noted that the HF

appeared unchanged except for tests with WC in Co. In this one case, the

HF developed a pink color, probably due to dissolved cobalt.

1.4.2.3 Control Test for Fluid

None conducted.

1. 4. 3 Material Characterization

1. 4. 3. 1 Pre-test

See Table I-I for manufacturer and source.

1.4. 3. 2 Specific Processing

Corrosion specimens of metals were prepared from rod stock. Blanks were

milled to final size and then ground and polished.

Corrosion specimens of silver plated Daranickel 301 were prepared by

electroplating specimens fabricated in the above manner.

Corrosion specimens of aluminum oxide were prepared by hot pressing the

oxide powcer directly to the coupon dimensions.

Corrosion specimens o" tungsten carbide in cobalt were prepared by hot

pressing the "green'' powder to the desired size. The coupons were then

ground and polished.

1.4. 3. 3 Preparation For Test

Specimens were cleaned for testing by washing in distilled water, rinsing

dry with isopropyl alcohol, and then vapor degreasing in, Gensolv A

(trichlorofluoromethane) for 20 minutes. Porous materials (A1203 anc' WC

in Co) were then baked in a vacuum (I torr, 105'C, 18 hr) to remove

absorbed solvent. The dried specimens were weighed on an analytical

balance.

1.4. 3. 4 Properties

See Table I-1 for pretest properties and Table 4-2 for post-test properties.
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The specimens were removed from the test medium, washed in running

distilled water, wiped dry, and then vacauum baked dry at 1050 C, 1 torr,

18 hours.

1.4. 3.5 Material Control Test

None conducted

1. 4. 4 Test Proc,,dures

T.4.4. 1 Test Description

Tests were conducted with a single material at a time.

The specimens. after weighing, were immersed in Reagent HF in a plastic

beaker for 5 minutes, with frequent agitation and striring. The specimens

were then removed, blotted dry with soft absorbent paper. (Specimen C of

Berylco nickel did not undergo this pretest imm(rrsion).

The blotted specimens were immediitely placed on the u.,per surface of the

nest of plastic tubing in the test container (subsection 1. 4. 2), in a manner

that the two specimens were in mutual contact at some point, and the speci-

mens were tipped so that part, but not all, of each was inmmersed in the

liquid HF. The test container was then closed and put in a constant-

temperature environment.

Test specimen C of Berylco nickel 440 was not placed on the nest, but ",as

suspended from the top of the container ýo that it was in the vapor only, and

not in contact with other specimens. Flexible p!astic tubing was used to

.•uspend it.

The tests were left undisturbed for a period of time, noted in Table 4-1.

Test termination consistel of removing the test container from the environ-

ment, opening the container, and flooding the interior with running distilled

water to wash away the HF. Tthe specimens were removed, dried, examined,

and weighed

I. 5 OPEN CUP IMPACT INITIATION TESTS

I. 5. 1 Test Procedure

Thu tests were conducted in the normal fashion (Ref 29) using the MDAC-West

modified ABMA Impact Tester. Specimens, Monel sample cups, striker

pins, and guide bars we .e cleaned for fluorine service and then packaged,
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but they were not passivated for CPF service. The tungsten carbide-cobalt

cermet test discs were baked overnite in a vacuum oven at 1 torr (continuously

pumped), 1050C, 18 hours, and then protected from atmospheric moisture

until tested. To demonstrate the effect of i-loisture, three of the discs were

exposed to air at a relative humidity of 100 percent at 70°F for 18 hours after

they had been baked dry. These discs were tested with the absorbed moisture

* present.

The remainder of the test apparatus was cleaned thoioughly in place. Speci-

mens were placed in sample cups and the assemblies were placed in stainless

* steel trays. The trays of specimens, striker pins, and guide bars were

placed in the test cell; then, this cell was sealed and purged with dry GN .

When the cell atmosphere was dry, LH2 was flowed into the anvil moat to

maintain a temperature of 10°F.

The specimens in the cups and striker pins were mounted individually in the

anvil, about 4 ml of liquid CPF was flowed into the cup, the lights were

extinguished, and the plummet was released from a selected height. After

4 to 5 tests at various drop heights, the specimens were removed from the

cell through a small airlock; they were examined immediately using a

Z0X stereozoom metailurgical microscope. Then the specimens were

engraved to indicate the test number and placed in a vacuum oven at 1050C

and 1 torr for at least 18 hours; this technique was used to bake out oxidizer

residues to prevent corrosion. From the observations during the tests and

from examination of the specimens, appropriate energy levels for the next

short series of tests were selected and the testing was continued.

The test d'rops were conducted at a variety of impact energies to find the

ene-gy at which 50 percent of the specimens would react (Es 0 ). The meLhod

of picking the drop energies was slightly modified from the standard up-and-

down process to allow a group of 4 or 5 specimens to be tested before select-

ing the next energy levels. The threshold initiation energy (TIE) was also

determined. The TIE is the greatest test energy at which no reaction is

detected.

In the tests, the energy output from the reactions was very low, and very few

* flashes were observed. However, reaction sites and burn craters were

detected easily when the specimens were examined. In nmany cases, the

interface between the specimen and the su t Monel sample cup sho,.ed n1,ore
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reaction sites than the hardened striker pin-specimen interface, but these

former reaction sites apptca,'ed to bt initiated in the Monel and hence were $
not considered in evaluation of whether a reaction had occurred. Figure 1-9

is a reproduction of a typical drop-test series.

The results of the tests, calculations, and conclusions will be found in

Subsection 4. 3.

1. 6 ROTARY-SLIDING FRICTION INITIATION TESTS

1. 6. 1 Test Method

This unique instrument (Figur I- 8) developed by MDAC-West on a previous

contract with AFML (Ref 9). An outline description of its function and the

prr-oedure for its use is appropriate. This out]ine may be found in

Appendix E.

1.6.2 Test Procedure

The procedure, described in Ref 9 was followed. Upper and lower specimens

were cleaned for fluorine service and then packaged until required. Porous

material specimens (alumina and tungsten carbide cermet) were vacuum

" baked at 105°C, : torr, for 18 hours. The specimens were :,ot prepassi-

vated. The test apparatus was ci,,aned thoroughly in plarL.

The Dendulum was raised and locked for each test. Tni. specimens were

mounted, the shield was locked in place, and the GN7 purge was turned on.

(In a few instances, the purge caused displacement of the lower specimen;

if this displacement was not detected before the teat, the results were

invalid. ) The post-impact pendulum height recorder was placed :n a vertical

position, the pendulum was shifted to the magnetc latch, and the test cell

was closed. Then, gas at a reguiated pressure was supplied to the pneumatic

cylinder to load the specimens in compression. LN 2 was turned on to chill

the specimens and the propellant moat to 10°F.

When the test temperature was reached, the purge was turned off, liquid

CPF (10 ml) was flowel cnto the specimens, the lights were extinguishea,

and the pendulum was released. Flashes or other occurrences were noted.
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The purge was then turned on again and the LN2 was turned off. After all

CPU' `&-i d been exhausto'd, the test cell was opened and the final height of the

pendulum noted. The tested specimens were removed and new ones wcre

mounted. The specimens were examined immediately under the 20-power

microscope for signs of reaction and were then baked for at least 18 hours

in a vacuum oven at 105°C and 1 torr.

Data collected from tests of Duranickel 301 Annealed are 0ven in Table 1-3

as a n'ample of the information collect•d in the tests.

The results of the tests, calculations, discussion and conclusion will be

found in Section 4.4.

Table 1- 3

ROTARY FRICTION TEST OF DURANICKEL 301-A IN CPF

Final Reaction
Cylinde r Pendulum
Pressure Po sition Visible

(psi) (deg) (Light) Burns

300 Not Yes Yes
Available

225 42 Not Yes
Observed

zoo 35 Yes Yes

15" 36 No Yes

100 19 No No

NOTE: Test Temperature = 10*F

Specimen rotation angle 60i
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Appendix J

MATERIAL PARAMETERS

for an infinite life cycle span, the a~lhesive wear processes must not result
in wear roughening which is greater than? the value H = 1. 5, Adopting the

conservative position that the most severe condilions of wear r-iust 1,e f'.?~

basis for the calculations, equation (B-.14) definies the material properties

needed -

H .5GAB

H .5 6.5- (31)max

Then

GAB

P A5. 23 A (J-2)
n= on

In addition to increases of surface roughness, there is one other major dam-

age which the valve can suffer under purely mechanical load~s. This damage
is plastic flow or rupture of the closures when the impact loads are too high.

This process will remove material from one location and pile it up in another

which can result in a permanent cocking of the poppet and greatly increased

leakage. The edges of the seat land are the location most liable to be affected

by this process. Since very minor -damage in this location not only increases

H rapidly, but also causes a decrease ;n the sealiiag area width (w in equa-

tion (1)) wit), resultant increa-e in leak rate, such damage must be prevented.

To avoid deformation in the area of initial sharp edge. contact, 9,, ., dlefined
in equation (6), must not exceed the yield stress .) d seat materalY
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Substituting equation (6) for ay of equation (4) allows definition of

FIno deform'

no deform 1.72 E I4 d d (D0 - dd C a I t TF t ) (J-3)

If the nominal design values for configuration and energy terms are substi-

tuted into this equation, the result,

F 1 !5 53.6 E1/4 (J -.4)
no deform

allows calculation of the maximum allowablP impact force as a function of a

material parameter, the bulk modulus.

Having discussed what may be considered to be the limiting cases for F, in

terms of service constraints, (and related these to materials properties) it

is now logical to consider the required operating cycle life, n = 10 cycles.

A definition of F, can be developed by combining and rearranging equa-

tions (4), (14), (15) and (16) with simp';fying assur.iptions. This result

relates FI to material properties and number of cycles;

F 14 - (J'-5)
1, n k-a

or for 105 cycles

.4 PA
F1, [30K-" x 10 kad
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The impact energy determined by equation (J-6) relating to leak rate

development -'hould be the sime as that determined by Equation (J-4) relating

to plastic deformation.

Then

33.6 E 1.4 x 1 - (J-7)
kad

o 
Ad • 3.82 x 105 

J-8)
kdE 1/ n=100K

In similar fashion, if FI (equation 4) is equated to Fino deform (equation (J-4)),

and the normal design values for configurations and forces are substituted,

the relation

S1 59.35 x 10'- (J-9)

is obtained.

The above calculations are based primarily on the formation of adheret

particles of average size.

GA
c 52 -AB (J-10)

uPA-
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The load to generate a contact area e,,v al "o this size of particle is

F, u = 4.39 x 10-6 GABJ-11)PA(- )

Equating (E-5) to (32), we obtain

kad AB 02PAZ ,0. 19 J2(-12)

n=100K
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